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EXCARNATION: 

A PHENOMENOLOGY OF TECHNOLOGY AND RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCE 

Troy Anthony Doucet, PhD 
The University of Texas at Dallas, 2018 

Supervising Professor:  Dr. Charles Bambach, PhD 

This work explores the contours of technology and its philosophical relationship to ethics 

and responsibility from a phenomenological perspective.  It suggests that technology, understood 

in a Heideggerian sense, carries within its essence the propensity to relegate and conceal our 

primordial sense of ethics as being-responsible to and for the other.  This mode of ethics roots 

itself deeply within an embodied, incarnate existence and being-in-the-world.  However, the 

argument being made in this work contends that, from Heidegger’s work, the proliferation of 

technological thinking—as a dominant Western philosophical tradition—challenges our notions 

of embodied responsibility—not only of ethics, but of being itself.  Any originary meaning of 

being-ethical becomes en-framed within disembodiment and comes to manifest primarily in the 

mere intellectual ascension of forming beliefs –that is, Cartesian metaphysics.  The initial arc of 

this work will be to properly re-frame technology within its original Pre-Socratic Greek origins 

in order to problematize the common misunderstandings of technology as a mode of human 

inventiveness that ultimately grounds rationality as the quintessential human ability.   
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This approach is unique insofar as it seeks to offer an original hermeneutical approach to 

the question of technology and its relationship to ethics, particularly in terms of religious 

experience.  To do so, this paper will initially engage in a close hermeneutical reading of the Pre-

Socratic philosophers (i.e. Sophocles, Thucydides, etc.) in order to properly situate the origin 

(arche) of technology (techne) within a pre-metaphysical grounding as a mode of revealing 

(aletheia).  Tracing the continued philosophical dis-placement of techne’s mode of revealing 

(e.g. truth-ing the truth of being) that originates primarily in the thought of Plato and Aristotle, 

techne ultimately gives rise to a dominance of Cartesian metaphysics within the Western 

philosophical tradition and literary canon.  When we encounter the event of the death of god in 

Nietzsche’s thought, followed by the reconstitution of the fundamental question of being 

(Dasein) in Martin Heidegger’s phenomenology, only then is being able to disclose techne’s 

originary manifest-ness as a mode of revealing the truth of being, un-tethered from its 

metaphysical imposition upon being and its presuppositionalist posture toward philosophical 

inquiry.  In Nietzsche’s work, there is the confrontation with the event of the death of god in 

order that we may return once again to that former encounter with the essential ground of the 

human condition that is found in Greek tragedy.  For Nietzsche, the meaning of ethics, or the 

ethicality of ethics, is not brought about by our ability to rationalize, calculate, theorize or 

universalize particular notions of good and evil.  Rather, authentic morality brings about an event 

– the death of god – in order that a visceral, incarnate and embodied life might be once again

affirmed in being itself.  Heidegger also comes to view such theoretical or scientific approaches 

to ‘truth’, regarding one’s own subjective rationalization in isolation, to be a manifest mode of 

technological thinking—that is, metaphysics.   
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PREFACE 

 “To stand under the claim of presence is the greatest claim made upon the human 
being.  It is “ethics.” 

    
     –Martin Heidegger, The Zollikon Seminars 
 

This work is an attempt to navigate the dense (and sometimes dangerous) contours of 

Heidegger’s thought regarding technology (techne) and its relationship to ethics and religion.  I 

must admit from the outset, that while this is fundamentally a philosophical piece of scholarship, 

there also exists within it a theological sedimentation that I am sympathetic to.  I would wager 

that the problems I seek to pose here, from my reading of Heidegger and other Continental 

thinkers, are significant for modern religious thought—particularly Western Christianity.  

However, the philosophical thrust of this work should not be interpreted through a lens that seeks 

to develop a type of religious apologetic, “defense” or theological methodology, where I attempt 

to explicate rational or logical arguments why one ought to believe in god or the “truth” of the 

Christian faith.  This is far removed from the specific course on which I decussate within a 

Continental philosophy of religion.  This work can and should be seen, however, as an opening 

towards that of a spiritually imaginative peregrination for the reader— not exclusively 

intellectual.   

The path that I explore here is somewhat personal as well as academic.  It is painted on—

and in some ways against—a tumultuous background of personal religious faith for me on one 

hand; and, on the other, an authentic belief that Jesus Christ embodies the overarching theme of 

this work’s essential objective.  The primary contention of this dissertation is that an embodied 

religious faith (incarnation)—grounded in one’s being-responsible to the Other (the ethicality of 
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ethics)—is of higher value in my being-in-the-world than that of a disembodied religion 

(excarnation) rooted in systematic institutionalism or rationality regarding one’s faith (a mode of 

techne).    

At the outset, in Chapter 1, I begin by problematizing modernity’s understanding 

regarding ethics as being situated within a mode of “normativity,” or as an “applied” discipline 

within ongoing philosophical discourse.  In this way I seek to invert the question of “what ethics 

is?”—that is, the question of what gives an action or law its moral force—and posing a different 

question that, I think, is prior to our ability to calculate or rationalize the “force” of its morality.  

That is to say, I am asking a more originary and fundamental question: “What is ethics?”  As 

Jean-Luc Nancy has stated, “No philosophy either provides or is by itself a ‘morality’ in this 

sense.  Philosophy is not charged with prescribing norms or values.”1  As Francois Raffoul 

rightly notes, “Rather, the task of philosophy is to question the ethicality of ethics, to engage a 

philosophical reflection on the very meaning of ethics, on what puts us in that position of having 

to choose norms and values at all.”2   

I venture from there to offer an interpretation of the Greek word techne, from a 

Heideggerian ground.  This move is important for this work’s focus, in that, I am seeking to 

create a vast purlieu, etymologically, between modernity’s notion that has come to regard 

technology being “technological,” that is to say, an “improvement upon previous 

improvements.”  For Heidegger, techne does not solely bear the presence of instrumentality or a 

means to a purposeful end.  Nor does techne manifest completely within the human capacity of 
                                                

1 Jean-Luc Nancy, “Heidegger’s Originary Ethics,” in Heidegger and Practical Philosophy, ed. François Raffoul 
and David Pettigrew (Albany: SUNY Press, 2002), 66.  

2 François Raffoul, The Origins of Responsibility (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2010), 2. 
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“making/doing/improving things”—like the progressive function of making this new gadget 

superior to the last edition.  In this way, Heidegger locates techne’s instrumentality, 

making/doing and knowing as something secondary to its originary essence.  For instance, a 

clock on the wall showing us the time of day may be a way in which time “essences”—but it is 

not the essence of time.  In the same way, an improvement or upgrade to some technologically 

sophisticated apparatus may too be a way in which techne essences—but it is not the essence of 

techne.  Techne, when understood in this way, gives precedence to the human in its subjectivity; 

that is, in human technical ability.  For the Greeks, and for Heidegger, techne’s essence is one 

which reveals something about the primacy of Being, that has ascendency over human 

subjectivity.  Techne, reveals as a type of truth-in-being, or a truth-ing which comes to reveal or 

dis-close Being to beings (aletheia); what Heidegger calls the look of being.  This word truth, 

“aletheia,” is articulated in a negative form to mean: to “un-conceal”, or to “dis-close” (i.e. the 

privative “a” before a word is the negative of that particular term: a-letheia).  The Greeks 

understood this type of “negative” truth, which discloses the self-disclosure of Being, as 

according priority over human rationality.  Richard Rojcewicz surmises that, “human truth, 

(veritas), as opposed to Being’s truth (aletheia), is found in “going around” (= “re-search”) and 

seeking, not in waiting.  Waiting in fact has for us no active sense; it is merely to be idle and so 

has fallen into complete disrepute.  No respectable philosopher or scientist waits for Being to 

reveal itself.  If one is honest, philosophers do not wait; on the contrary, they take matters into 

their own hands and seek to part the veils by their own effort.”3  Human techne, in this view, 

much like the clock telling time or the human’s effort to improve upon its previous 
                                                

3 Richard Rojcewicz, The Gods and Technology: A Reading of Heidegger (New York: SUNY Press, 2006), 52. 
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improvements, is a way in which the truth of being essences, but it is not the essence of being’s 

truth.  The human, in its subjectivity, is secondary to being’s ascendency over it.  Technology 

(techne) is disclosive, in that, it dis-closes the essence of what it means to be a being within 

Being—which I will argue is foundational for the possibility of ethical being. 

The dubious nature and relation of these two terms, ethics and techne, will allow me to 

philosophically explicate a fundamental idea found primarily in Pre-Socratic4 thought—that is, 

care-less technology (techne), and its growing sophistication and proliferation rooted in the 

primacy of human subjectivity, has the potential to close (or hide) a primordial essence of 

responsibility and care-for the Other (i.e. ethics).  As Raffoul contends, “In Heidegger, ethics is 

ontology itself.  There is no need to add an ethics as applied discipline to an ontology which 

would then have been presupposed as unethical...responsibility constitutes the cornerstone of 

such ethics.”5  This capricious relationship between “ethical responsibility” and “technical 

ability” results—as the Pre-Socratic writers emphasize—in often tragic consequences.   

As I have shown in the few paragraphs above, I will trace the grounding for ethics 

fundamentally within being-responsible.  Responsibility, as the essence which grounds the 

ethicality of ethics, is not rooted within a set of “normative/applied principles” or “universal 

law” or in any “religious/divine commands.”  But what do I mean by this strange term “the 

                                                

4 I use the term “Pre-Socratic” philosophers/thinkers loosely, in that, I recognize that this term is an anachronism 
taken directly from Heidegger’s own thought and writing.  For the sake of summary, I appropriate this title “Pre-
Socratic” to these individuals whose works come before Socrates’ own, in the same way as Heidegger and for the 
same purpose—mostly an historical relevance. I am aware that some of those authors I employ throughout 
Chapter 1 are historically taken as playwrights, historians, and philosophers; but not necessarily “philosophers” in 
the strict sense of the word.   

5 Ibid, 3.  
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ethicality of ethics?”  François Raffoul has coined this term: “the ethicality of ethics,”6 or what 

Heidegger calls in the “Letters on Humanism,” an “originary ethics” (ursprungliche Ethik).7 By 

this Raffoul contends that ethics, in the phenomenological tradition, is not approached as a 

“normative” set of moral laws or rules; and even less as some type of “applied” ethical 

discipline.  As I have previously argued, the scope of this work is not wholly concerned with 

“what” gives an action or law its so-called moral force.  Rather, a phenomenology of ethics is a 

“reflection on the meaning of ethics as such, on the “ethicality of ethics”—that is, away from an 

ideology of (Cartesian) subjectivity.”8  Ethics, in this sense, is viewed as something that exists as 

an event which is always-already prior to our ability to reason, calculate, impose or enforce it 

upon all people (i.e. universality).  Ethics, as I hope to show, is something that arises at the site 

of Being and out of the event of being; and thus, cannot be rigidly situated in traditional 

metaphysics.  In viewing ethics in this way, I seek to problematize the dominant Western9 

metaphysical sense of ethics by drawing on the works of Heidegger and the French 

Phenomenologists.  That is to say, I want to confront a philosophy of ethics that has come to 

                                                

6 Ibid, 1.  
7 Martin Heidegger, Basic Writings, rev. and exp. Edition, ed. David Farrell Krell (San Francisco: Harper & Row, 

1993), 258.  
8 Raffoul, The Origins of Responsibility, 1.  
9 By “Western,” I am not meaning to contrast any geographical location of philosophy or philosophers.  I am, again, 

employing the term in a Heideggarian sense.  For Heidegger, the tradition of “Western” philosophy is concerned 
about the question of being.  In both his early and later writings Heidegger seems to place the invention of 
Western philosophy historically within the rise of Cartesian metaphysics.  While Heidegger drops the use of the 
term “phenomenology” in his later thought, he still is very critical of the tradition of metaphysics and is viewing 
of the human subject as having ascendency over being itself.  Whenever, I am using the “term” Western within 
the context of this work, it is in light of Heidegger’s own concern and contrast of those “Western” (or analytic 
modes) of thought within philosophy that stands against those of the “phenomenological” tradition—not 
necessarily the “Continental” tradition alone.  While there is much debate over the fact of whether or not there is 
even some type of “continental/analytic” divide in philosophy, my work here takes its cues from Heidegger’s 
view that there is.  However, some philosophers would actually include many (if not all) of the thinkers I use 
throughout this work (i.e. Heidegger, Derrida, Raffoul, etc.) as being “Western” in a particular sense.   
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understand ethical meaning as being primarily grounded in analytic rationality and Cartesian 

subjectivity.  

My contention, in the conclusion of this chapter, is a retrieval of the nature of ethics and 

techne in Pre-Socratic Greece through Heidegger’s hermeneutics.   Again, for Heidegger, as 

Richard Rojcewicz argues, “techne is primarily theoretical, not practical.  Techne is essentially a 

matter of “seeing” or “knowing,” not “doing” or “making,” and what techne sees is Being—the 

essence of beings.”10  While there is a very long and complicated discussion within the 

philosophy of technology regarding technology as being either “knowing that” or “know-how,” I 

think these questions—while important—lie outside of the phenomenological question posed by 

Heidegger.  That is to say, the question of technology’s being as manifesting by a “knowing-

that” or a “know-how” is indeed part of the essential concern Heidegger raises regarding our 

relationship and interface with technology.  While I believe this to be an important epistemic 

question, it is not the scope or aim of this work to attempt an argument in that direction, per se.  

Even the relationship between the words techne and episteme are nuanced by Heidegger in order 

to retrieve an originary phenomenology.  I agree with Richard Rojcewicz’s interpretation of 

Heidegger in saying, “Episteme discloses what is unchangeable, techne what is changeable.  And 

episteme is disclosure for its own sake, while techne has an ulterior motive beyond mere 

disclosure.  Thus, episteme is literally knowledge pure and simple; it is knowledge of what is 

simple (the eternal and unchangeable), and it is pure knowledge (for its own sake).”11  The idea 

of Chapter One is to establish a phenomenological link between ethics and techne on one hand, 

                                                

10 Richard Rojcewicz, The Gods and Technology: A Reading of Heidegger (New York: SUNY Press, 2006), 57. 
11 Ibid, 60.  
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and the resulting human encounter with physis (nature)—and the often-tragic consequences of 

that entanglement—on the other.    

Chapter 2 seeks a hermeneutic method for bringing Heidegger’s writings on techne into 

conversation and confrontation Heidegger’s with religion as a type of experiential phenomenon 

in our being-in-the-world.  As I will show, for Heidegger, techne is not only a mode of revealing 

(truth/aletheia) the nature of Being to beings as such; but likewise, techne is a consequence in 

thinking the measure of being in particular ways.  This mode of technological thinking 

potentially closes off the essence of being to the human being due to our growing dependence 

upon techne.  For Heidegger, techne in this sense, reveals the essence of things– not as they are 

in themselves—but as Bestand (or standing reserve), waiting to be utilized through our rational 

and calculative imposition upon these objects (i.e. Cartesian metaphysics).  The idea of the 

methodology I employ here is not to convey a thematic expression that technology is bad in any 

way; but rather, to show it as Heidegger sees it.  For Heidegger, the danger of techne was found 

in our relationship to it and the liminal capacity with which we come to view it—that is, 

technology be-comes dangerous when our relation to it is one of either neutrality or utility.  This 

measure of thinking in terms of a thing’s neutrality or utility is a manifestation of “technological 

thinking” for Heidegger.  And while this may be true in a theoretical or philosophical sense, for 

Heidegger, this relationship between the human and techne only offers an “instance” of the 

technological (i.e. gadgetry, computers, machinery, etc.); but it does not disclose to us the 

“essence” of technology.  Again, it is not the question of what technology “is,” but what “is” 

technology and what are the implications of this sort of “technological thinking?”  I make the 

argument that technological thinking—in the way Heidegger argues—is thinking only within the 
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limits of a thing’s usefulness in accordance with the primacy of human subjectivity.  To think the 

liminal measure of a thing’s usefulness means to calculate and rationalize the thing towards that 

singular horizon of utility.  What I mean by this is techne, as an essence of disclosing the truth of 

Being to beings, is no longer primarily ontological in nature, but epistemological.  And such, it 

has the potential to bring about an “event” that demotes our embodied experience (incarnation = 

ontology) as an authentic experience that is to be subjugated and inferior to one’s rational and 

disembodied knowledge or “know-how” (excarnation = epistemology).  The site of the god’s 

(i.e. Being’s) withdrawing from presence occurs for Heidegger at this event.  Yet, as I will show, 

the possibility of their return lies within a retrieval of appropriating language in a way that de-

centers the human subject and elevates Being itself through poetic language.   

From there I bring into view Heidegger’s thought on religion as a “following”—that is, 

an embodiment of one’s belief (ontologically) as opposed to “believing in a belief” 

(epistemically).  It is important to do so for my work, in that, I will come to show that 

technological thinking, in the way Heidegger has framed it, has implications for not only the 

“religious experience of the holy,” but also for aesthetics and the encounter of beauty in all of its 

forms.  I finish off the chapter by arguing that theological (or religious) language manifests as a 

type of poetic language—in the way Heidegger interprets poesis—and thus, can serve as a model 

by which the “gods” or “being” can once again un-conceal or dis-close itself to the human being.   

Chapter 3 confronts Heidegger’s so-called neglect of the body.  That is to say, many of 

Heidegger’s critics seem to entail that his work does not give a necessary philosophical treatment 

of both “ethics” and the “body.”  However, I attempt to explicate a variety of French 

phenomenologists who were influenced by Heidegger’s work and who interface with his writings 
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as a way to retrieve bodily experience as a way of being-in-the-world.  That is to ask, how can 

one be-in-the-world without one’s body?  My primary argument of this chapter is to establish 

that religious experience is a type of qua experience, that is only available to my being in my 

body.  Drawing from the writings of Merleau-Ponty, Derrida and Levinas I endeavor to show 

that relationship between religious experience as an experience in the body is indicative of an 

encounter with, and being-responsible to and for, the Other.  Such an encounter is an encounter 

with what Derrida terms, “the holy.”   

Chapter 4 is my bid to firm up my Heideggerian inclinations that technological thinking 

has the possibility to remove my sense of responsibility to and for the Other.  In this chapter I 

draw my ideas from the work of Charles Taylor and Michel Foucault.  From Taylor’s 

perspective, the growing secularity of our present age has very little to do with a rise of atheism, 

the advancement of science, or even a decline in personal religious faith.  Rather, for Taylor, a 

secular age is indicative of a rise in rationality and calculation.  What I take Taylor to mean by 

this is that, in a secular age, people do not disagree about religious faith, or lack thereof because 

of “rival theories... but different kinds of lived experiences involved in understanding your life in 

one way or the other.”12  These lived experiences are important in understanding not only 

secularity, but ethicality—that is, the meaning and source of ethics.  I draw on Taylor’s view that 

religious belief was almost absolute in, say 1500 AD, but now it seems rather optional and 

inescapable that some people will not believe in God, or that of religious experience.  How did 

this come to be?  The point I find most arresting in Taylor is that, in the past, culture was what he 

termed “enchanted” by the possibility of the divine—now we are disenchanted—that is, we no 
                                                

12 Charles Taylor, A Secular Age (New York: Random House, 2007), 5.  
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longer view natural phenomena as being divine.13  What does this disenchantment mean?  Is it 

related to disembodied rationality and Cartesian metaphysics?  I draw similar lines from the 

work of Foucault in this chapter, in that, I view Foucault’s work as bringing into view a re-

capturing of the essential nature of the body’s work in ascertaining knowledge.  Foucault’s idea 

seems to show that our embodied state of being, much like Heidegger’s thought, are wrought 

with sensations that bring about knowledge of Being’s essential nature—primarily our sense of 

“care.”  Foucault attributes that our sense of “caring for ourselves” is superior to the Socratic 

“knowing ourselves,” in that, we are only able to “care” for the Other (ethics) through a care of 

the self—as opposed to simply “knowing” the self.   

In the final chapter, I explore the contours and potential confrontation of my work upon 

and within Christianity—especially here in the West.  By this, I hope to open a horizon of 

possibility that measures the truth of being by re-encountering ancient Christian practices that 

allowed one’s faith to be embodied and incarnate – that is, liturgy.  Etymologically, “liturgy” 

becomes an interesting project regarding this relationship between techne and ethical 

responsibility.  The Greek words leitos and ergon come to mean “the work of the folk.”  This 

“work” is always understood in terms of its communal nature—being-with the Other.  This 

thought leads me to inquire as how god may been seen and not merely known.  It is a 

phenomenological approach that is deeply opposed to an excarnate experience of religion that is 

merely “believed in the mind,” or as Daniel Dennett has stated a “belief in a belief.”  This 

chapter seems to me to express both an interdisciplinary and experimental nature in terms of both 

its philosophical and practical approaches to the problems I sought to raise.  On one hand, this 
                                                

13 Ibid, 25.  
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chapter has a strict continental and phenomenological underpinning that seeks to re-imagine the 

role of the body and its relationship to the meaning of ethics.  And on the other, it expresses a 

somewhat poetic and sermonic tone, in that, I want to disclose those ancient liturgical practices 

of Christianity (i.e. prayer, worship, eucharist) as a means of confronting the Other-ness of that 

which cannot be comprehended through rational or scientific dis-covery (i.e. techne)—the 

“holy.”  I draw primarily from the work of James K.A. Smith, who is professor of philosophy at 

Calvin College; and the French phenomenologist Jean-Yves Lacoste.  By bringing their work 

into conversation it seems that both thinkers, albeit very different in their ideas, align my thought 

of re-imagining the Christian faith as being less focused on “knowing God” by the veracity of 

our rational cognitive faculties, and more so by embodying the very incarnate words of Christ to 

“love your neighbor as yourself”—what I believe is the ethicality of ethics, or “being-

responsible” to and for the Other (i.e. neighbor, stranger, etc.).  Smith will pragmatically contend 

that liturgical experience within Orthodox Christianity has been lost in favor of a more 

contemporary and modernist approach to being ‘relevant’ and has more capitalistic and 

materialistic ideals than it does Christian ones.  Lacoste will present a more robust 

phenomenological approach that situates itself in a break or rupture from Heidegger’s thought 

regarding our ontology.  For Lacoste, liturgical formation and experience is, for the Christian, a 

manifestation of our “restlessness-in-being.”  This restlessness, for Lacoste, is an essence of our 

being’s desire that does not yet know what it desires in being; and yet, liturgy is 

phenomenologically and theologically situated within this restless desire of the human to not 

merely know God—but to choose God.  Liturgy offers an embodied response to this desire, not 

merely an intellectual one.  
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CHAPTER 1 

PRE-SOCRATICS, TECHNOLOGY AND THE TRAGIC 

1.1   Questions: The Ethicality of Ethics 

  “But where danger is, grows 
  the saving power also.” 
    
     –Friedrich Hölderlin, Patmos 
 
 The question concerning the meaning of ethics has lingered within the Western 

philosophical traditions. There are innumerable attempts to situate being-ethical within a 

framework of an absolute, universal and objective truth.  Needless to say, these universalizing 

theories within ethics have failed to produce the outcomes they have sought.  Even now, any 

originality of thought regarding ethics, or its meaning, has resulted in a clever re-hashing of old 

ideas.  What is interesting, however, is the ethical force of any judgment one makes—in terms of 

our ethical responsibility—is manifest within states of being-alone or being-in-community with 

others.  This communal, or even political14, aspect regarding one’s actions often determines the 

rightness or wrongness of any given action.  Another way of framing ethics in a normative sense 

is not simply to ask what we “should do” or what we “should not do.” Rather, what becomes the 

more concerning question of ethics is determining who ultimately decides, imposes and 

ultimately enforces the moral worth of an action or rule.  When the question of right and wrong 

is framed as an absolute moral obligation, particularly in religious contexts, it becomes possible 

                                                

14 I understand political here in the way that the Greeks situated the term derived from polis-polites-politika.  
Drawing our ethical evaluations and considerations along the lines of the city, or community as opposed to the 
individual subjective experience.  In that way, we have a way to understand ethics broadly construed within our 
ongoing engagement with others.   
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that certain “ethical anxieties” can potentially emerge regarding one’s religious convictions that 

they hold as true.  This is most common when we consider specific dilemmas they these folks are 

faced with when more than one option lies before them.  This is not only true of religion.  Often, 

individuals—whether religious or not—come into a type of moral confrontation with what our 

society deems decent or ethical and what our own ethical consciousness contends with – ethos 

contra pathos.   

Historically, religious belief had grounded ethics fundamentally in a transcendental god 

whose being was both immanent and distant.  The revelation of god’s holy command was viewed 

as that absolute ground for the universalizing of particular moral behaviors (I.e. thou shall not lie, 

thou shall not steal, etc.)  One might argue that these divine universal laws were primarily a 

means for establishing a cautionary narrative regarding social behavior, as opposed to an 

objective moral principle—if you do this, then this will happen.  For instance, the eighth 

commandment of the Decalogue instructs us that we should not to bear false witness; in other 

words: do not tell a lie.  If the consequences of such a divine decree were solely based upon its 

absolute universality, it utterly fails in what it sought—that is, application universally.  For many 

religious adherents who hold to such moral absolutes, lying (or bearing false witness) constitutes 

an unethical choice since deceit of any kind goes against this divine revelation from a holy, pure 

and good god.   

For instance, Immanuel Kant’s ethical theory, the categorical imperative, attempts to 

posit a principle of universality regarding the nature of ethics.  He states, “Act only according to 
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that maxim, whereby you can, at the same time, will it to become universal law.”15  Kant’s 

philosophy, however, does not depend upon a divine command, natural law, special revelation 

from god(s), or religious authority to come to a grounding of ethics.  Kant understood that ethics, 

if situated within the religious, would have a universally relativizing effect on the way in which 

we approached the question of morality.  What I take Kant’s philosophy to mean here is that 

different religious convictions and revelations would offer different moralities.  Rather, for Kant, 

we should solely rely upon our reason to come to our ethical considerations and conclusions.  

However, the issue faced when one attempts to universalize ethics from a strict religious 

axiom— to all people, in all places, at all times— is met with a particular sort of resistance in 

two significant areas: (1) the ethicality of ethics16 and (2) the historicity of the event (in the case 

of any divine law/command).  With regards to the religious grounding of morality, in asking the 

question regarding the ethicality of ethics we are faced with the problem of its historicity.  That 

is to say, both the meaning of the divine law (ethicality) and the historical individual to whom 

the command was given (historicity) are to be acknowledged prior to any attempt at universality.  

If these problems of ethicality and historicity are true for religious universal ethical claims, why 

could it not be true for any ethical theory thought out and from the primacy of the subject that is 

situated in an historic epoch? 

                                                

15 Immanuel Kant, Grounding for the Metaphysics of Morals, ed., trans. James W. Ellington (New York: Hackett 
Publishing, 1993), 30.  

16 The question of the ethicality of ethics, from a Heideggerian standpoint, differs from that of normative ethics or 
applied ethics, etc., in that, while normative ethics seeks to understand where an action or rule derives its ethical 
force from, or what makes such and such an action/rule ethical (the questions of what ethics “is”?).  The ethicality 
of ethics is asking a question prior to such evaluations based upon the human subject and rather, thinking of the 
event of ethics (the questions of what “is” ethics?), or some might call ‘meta-ethics’.   
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Religious tradition, as a ground for ethical and moral universality, over time, becomes 

recalcitrant to critical evaluation and cements itself as something obvious, or common sensical.  

Historically, given enough time, the amalgam of truths with and in any particular religion, which 

have been conceived and received by their traditions, solidifies its claims authoritatively and 

becomes impermeable.  Time acts as a sort of cementing authority of any religion’s particular 

establishment of truth for its followers.  However, thinking through the ethical meaning and 

historical situations surrounding any given divine command proves a more fruitful endeavor 

when we engage in critical discourse around religion’s asserted objectivism—even if it is in the 

face of scrutiny and uncertainty for the faithful.  While it may be uncomfortable for a person to 

face questions that are critical about their accepted truth or established ethical norms within their 

religion, isn’t it better for the person to contend for their faith rather than to blindly believe.   

In his work, Breaking the Spell, Daniel Dennett has stated that there is a “spell” 

surrounding religious belief in our modern times.  While the majority of Dennett’s work is to 

give a naturalistic account for religious faith, his voice at times is rather polemic.  This “spell” is 

not something magical that compels people to believe in the supernatural; rather, it is the fact 

that those individuals who do not share these beliefs feel somewhat constrained and unwilling to 

critique them in order to avoid hurting someone’s feelings or possibly destroying their faith.  He 

states that this spell needs to be broken and that religious belief should be placed within the 

sphere of critical evaluation, in the same way and to the same extent, as any other truth claims 

which attempt to offer answers to human existence, values, or ethics.17  The contiguous problem 

                                                

17 Dennett writes, “Today, billions of people pray for peace, and I wouldn't be surprised if most of them believe with 
all their hearts that the best path to follow to peace throughout the world is a path that runs through their particular 
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still arises, however, even in Dennett’s assessment.  Where does the “should” arise in Dennett’s 

own contention?  Is Dennett articulating a divine or rationally evidential ground to his belief 

here?  Or, is he simply conveying his own personal worldview?  It seems that Dennett brings 

something of his own philosophical bias—or backgrounding—to bear on the question of his 

reasons (or meaning) for absolutizing the critique of religion.  In many ways, I agree with 

Dennett’s motive—to critically analyze religious belief so as to create environments that are 

conducive to rational thought, being amenable to argumentation, etc.  But what is missing from 

Dennett’s own “ethic” is the “ethicality,” or the meaning of his position?   Just because one 

makes ethics a problem does not necessarily mean the absolute denial of its possibility.  Take for 

instance the morality of lying versus telling the truth.  To state that lying equates to an absolute 

immoral judgement—as in the case of Kant’s imperative or by some divine universal 

command—initially appears valid and objective.  What sort of world would we live in if 

everyone lied?  Intuitively, we might make assumptions that in such a world—where everyone 

lied—one could not possibly trust the word of anyone.  Truth appears to have a type of preferred 

value over deceit in any given culture, regardless of its geographical location or historical epoch 

in which it finds itself situated.  Our words offer the means to meaning, their truthfulness and our 

                                                                                                                                                       

religious institution, whether it is Christianity, Judaism, Islam, Hinduism, Buddhism, or any of hundreds of other 
systems of religion. Indeed, many people think that the best hope for humankind is that we can bring together all of 
the religions of the world in a mutually respectful conversation and ultimate agreement on how to treat one another. 
They may be right, but they don't know. The fervor of their belief is no substitute for good hard evidence, and the 
evidence in favor of this beautiful hope is hardly overwhelming. In fact, it is not persuasive at all, since just as many 
people, apparently, sincerely believe that world peace is less important, in both the short run and the long, than the 
global triumph of their particular religion over its competition.” Daniel Dennett, Breaking the Spell: Religion as 
Natural Phenomenon (New York: Viking Publishing, 2006), 16.  
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trust of what they are conveying are both essential and necessary for understanding and 

knowledge.   

Yet, even the most fundamentalist believer of objective moral universalism would have 

some trepidation at the notion of telling Nazi soldiers the absolute truth if asked by the Gestapo 

if they were hiding Jews beneath the floorboards of their own home.  To tell the truth, in this 

instance, would be wrong— not only to the innocent Jews hiding for their lives beneath the 

floorboards, but also to the persons hiding them.  But why?  The “action” or “rule” of normative 

ethics regarding lying or truth telling is dependent in this instance on the result or consequences 

of the action.  Why the act of lying is considered by most people to be wrong, what mattered 

here is the result of the lie—that is, the consequences of lying might result in a beneficial 

outcome.  This theory is a type of utilitarianism. This theory placed ethical significance in, not 

the action or rule of ethics, but in its results.  An action was only ethical in terms of it producing 

the greatest good for the greatest number of people.  The dis-closure of absolute truth, in the 

Nazi example, would end with the heinous murder of the hidden Jewish family and quite 

possibly the individuals doing the hiding.  This particular ethical dilemma should not create in 

and of itself a “reverse-universalizing” principle that it is always proper to lie simply because 

telling the truth in this instance is problematic. Derrida reminds us that every ethical decision is a 

singular one, and begins in difficulty.  I agree with Maurice Merleau-Ponty on the issue of the 

ethicality of ethics.  Merleau-Ponty states that his outright “making ethics a problem” that is, his 

questioning the very meaning of ethics, does not necessarily mean an outright rejection of the 

possibility of ethics.   
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One of the secondary arguments of this work will be to argue that the unregulated18 

proliferation of technology (techne), as Heidegger’s concern will lay out, has the capacity to 

relegate one’s responsibility to Others.  The mid-century new media thinker, Marshall McLuhan, 

once stated that with every new technology, there emerges a new responsibility.  What 

McLuhan’s statement conveys, much as Heidegger’s view, is that our appropriation of 

technology can never be neutral or merely a creation towards convenience for ourselves.  There 

always-already exists an ethical relationship between burgeoning technology and human 

responsibility to and for the Others.  In Heidegger, we will find a radically new concept of how 

being-responsible manifests within being.  I will argue for an originary ethics that thinks the 

measure of being, as opposed to thinking of the primacy of the subject, in relation to those 

classic approaches to the repertoire of ethics and responsibility—ideas such as personal-agency, 

free-will, and subjectivity.  In Heidegger we find, as François Raffoul will argue, the ethicality of 

being itself, properly conceived, cannot manifest as any grounding of ethics; but as an event 

(Ereignis) that calls-for responsibility ‘to’ and ‘for’ the Other with-and-in their own other-ness 

(alterity). 

 In the field of contemporary phenomenology, there has been a surfeit of literature written 

regarding ethics from a Continental perspective; however, very little of the work considers how 

technology should be understood as a phenomenon that skews and even alters our ethical 

considerations –much in the same way that societal norms and expectations do.  Even less has 

                                                

18 By “unregulated” here I am not supposing some sort of governmental, or legislative appropriation of technology, 
per se.  I am inferring a type of self-regulating, or ontological attunement, to the human’s relationship to the 
growing demand and dependency upon technology.  My contention is similar to that of Marshal McLuhan, in that, 
with every new technological advancement made, we need to consider the possibility of a new responsibility to 
Others, to the earth, etc.  
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been written in triangulating the significance of the relationship between ethics, technology and 

religious experience.  In what ways has technology altered our way of being ethical?  Does 

technology reduce (or possibly remove) my primordial sense of ethical responsibility to and for 

the Other?  If religious experience constitutes an experience that possible situates being ethically 

in terms of its being-responsible to and for the Other (i.e. my neighbor, the stranger), then how 

has technology’s proliferation also altered such experience? These are the guiding questions that 

will shape the work at hand.   

 The mapping of this work will begin by tracing the philosophical trajectory of technology 

(techne) as a starting point (Ursprung) towards our understanding of the ethicality of ethics—

primarily within the Pre-Socratic Greek philosophers.  Here, ethics reveals itself within the tragic 

relationship between the human being, techne, and physis.  This tragic entanglement becomes 

lost in Plato’s thought, as well as in Aristotle’s ethics, and ultimately leads to the dis-placement 

of both techne and ethics, and the forgetting of the question of being in philosophy –ultimately 

culminating in the withdrawal of being itself in Cartesian metaphysics.  We will then turn to 

Martin Heidegger’s work as a way to retrieve an originary ethical framing of techne that reveals 

being’s being within a phenomenological ontology, rather than in a theoretical epistemology.  

That is to say, in what way does the relationship between ethics and techne – rightly understood 

as a phenomenological ontology – manifest within embodied experience?  How has the ethical 

dimension of being-in-the-world, which has staked a claim upon my embodied experience in the 

world become relegated to the theoretical?  In what ways has technology and its proliferation 

resulted in the withdrawal of ethics from an embodied sense of being-responsible into a 

manifestation of dis-embodiment, that is, a merely being-rational?  How have these 
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disembodying effects of techne come into play when one considers a globally important 

phenomenon, that has implications on the body, like that of religious experience?   

 

1.2  Ancient and Modern Techne and Rhetoric 

 Before turning to the Pre-Socratic Greeks and their understanding of technology, we will 

need to define and distinguish between the terms techne and technology in a more thorough way; 

as their respective meanings are currently unclear to us, they do not provide any type of univocal 

common understanding to our epistemology.  To the ancient Greeks, the word techne would have 

generally been understood as a craft, or even a handicraft of an artificer’s work of art (i.e. to 

build, tekton, archi-tekt).  It also meant a type of knowledge as well.   Techne as a type, or mode, 

of knowledge seems to be the more appropriate way to understand it within its philosophical 

context.19  For Heidegger, the idea of techne as craft emphasizes the significance of a completed 

work of the craftsman or artist, whereas techne as knowledge is suggestive of the thoughts called 

forth from one’s thinking that leads to those created works.  Cautiously, we should not limit our 

interpretation of techne to an all-sufficient, all-encompassing term for knowledge however.  We 

know that words, such as episteme also refer to a type of knowledge –yet this sort of knowledge 

(episteme) uniquely situates itself in the way the Greeks understood its meaning.  Simply stated, 

                                                

19 There is a long discussion in the philosophy of technology regarding technology as either a type of “know-how”, 
or practical knowledge that is not reducible to a discursive knowledge of “knowing-that.”  The purpose of this 
work is not necessarily to engage with that ongoing question within the philosophy of technology about “know-
how” as pragmatic or “knowing-that” as a source of epistemology—but rather, techne in the Heideggerian sense is 
a “revealing-forth” something that is always-already in relation to physis.  As Heidegger states, “technology is not 
anything technological.”  By this, I read Heidegger to mean that we only understand what we “know”, and 
through this understanding we come to interpret the world in certain ways.  What is important for Heidegger’s 
question is what is revealed of the object in my encounter or confrontation with it in its own-ness, as it-self and 
not in my re-presentation of it.   
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where techne can be viewed as an instrumental and rational production of something, episteme 

can be understood as a mode of anachronistic knowledge, or knowledge for its own sake.  Alan 

Bloom has argued that techne is “a discipline operating on the basis of principles that can be 

taught.  It is, hence, not opposed to science but allied with it.”20.  Aristotle too, defined techne, in 

the Nicomachean Ethics, line 1140a10, as “a state of capacity to make, involving a true course of 

reasoning.”21  There are some important etymological connections that are suggested there in 

Bloom and Aristotle regarding the relationship between techne and reason (logos) in how we 

might come to understand the modern employment of the word technology.  It seems from 

Aristotle’s use of the word, along with Bloom’s idea, that reason as logos is etymologically 

implicit within the understanding of techne.  In the next section, we will come to see how 

Heidegger understands the nature of this word techne in terms of its nurturing or gathering –what 

he will call logos.   

Another important argument from Carl Mitcham contends that even though Aristotle first 

uses the Greek word technologia in his work Rhetoric, it “is a vastly different form from that of 

modern technology.”22  According to Bloom’s interpretation, for Aristotle the purpose of 

technologia was a “systematic treatment of language –that is, rhetoric.”23  Thinking about the 

rhetorical aspects of technology will become an important piece to consider, particularly when 

we consider the religious implications of employing such language not only in its spoken-

language, but language in its written form as well (which is a manifest type of techne).  In fact, 

                                                

20 Plato. The Republic, ed., trans. Allan Bloom (New York: Basic Books, 1968).  
 

21 Aristotle. Nicomachean Ethics, Trans. Ernest Barker (London: Oxford University Press, 1958). 
 

22 Carl Mitcham, Thinking Through Technology (Chicago University Press, 1994), 443. 
 

23 Steven Monsma, Responsible Technology: A Christian Perspective (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1986), 11.   
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rhetorical studies have recently witnessed a type of burgeoning renaissance over the last two or 

three decades, particularly in the area of biblical studies and hermeneutics (i.e. religious studies).  

The product of this field has resulted in a deeply provocative and disclosive analysis24 regarding 

the function of rhetoric and its structure within religious texts and more importantly the religious 

experiences from which those particular texts emerge.  An important figure leading this 

movement is biblical scholar Vernon Robbins of Emory University.  His work, Exploring the 

Texture of Texts: A Guide to Socio-Rhetorical Interpretation, was a monumental piece for 

rhetorical analysis in biblical texts.  Robbins’ work helps to frame some important issues at stake 

within hermeneutics and the complicated nature of exploring religious texts outside of those 

classic hermeneutical approaches and methodologies.  Robbins uses the metaphor “texture” as a 

description of the way in which biblical texts show themselves more as a type of “tapestry.”  

This unique description of the texts as tapestry functions as a way “to build an environment, that 

provides a basic, overall view of life and language as we use it."25  The tapestry metaphor 

employed here seems to be a more comprehensive view of Robbin's overarching thought, as 

opposed to simply textures.  As Robbins argues further, "that words themselves work in 

complicated ways to communicate meanings that we only partially understand…that meanings 

                                                

24 I use the term 'disclosive' in a Heideggerian sense.  Heidegger viewed truth as 'aletheia', which could be 
interpreted or translated as 'un-concealment', 'un-covering', or 'dis-closure'.  In other words, truth for Heidegger 
was not merely a logical set of propositions which corresponded to a set of realities in a metaphysical sense.  
Rather, truth was something that 'became disclosed to show itself as closed'.  Another notion of this idea is in 
contrast to certain claims of truth as 'veritas' (verify, veracity, etc.); yet, for Heidegger dis-closure of truth was 
served best as viewing truth as 'truth-ing'- an ongoing procedure not concerned with finality or certainty within a 
proposition.   

25 Vernon Robbins, Exploring the Texture of the Texts: A Guide to Socio-Rhetorical Interpretation (New York: 
Bloomsbury Publishing), 2.  
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themselves have their meanings by their relation to other meanings."26 This statement offers us a 

type of word-picture for seeing the text as textural, the texture of the text weaving, flowing and 

intersecting through other textures of texts in a very complex relationship of meanings.   

R. Alan Culpepper has rightly noted that Robbin's challenge to bring together both the 

language of life and the life of language was similar to that of Richard Wagner who attempted a 

"Gesamtkunstwerk, (not) a mere mixture of the arts, but a merging of all arts into a new form."27  

We witness in Robbin’s argument that it is his idea of the tapestry that alludes to this weaving of 

life and language.  There is something mysterious about the inter-textual and ontological 

weaving of our use of language and our existence, or dwelling.  Martin Heidegger once noted 

that “language is the house of being.” What I take Heidegger to mean by this strange sentence is 

that humans don’t “have” language—rather, language “has” the human.  Our being is not 

something given and then we establish language as a rational deployment, or some other 

calculative mode of our technological sophistication; but rather, language is a phenomenological 

event where the ground of being situates and appropriates itself therein.  It is what Robbin’s 

stated the life of language and the language of life.  I take “life” to mean for Robbins a type of 

being-in-the-world, that exists within language (or the texts).  In other words, we also encounter 

a “lived and embodied experience” that must also be hermeneutically accounted for within any 

texts as language and language as texts.  The phenomenology of language cannot be wholly dis-

closed through technological means.  That is to say, through a means which use language 

primarily as an end for constituting the subject’s experience of objects in the world by definition 
                                                

26 Ibid., 132.  
27 Alan R. Culpepper, "Mapping the Textures of New Testament Criticism: A Response to Socio-Rhetorical 

Criticism." Journal for the Study of the New Testament, 1998, 71-77. 
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(i.e. lexicons, dictionaries, synonyms, etc.).  These technological means by which we attempt to 

understand perceptive phenomena is not given.  Merleau-Ponty states, “This paradox is that of all 

being in the world: when I move towards a world I bury my perceptual and practical intentions in 

objects which ultimately appear prior to and external to any intention.”28  This “intention” can 

be, but not limited to, my appropriation of objects in the world reduced to my linguistic 

definitions, bias, prior experiences, etc.  

Hanz Betz affirms this notion stating that “expressions of language manifests in literary 

(textual) as well as non-literary traditions.”29  I believe that Betz’s so-called “non-literary 

approaches” of texts include important phenomenological considerations that language gives to 

what Charles Taylor has called those “lived experiences and not just those sets of theoretical 

beliefs we intellectually ascent and subscribe to.”30  What I take Taylor to mean here is that the 

text of any literary work calls forth for us to “respond” in some way and not to merely theorize 

about “authorial/historical meaning” or “interpretational/linguistic correctness” of the text.  The 

embodiment of belief is a response to the language of belief.  In Christian terms, one might talk 

about the relevance of Christ’s teachings as being something more than the “cause” for 

conversing each Sunday morning about an issue like helping the poor.  While the text of the 

gospels suggests that helping the poor is a good thing, it is the visceral and embodied lived 

                                                

28 Maurice Merleau-Ponty, Phenomenology of Perception (New York: Routledge, 2012), 95.   

29 Hanz Dieter Betz, Geneologies of New Testament Rhetorical Criticism, ed. Troy Martin (Minneapolis: Fortress 
Press, 2014), 48.  

30 Charles Taylor, A Secular Age (New York: Random House, 2007), 8.  
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experience of actually helping the poor which is of greater value than the mere intellectual ascent 

to simply believing it to be true and good and noble.  To crudely state it, Jesus never said 

something like, “Hey guys, its ok to simply show up and talk about what I said here every 

weekend together in community and fellowship!”  No, absolutely preposterous.  The call is to do, 

to live out, to in-flesh the very belief one believes.   

 When one considers techne and the productive activity that stems from it, we come to 

understand it primarily as a human exercise.  Techne, when understood in this way (i.e. a human 

production), offers a contrast to those things that are produced by nature, or what the Greeks 

termed physis.  This juxtaposition becomes prevalent in the thought of Heidegger concerning the 

essential nature of techne.  Heidegger argues that techne is “that which comes into being by 

something other than itself,” while physis is “that which comes to presence on its own”.  This 

distinction between techne and physis plays a crucial role in situating and understanding 

Heidegger’s thoughts on techne in his lecture The Question Concerning Technology.   

For the purposes of this work, understanding techne as technical knowledge, as opposed 

to scientific knowledge, may help us only a little.  More importantly for this study, will be to 

establish how techne has lost its Pre-Socratic arche as revealing truth (aletheia) and has come to 

be viewed philosophically within a Cartesian paradigm—metaphysically—as a special type of 

knowledge or activity of the human subject (i.e. the ego).  This metaphysical anthropocentrism 

conceals the essence of techne from the human being.  Once being hides itself from beings, it 

delimits techne’s un-concealment of the truth of being’s being to that which discloses itself for 

means/ends production, or origination, of an object into being by the subject—that is, for its 

usefulness.  In many ways, this sort of thinking leads to the fundamental differences between 
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techne and physis being obfuscated.  If physis’ causal nature, which is to “bring forth into 

presence/being from its own,” is viewed simply as a type of accidental phenomenon brought 

about by a variety of independent forces, then physis can be nothing more than a dynamic—

albeit powerful—and awkwardly mechanistic kind of techne.  When we conceive physis based 

upon the configuration of techne we are left with a conflation that is not natural (of its-own) and, 

as such, gives way to what Heidegger calls “technological thinking.”  But what is “technological 

thinking?”  How is it rooted in our conflation of the modes manifest in both techne and physis?  

It is through Cartesian metaphysics.  Such metaphysical thinking is only able to appropriate the 

technological as a human affair or achievement as improving upon previous improvements.  

Thus, thinking metaphysically not only closes off techne from its originary place in being as a 

bringing-forth, but also displaces it and transforms its essence from a disclosure of being into a 

being-closed that forms the basis for “technological thinking.”   

Heidegger writes, “Bringing-forth occurs only insofar as something that is concealed 

comes into un-concealment.  This coming is founded on and transpires within what we are 

calling Entbergen.  The Greek word for truth is aletheia, which the Romans come to translate as 

veritas.  In German, it is die Wahrheit, and is ordinarily understood as referring to the 

correctness of a representation.”31  While all of the hyphenated words mean truth, Heidegger 

views this transition of the Greek word aletheia into the Latin Veritas and the German Warheit 

as an impoverished translation which loses the essence of “truth” as dis-closure.  This loss of the 

essence of truth also represents for Heidegger a more significant event in the history of Being 

                                                

31 Martin Heidegger, "The Question Concerning Technology." In Basic Writings, ed., trans. David Farrel Krell (San 
Francisco: HarperCollins, 1993), 11-12. 
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and suggest a movement away from Being-disclosed into Being-hidden and Being’s withdrawing 

from presence.   

 Chapter 2 of this project will deal more exhaustively with Heidegger, technology and the 

withdrawal of being –what, following the German poet Holderlin, he calls the flight or 

absconding of the gods.  I will attempt to situate religious experience as a type of understanding 

of the gods, in the strict sense.  What will be essential to this perspective will be to focus 

primarily on Christianity since it plays a crucial role not only in Heidegger’s own upbringing, but 

in his early phenomenological work.  It is, however, worth noting some important observational 

aspects to the linguistic structure of the words previously mentioned.  The essential words used 

by Heidegger are raised in question regarding truth and the disclosure of being.  The Greek 

language expresses its understanding of ‘truth’ within a negation of its orientation: ‘a-letheia’.  

We know that the placement of the prefix ‘a’ prior to a word offers a negation of this term.  

Someone who believes in God (a positive assertion) is identified as a theist.  However, once the 

letter ‘a’ is placed as a prefix before its initial positive expression it negates its positive meaning.  

Using the example above, an ‘atheist’ would therefore be a negation of the term ‘theist’, that is, 

an atheist is someone who does not believe in god’s existence.  A-moral, is not simply the 

negation of morality, but a withdrawal from “the” moral as the sole worthy criterion.  Yet, 

Heidegger views this event as no mere coincidental play in language.  The event of Being’s 

concealment from presence in being is brought about, and motivated by the ways in which truth 

is appropriated in being through language.  Heidegger views language as “the house of being”, 

that is to say, it is not humans who have language –rather, it is language that has the human.  

Such a reversal of language as the house of being in-to that of beings that simply house language 
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plays itself out as a form of being’s hiding itself from presence into an absential dimension.   The 

negative expression in the Greek language for ‘truth’ (aletheia) as ‘dis-closure’, ‘un-concealed’, 

or ‘un-hidden’ as opposed to the positive Western terms for truth are telling for Heidegger’s 

linguistic analysis.  The Greek understanding of truth, expressed in the negative sense, seems to 

give priority to Being and to the self-revelation of the gods.  Western conceptions of truth, 

conveyed in the positive sense, (e.g. verify, veracity, etc.) give priority to human subjectivity and 

its ability to rationalize its way to truth, for example in Cartesian metaphysics.  We have come to 

believe, due to Cartesian metaphysics and its dominant influence in Western philosophy, that 

truth (like techne) is primarily a human activity or project.  Truth is established when our human 

intellect, however subjective, corresponds to an objective state of affairs in the world and a 

judgment is then made accordingly.  That is to say, we believe that truth, in the Western 

metaphysical sense, always involves human subjectivity alongside human judgments.  This 

positivity within our subjective truth claims and judgments dis-close (truth) what our lack of 

negativity reveals; that is, there is nothing more essential in being to us than our own 

subjectivity.  Here our limitation of truth reveals the truth of our limitation.  We are completely 

unaware of our own deprivation regarding the question of being and its withdrawal from being.  

Our metaphysical thinking has allowed us both to forget and to forget that anything has been 

forgotten in terms of being and the being of beings.   This elevation of human subjectivity and 

rationality has inevitably displaced techne from its originary mode of dis-closing being (truth-

ing), into a Western metaphysical mode of human centeredness.  As Charles Bambach writes, 

“Heidegger viewed the modern imperative towards rationality as a process that yields 

standardization, uniformity and a rigid structure of bureaucratic efficiency that encases the 
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human in an iron cage that thwarts freedom and creativity.  Within such a world the old gods 

have fled and in their place there reigns the mathematical science of nature and machine 

technology.”32  The ancient Greek experience of techne as a mode of disclosing the truth of 

beings was far more original, in that, things revealed in being did not rely on our subjectivity to 

reveal their essence.  Rather, it was being itself that made possible the possibility of things 

disclosing themselves.  This is to say, from a phenomenological perspective, being discloses the 

truth of being for the sake of being itself—not for the sake of the human, or for human purposes 

or ends.  The Greeks were able to articulate a truth that extended beyond the human disclosure of 

truth in subjectivity.  Aletheia is the word they employ to account for what they saw –Being dis-

closed, what Heidegger calls the “look of Being.”  But, given this analysis, we need to ask: how 

does techne come to be situated and disclosed by the human subject and confined to a mere 

metaphysics of presence?  In Heidegger’s treatment of Aristotle’s Physics we can find the outline 

of this ancient departure from techne as a mode of being’s self-showing, into the primacy of 

human subjectivity and efficiency.    

 Richard Rojcewicz has explicated the outline of Heidegger’s critique and argued that 

“ancient technology, in essence, is the theory of the four causes; ancient technology is the 

disclosure of things in general as subject to the four causes.”33  Here Rojcewicz argues that if we 

are to understand Heidegger’s approach to the question of techne, in relation to its ancient 

technological context, we first have to view Aristotle’s four causes as the grounding of techne’s 

causality in being.  Aristotle’s four causes are well known from Book II.3 of his Physics: the 
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material cause, the formal cause, the efficient cause, and the final cause.  The most common 

example is that of a statue.  In what ways do the four causes manifest their existence within the 

statue’s presence?  First, the matter, or the bronze (i.e. material cause), is the cause that 

necessarily receives the statue’s formation.  The form (i.e. formal cause) which the statue takes, 

let us say, an image of Dr. Martin Luther King, is the cause that the sculptor applies to the 

material.  The efficient cause would be the sculptor himself, the necessary agent who imposes 

the image of Dr. King onto the bronze material.  The final cause, or the statue’s purpose (telos), 

would be to stimulate the valuation of human rights, not merely replicate an effigy of Dr. King’s 

likeness.  Aristotle’s place in understanding causality is both prominent and dogmatic in some 

philosophic circles, and thus, often limits our ability to understand the authentic nature of 

causality as understood by the ancients prior to Aristotle.   

 In his work The Question Concerning Technology Heidegger’s analysis of Aristotle’s 

four causes radically departs from being a facile dogma in philosophy.  For instance, we can 

easily see that three of the four causes in Aristotle are not causes in the way in which we 

understand causation.  To use the statue of Dr. King as an analogy: the material form, or the 

bronze matter, obviously does not cause anything to occur.  The form imposed upon the bronze 

material, the effigy of Dr. King, also is not a cause of anything.  Nor does the purpose of the 

statue cause anything explicitly in its own existence.  However, an individual who views the 

statue may feel a sense of reverence or inspiration that was caused by viewing it; but that is 

secondary to the statue’s existence itself.  The bronze material may “cause” the tools that form it 

to break; but again, these are all secondary to the existence of the material itself.  If our 

understanding of causality is limited to “something that brings about an effect or result, or the 
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reason for an action or condition”, then the only real cause of Dr. King’s statue’s existence is the 

sculptor.  Since it is she who is responsible for the statue’s coming into being through her own 

agency, her own imagination, and her own efficacy, she deserves the credit.  Aristotle must be 

understood here as employing the concept of causation broadly, and not univocally.  That is to 

say, the sculptor and the bronze material cannot be causes in the same sense since one acts and 

the other is what is acted upon.  For Heidegger, Aristotle’s four causes are indeed ‘causes’ in 

exactly the same sense.   

However, Heidegger’s sense of causation in Aristotle has nothing to do correspondingly 

with how we understand the term cause today –even the efficient cause which appears to be the 

only ‘true’ cause.   Rojcewicz, in his interpretation of Heidegger on Aristotle, contends that 

“...the silversmith is not the causa efficiens.  Aristotle’s theory neither knows the cause that 

would bear this title nor does it use a correspondent Greek term for such a cause.”34  What 

Heidegger is asserting here is that Aristotle’s interpretation of the word ‘cause’ is merely a 

condition that is appropriate for the production of things to occur.  Heidegger views this play 

between the activity of the sculptor and the passivity of the material as something hidden from 

presence.  He asks, “But suppose that causality, for its part, is veiled in darkness with respect for 

what it is? From where is the causal character of the four causes determined in a unitary way, 

such that they belong together?”35  Heidegger begins to situate Aristotle’s fourfold causality in 

the German word Verschulden.  While Verschulden has a wide range of possible meanings, it is 

derived from the noun die Schuld, or ‘guilt’.  One possible way to understand Heidegger’s 
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meaning here is found in translating Verschulden as responsibility or obligation.  Yet, Heidegger 

rejects the ethical sense of both responsibility as being-responsible for the statue’s creation.  

Rather, the sculptor is only co-responsible for the statue’s existence.  He also sees being 

obligated in a rather neutral sense much like the colloquial expression we sometimes use, “I am 

much obliged to you, sir.”  It simply has the connotation of being helped along by another, not 

necessarily owing them everything.  For example, a statue of Dr. King can be obliged to the 

bronze, but it cannot be forced to exist by it.  The sculptor is then, for Heidegger, not viewed as 

the only cause in the sense of activity vs passivity; rather, as one who is obliged or responsible 

for gathering.  He writes, “The silversmith deliberates and gathers the three aforementioned 

ways of being responsible.  To deliberate is in Greek legein, logos.  Legein is rooted in apophan 

esthai, that is, bringing into appearance.  The silversmith is co-responsible as that individual 

from whence the bringing forth of the sacrificial vessel, and its resting upon itself, take and retain 

their first point of departure.”36  Verschulden in this sense points towards Heidegger’s 

understanding of cause as “responsibility or obligation.”  To understand this term is made more 

difficult, in that, he wants to begin by rejecting the idea that causation is in any way a means of 

effecting.  An easier way of understanding causation in Heidegger would be to view the term 

causality as a way of nurturing, rather than as an effecting or imposing my “intention” upon an 

object.  This term, nurturing, will come more into play in Chapter Two when we attempt to 

ground Heidegger’s understanding of religion and the possibility of encountering god or the gods 

in their absential presence.   
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Yet, another more originary way to view Heidegger’s approach to techne opens the 

possibility that the four causes allow what is not yet presently present to manifest presence 

potentially.  However, the truth, or dis-closure, of the four causes appears as a seemingly chiastic 

contradiction.  That is to say, how can it be possible to both allow something to come into 

presence that was not previously present and nurture something that does not yet exist presently?  

Heidegger will need to turn to the Pre-Socratic philosophers to deal with this strange question. 

However, a better understanding of how to approach modern technology is needed if we are to 

truly grasp Heidegger’s concern regarding technology and its essential nature.  

 Modern technology is often associated with its machinery and sophisticated tech-

gadgetry.  For example, many people state that a smartphone is technology within these modern 

contexts.  However, an examination of the modern historical usage of the word still situates 

technology as a type of technical knowledge (or study of) a singular craft or artistic skill learned 

by an individual (e.g. blacksmith, cobbler, computer technician, etc.), and not necessarily the 

resultant product of that knowledge (e.g. shoes, saddles, laptops, etc.).37  In viewing both of these 

ancient and contemporary definitions, we can see that our understanding of techne and 

technology are complementary, if not often identical.  There are some important distinctions to 

be made, however, regarding ancient and modern technology.   

Socio-historical studies on quantitative and qualitative differences of techne/technology 

have attempting to dis-situate the two terms.  It seems practically intuitive to us that any attempt 

in drawing comparisons between the primitive skill of a metal craftsman – as he heats and molds 
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a piece of iron into the form of a sword – is hardly worth comparing to the sophisticated 

knowledge of contemporary technologists whose skillset is involved in something like genetic 

engineering.  Those who interpret technology quantitatively do not hold these sentiments 

regarding what appears to be a vastly different sophistication of knowledge between the cobbler 

and the geneticist.  The quantitative view holds that technology is the accumulation of technical 

and rational prowess over time from less civilized to more civilized, from less sophistication to 

more sophistication.  The International Technology Education Association declared that, 

“Technology has been going on ever since humans harnessed fire, dragged a stick across the 

ground to create a furrow for planting seeds, but today it exists to a degree unprecedented in 

history.  Furthermore, technology is evolving at an extraordinary rate, with new technologies 

being created and existing technologies being improved and extended.”38  On the other hand, 

some technological theorists argue for a qualitative difference in our understanding of the terms 

techne and technology.  Canadian philosopher of technology, George Grant, argues that “ancient 

techne was limited in its overall effect, whereas (modern) technology should be characterized by 

its complete lack of limitation.”39   

Historian Arthur Melzer suggests that “rather than simply bringing something particular 

into being that would not have existed otherwise, as with (ancient) techne, (modern) technology 

seeks to control nature as a whole.”40  For techno-thinkers such as Melzer and Grant, the issues 
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pertaining to our understanding of techne and technology are not essentially understood in the 

complex sophistication of modern technology versus the crude simplicity of ancient techne; 

rather, it is that they are indeed fundamentally different.   

 While interesting in the analytic sense, these qualitative and quantitative distinctions 

between ancient techne and modern technology, however, simply will not work for any attempt 

at a Heideggerian or Continental analysis.  Such distinctions are, at best, reductionist in their 

understanding and fundamentally focus their attempts in understanding and ordering the Greek 

“language within the life of the texts”, and not the “texts within the life of language”.  The 

modern socio-historical study of the ancient techne/modern technology distinction has fallen 

prey to the metaphysical appropriation of language and cannot access the disclosive nature of 

techne’s being.  That is to say, techne once again becomes something that is simply rational, or 

the human productive end of and from this rationality—something to be used for human 

purposes.  There is a fundamental element within techne that, as a phenomenological way of 

revealing, lets what is being-revealed, reveal itself as itself revealed; what Heidegger called 

“letting-be” or “releasement” (Gelassenheit).  We betray the phenomenological ontology of this 

letting-be in an attempt to metaphysically set-to-order this letting and becoming of the thing 

revealed by rejecting what is possible in itself in order to enframe (Gestell) it into what is useful 

–its metaphysicality.  This “letting-be” (Gelassenheit) will be discussed further in our attempts at 

understanding techne within the Pre-Socratic philosopher’s writings later in this chapter.  

 Heidegger will argue that in order for technology to reveal its essence as revealing, our 

understanding of technology must be expanded to also encompass other words that belong to that 

domain of revealing, that is, aletheia.  He employs two words, poiesis and episteme, in relation 
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to techne since they all essentially have those qualities of “engendering” and “truth”.   While 

appropriating techne in this way, Heidegger will reject the meaning of techne as merely 

“making”.  This move creates an insistence of techne’s fundamental imbrication—linguistically 

and etymologically—in poiesis and episteme, in order to lay the groundwork for what Heidegger 

will describe as techne’s essential relation to truth (aletheia), its essence as revealing.  Techne is 

first and foremost related to poiesis in that before there can be any making, there is a bringing-

forth.   

The Greek word, poiesis, is where we derive the English word “poetry”, a name that, in 

its essence, brings-forth from the absential into presence.  Poiesis is that mode of being which 

manifestly renders what is potential to that which has become actual.  Any activity in-being 

which brings-forth something into presence from its initial absence belongs to poiesis.  The 

second point Heidegger will make is in the viewing of techne as a type of poiesis is 

fundamentally linked to the Greek word, episteme—knowledge or science.  This is an important 

conceptual connection, not only due to the obviousness in what we see behind technological 

making, but also, we view it as the ground by which knowledge (episteme) enables the bringing-

forth into presence what had been disclosed as a truth.  This careful weaving together of techne, 

poiesis and episteme in being-here, we see a connection between the making power of techne as 

a mode of bringing-forth into presence (poiesis) what has become dis-closed, and revealed as 

truth (episteme). In doing this, Heidegger dis-places both the instrumentality and conventionality 

of technology understood as some sort of a means to an end, and points us towards a horizon of 

possibility where techne is situated in its originary mode of “truth-ing,” as a process that yields 

the dis-closure of worlds.  In order for us to attempt a following of Heidegger into his radical 
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reconstitution of techne as a mode of revealing (aletheia), we need to situate techne 

appropriately within its-own possibility and originary essence—what is poetic.  In what way 

does techne dis-close its poetic essence?  How are we to understand the poetic as a way in which 

techne essences, but still hold that the poetic is not the essence of techne?  However, because 

techne has an uncanny ability to poetize, or bring-forth what is absential to presence from its 

essence Heidegger states, “techne lets what is not yet present arrive into presence-ing into the 

order of the presence or the real.”41   

Heidegger goes on to situate another important term for considering the essential nature 

of techne as revealing –the “letting”.  It is the “letting” of techne that grounds it within a mode of 

bringing-forth into presence what had otherwise been absent from presence.  Techne’s “letting” 

and “bringing-forth” into presence what is present, as itself, grounds and dis-closes to the human 

its essence as aletheia or revealing.  This idea of letting is an attempt to remove subjective bias, 

or human purpose.  For example, because of technological thinking, a tree no longer manifests as 

a tree, as it were.  Indeed, we see the tree-ness of a tree by which our human definitions have 

appropriated meaning to the tree—but are we “letting” the tree reveal itself as a tree.  Or, are we 

subjugating the essence of the tree’s “tree-ness” into our intention to determine the usefulness of 

the tree by no longer “letting” it tree?  I realize the language here is strange, however, there is a 

fundamental essence that Heidegger is trying to dis-close to us.  For instance, are we “letting” the 

tree essence as itself when we plant a “tree” in the parking lot of an enormous supermarket?  Or, 

are we, as Heidegger would content, withdrawing or removing the “letting-be” of the tree’s tree-
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ness, and collapsing it into utility—that is, for aesthetic beautification of the parking lot, or to 

give shade, etc?  When we no longer “let” (Gelassenheit) things reveal themselves as itself, we 

are in danger of thinking technologically, and thus come to not “let” the tree “tree”, but to 

“enframe” the tree as something other than its own-ness.  Heidegger’s argument is that techne’s 

modal quality “enframes” a world that is dis-closed to being—what he calls “enframing” 

[Gestell].  However, if “enframing” and our inability of “letting” things show-forth as 

themselves are implications of technological thinking, in what way are we possibly able to 

escape this mode of anthropocentric appropriation and Cartesian subjectivity?   

I think it is important to remember that for Heidegger, the essence of technology (and 

technological thinking) is nothing technological.  Techne is fundamentally about the bringing 

forth and revealing the essence of Being (Dasein) to beings.  However, the nature of this intricate 

bringing into being those aspects of revealing and disclosing of being to beings—while not 

technological—are in accordance with what Heidegger calls the fundamental aspects of techne: 

primarily, poiesis.  For Heidegger, the ground for technology cannot be viewed within a liminal 

space of machinery, instrumentality or gadgetry.  Heidegger states, “enframing…is an opening 

up as a gathering together of that setting upon that sets-up man, that challenges him forth, to 

reveal [to himself] the real.”42  Enframing becomes that essential condition for the possibility of 

truth-ing (revealing/aletheia) what is veiled to be revealed, in-being, to man poetically. 

 However, modern technology is anything but poetic.  Such technological sophistication 

and mechanization cannot belong to that essence of techne as that which “lets” the bringing-forth 

and revealing of the world as world.  Modern technology, as it has come to be understood, has an 
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imposed danger inherent in its manifesting –that is to say, techne’s poetic nature is denied for a 

certain utility molded upon scientism and anthropocentric ideals.  Adorno and Horkheimer once 

rightly noted about modern technology, “Anything which does not conform to the standard of 

calculability and utility is viewed with suspicion and becomes relegated as mere myth or 

superstition.”43  Such modernistic technology is different in its own essence-ing apart from 

techne-as-revealing, or aletheia.  While its originary essence could be thought in terms of its 

poetic nature as re-vealing or bringing-forth, Heidegger comes to view this mode of technology 

as a ‘challenging’ (Herausfordern).  For Heidegger, this challenging is that which “puts to nature 

an unreasonable demand that it supplies energy, which can [then] be extracted and stored”, 

ultimately for human purposes.44   

Technological enframing, understood in this way, happens as an enframing of nature in 

order to capture it and then employ it for human purposes.  Modern technological enframing is 

not grounding in the possibility for the truth of being to be dis-closed or revealed in being as it is.  

Nature is then disclosed through technological enframing to reveal itself, not as it is in its 

“letting-be”, but showing-forth itself in terms of its usefulness as a resource for human 

extraction, expropriation, and utilization for what humanity desires.  It is under these conditions 

of modern technology that Heidegger rightly notes, “[the earth] reveals itself as [only] a coal 

mining district, [its] soil as a mineral deposit.  The revealing that rules throughout modern 

technology has the character of a setting-upon, in the sense of a challenging-forth.  Such 
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challenging happens in that the energy concealed in nature is unlocked, what is unlocked is 

transformed, what is transformed is stored up, what is stored up, in turn, distributed, and what is 

distributed is switched about ever anew.  Unlocking, transforming, storing, distributing, and 

switching about are ways of revealing [that dominate the age of technological modernity].”45 

 This dominance of modern technology constitutes the primary reason why Heidegger 

attempts a retrieve (Wiederholung) the Pre-Socratic origins of technology.  As I will argue, a 

close reading of the Pre-Socratic writer Sophocles’ work Antigone will show that techne was not 

viewed as a simple manifestation of man’s burgeoning rational knowledge leading towards a 

crude attempt to produce a “craft or work of art” from that knowledge.  Nor was it understood as 

our unique rational ability to cleverly manipulate nature for our own benefit.  Rather, Sophocles’ 

choral ode reveals to us his intention to show that techne is man’s way of striving-in-being to 

overcome, and bring-into-order, the destructive power of physis as a whole, on a “technological 

scale”.  If modern technology and ancient techne share these immediately large-scale and 

sophisticated characteristics, then any qualitative and quantitative analysis fail in their 

understanding of both, historically and philosophically, in that, they relegate techne to something 

metaphysical –which is what the thought of the Pre-Socratic Greeks (Anaximander, Heraclitus), 

and Heidegger attempts to avoid.  There must, then, be another way in which we can appropriate 

techne and technology as being essentially the same, phenomenologically speaking, in-being.  

From here, we will use the words techne and technology interchangeably within this 

philosophical situated-ness, in that, as we have established, there is no difference in either’s 
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meaning since there is no difference in the way in which both fundamentally dis-close being 

there-in.   

 The analysis of these texts by Heidegger offer insights into how both techne and 

technology come to share similar characteristics.  It might be argued that while those ancient 

individuals attempted technological control of their world, their appropriating of techne through 

their technical knowledge did not hold sway or hold back the revealing of physis in its disclosing 

of itself.   Their ability as craftsmen brought to presence, by techne, those artifacts that would 

otherwise not have come into being- however, this was accomplished not in spite-of, or for 

control-over nature, but in co-operation with it.  Technology, when measured subjectively and 

metaphysically, attempts control over nature through our rationality.  This mode of technology 

cannot work in co-operation with physis, in that, it imposes itself over nature.  This event 

becomes much less a scene of the disclosing of nature in its own presence and much more a type 

of challenging nature by imposing our will upon it to bring forth something other than itself.  

Technology, in this sense, will not let nature “shine through itself,” rather it constructs nature as 

an entity, a ‘thing’, and is thus “forced into something other than its own properness.”  Hereby, 

physis becomes foreign to us in its propriety due to our attempts to make proper to our-selves 

what is foreign.  Physis, as we see, is usually translated as “nature”, and I have done so here for 

the sake of comprehension in relation to those “natural forces” at work within nature that human 

technological advancement attempts to overcome.   

           Yet, Heidegger does not fully comply to this particular and usual translation of physis as 

nature.  There is something always-already lost in such translation regarding the dynamic 

character of physis as understood by the Greeks.  Heidegger employs physis as a sort of 
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movement by which something can bring its-self forth into presence from its own power or 

volition.  We can see this primarily within examples of plants and animals bringing forth from 

“themselves” their own kind through reproduction, etc.  The presence-ing of something other-

than from an-other relating to the thing from which it came cannot be situated within the 

framework of Cartesian subject/object relations.   

As Andrew Feenberg notes about Heidegger’s understanding of this relational presence-

ing into being and showing, “The plant has its arche in its rootedness in the earth from out of 

which it emerges.  It stands forth from the earth by going back into the earth, sinking its roots in 

its source.  This double movement – standing forth and going back – characterizes the specific 

motility of what we call natural things.”46  Modernity, in the context of science or biology, might 

be tempted to consider physis as a type of “self-making”.  As Feenberg goes on to say, “In 

modern biology, the organism is conceived as a multiplicity of interacting physico-chemical 

machines, or causations.  But Heidegger argues that this modern conception is completely un-

Greek.  For the Greeks, the important point is the for and direction of the process of emergence, 

not its cause in the modern sense.”47  That is to say, it is the process itself, not merely the subject, 

which brings forth into presence the thing-in-its-truth (as opposed to the thing-in-itself), in the 

singular form it was destined to have or become.  Causation is primarily concerned with 

technology and metaphysical duality grounded in human subjective experience.   

 But what do we mean when we speak about “modern technology?”  Heidegger writes, 

“What is modern technology? It, too, is a disclosive looking if we allow our gaze to rest on this 
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fundamental characteristic will what is novel in modern technology show itself to us.”48  

Rojcewicz continues,  

its disclosive looking upon things as disposables.  What is…modern technology?  
Certainly, its impositional character is decisively novel, in comparison with the nurturing 
character of the earlier technology.  Ancient technology looked upon things in general as 
nature in the original Greek sense of what is growing, self-emergent, pregnant.  Ancient 
technology was then a matter of nurturing or midwifery.  Modern technology is 
disrespectful, it looks upon things as disposable and proceeds to turn them ever more 
manifestly into disposable.  Modern technology is blind to nature.49   

 
Yet, due to our metaphysical thinking and rational ability, we have been able to overcome 

many of those former limitations regarding our technological control over physis.  In doing so we 

have reveled in our own glorious rational subjectivity and have thus become unaware of the 

tragic sense in which technological sophistication and proliferation continues towards a very 

dangerous end and yet we have absolutely no idea how we should even respond to the ensuing 

harm that awaits.   

It seems as though, like religion, technology has unlimited potential because of its power 

and influence over our daily lives.  There seem to be no limits to its progression and ever-

expanding control in being out of control.  It is as if it has its own autonomous being, and in this 

way shows itself as somehow different than ancient techne.  Heidegger writes, “Techne is a 

mode of proceeding against physis, though not yet in order to overpower it or exploit it, and 

above all not in order to turn use and calculation into principles, but on the contrary, to retain the 
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holding sway of physis in un-concealed-ness.”50  There is an essence of techne, that we need to 

grasp within Heidegger’s thought that has more at stake in terms of understanding “what” is 

actually out of control in techne’s dominance in being.  That is to say, holding sway, holding 

over, holding control over that which comes to presence and not merely what is made present.  

Techne has more phenomenological implications than utilitarian, or teleological concerns for 

Heidegger’s thought.  In light of this, humans are enframed within their own greatness and 

mastery of their technological innovations and its proliferation in being.  

Yet, there is no help to come from the gods to counteract our hubris in the face of physis- 

no thunderbolts or tidal waves – for the gods have withdrawn.  Their withdrawal is grounded in 

the fundamental reason that our epoch is not one congenial to their dwelling.  We should at least 

consider philosophically whether it is a necessity to sacrifice what has been given by the gods 

with those things we will make to perpetuate their absence.  This hubris nature is not often found 

in our ‘seeing’ technology as dangerous but occurs in our blindness to the modern essence of 

technology and its implicit danger.  This blindness to technology’s danger creates a self-blinding 

to our own self-essence.  We have become willfully blind to technology’s own disclosive 

looking and unaware of its continuous role in creating this self-blindness to its and our essences.  

Technology encounters being and looks disclosively upon being in the way in which being offers 

itself to be looked upon.  Technology manifests as an impositional looking as well due to its 

calculating nature.  Humans within the ‘technological age’ cannot be authentic receivers of 

technology’s essence-ing if they cannot view themselves as receivers first and foremost.  We 

                                                

50 Martin Heidegger, Basic Questions of Philosophy: Selected “Problems” of “Logic,” ed., trans. Richard 
Rojcewicz and Andre Shuwer (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1994), 155.  
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come to view our relationship to technology as though we are the initiators of it, yet this too is 

hubristic.   

The primary danger for Heidegger rests in this aforementioned notion of we being the 

divinity of technology’s creation and promulgation.    What danger lies within modern 

technology that threatens to dispose the essence of being itself?  The danger can only be dis-

closed to us by framing the essence of specific technological danger within its pre-Socratic 

contexts and from their texts.  Towards this end, Heidegger will turn to the Pre-Socratics like 

Anaximander, Sophocles, Thucydides and Aeschylus for insights into properly situating techne 

within its authentic historical epoch.  

 

1.3 Sophocles’ Antigone: Techne and Tragedy 

 Heidegger will first hermeneutically turn to the German poet Friedrich Holderlin and his 

interpretation of the four choral “Odes to Man” in Sophocles’ Antigone (lines 332-375) to situate 

his thought about the looming danger of modern technological sophistication and proliferation.  

The tone Heidegger wants to take with modern technology is understood in terms of its tragic 

nature and its chiastic contradiction.  Modern technology is the extreme danger to being, but 

within it also grows, as Holderlin intimated, that which might actually save us – a god.  The Ode 

of Sophocles from Antigone reads: 

Ode #1: [332] Wonders are many, and none is more wonderful than man. [335] 
This power spans the sea, even when it surges white before the gales of the south-
wind, and makes a path under swells that threaten to engulf him. Earth, too, the 
eldest of the gods, the immortal, the unwearied, [340] he wears away to his own 
ends, turning the soil with the offspring of horses as the plows weave to and fro 
year after year. 
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Ode #2: [343] The light-hearted tribe of birds [345] and the clans of wild beasts 
and the sea-brood of the deep he snares in the meshes of his twisted nets, and he 
leads them captive, very skilled man. He masters by his arts [350] the beast who 
dwells in the wilds and roams the hills. He tames the shaggy-maned horse, putting 
the yoke upon its neck, and tames the tireless mountain bull. 
 
Ode #3: [354] Speech and thought fast as the [355] wind and the moods that give 
order to a city he has taught himself, and how to flee the arrows of the 
inhospitable frost under clear skies and the arrows of the storming rain. [360] He 
has resource for everything. Lacking resource in nothing he strides towards what 
must come. From Death alone he shall procure no escape, but from baffling 
diseases he has devised flights. 
 
Ode #4: [365] Possessing resourceful skill, a subtlety beyond expectation he 
moves now to evil, now to good. When he honors (weaves) the laws of the land 
and the justice of the gods to which he is bound by oath, [370] his city prospers. 
But banned from his city is he who, thanks to his rashness, couples with disgrace. 
Never may he share my home, [375] never think my thoughts, who does these 
things!51 

 
Within a close reading of each of the stanzas in the odes we immediately see that the 

human’s attempted control (techne) over nature (physis) is ever-expanding and continuously 

failing in its efforts.  From the human’s conquering of ‘inanimate nature’ in the first stanza, to 

the capturing and training of animals and beast in the second stanza, the forging of society and 

cities through speech in the third, and finally the human’s technological resourcefulness 

transcends ‘beyond his own expectation’ of it in the final ode.  An analysis of each stanza will 

allow us to offer a phenomenological account of the sway that technology holds over the 

human’s metaphysical hubris in thinking the measure of techne as knowledge, and subsequent 

product, of his own thinking.  However, as Sophocles’ words reveal, techne dis-closes itself to be 

something strangely foreign (das Fremde), in relation to man’s own (das Eigene) proper 

understanding and relation to techne.  
                                                

51 Sophocles. Antigone. In the Three Theban Plays, ed., trans. Robert Fagles (New York: Penguin, 1984), 67. 
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Beginning in the first stanza, Sophocles characterizes man as being “wonderful” and 

states, “Wonders are many, and yet none is more wonderful (deinos) than human.”52  The Greek 

word used by Sophocles in the text is deinos, and as complementary as this description of man 

sounds, there are other meanings to this word which Sophocles undoubtedly wished to convey 

about man.   The root word of deinos is deos, which literally translates as “fear”.  James Nichols 

argues in his article on technology and Greek thought that, “deinos represents many things – 

terrible, awesome, uncanny, clever – and nothing is more so than man.”53  Sophocles’ opening 

ode offers the reader a portrayal and interpretation of the human, not only as that being worthy of 

praise and adoration; but of a being that expresses and manifests a terrible capacity for power 

and resourcefulness.  How does the human attempt to assert its wonder-full-ness in its existence? 

The human is not simply a different-being, its being-is-different than that of nature (physis).  

What is particularly aw(e)ful in Sophocles’ first account is the depiction of the human’s finite 

state of being?  Endowed with technological “power”, humanity is now attempting to de-

construct the infinite and “eldest of gods” (earth/physis) to create something new and subjugated 

under its control.  As Sophocles states, “he (man) wears away (the old earth) to his own ends 

(resourcefulness).”54  In other words, man will destroy (through new forms of techne), what is 

old and not of his own order-of-being (physis), in order to bring it into order, under his control.  

It is this ebb and flow of the technical cleverness (techne/deinos) of man in a constant 

                                                

52 Ibid., 67.  
53 James H. Nichols, Jr., "Technology in Classical Thought." Technology in the Western Political Tradition, ed. 
Arthur Melzer, Jerry Weinberger, and M. Richard Zinman (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1993), 30.  
 
54 Sophocles, Antigone, 67.  
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confrontation (auseinandersetzung) with nature (physis), that results in the need for further 

technological advancement.   

The second stanza recognizes an ability of the human employing its technical knowledge 

over other animals in nature by their killing and capturing for its own purposes.  Sophocles’ 

writings view this diminishing of those animals only insofar as they are in service to the human’s 

purpose or ends (telos).  What attracts our hermeneutic, notice, in contradistinction to the second 

stanza, is that of the devices employed in subjugating the wild beast of nature.  The “wild 

beasts…snared…in the twisted nets”, and “the yoke…upon the mountain bull”.   These devices 

(technai) employed over the beast should not be viewed as an inherent strength; but rather, as a 

compensation for explicit weakness in nature.   

In On the Genealogy of Morals Nietzsche writes, “Our whole attitude toward nature, the 

way we violate her with the aid of machines, and the heedless inventiveness of our technicians, 

and engineers, in hubris.”55  Man’s hubris has weakened nature (and himself as a part of nature) 

by new technological advances, in that, he is now completely dependent upon both his cleverness 

(deinos), and his mechanisms (techne) derived from that cleverness in order to bring nature 

under his control.  A point must be made here about the machines developed by the human and 

its relation to our growing understanding of techne philosophically speaking.  Man-made 

machines are a way in which techne essences-in-being, but they are not the essence of techne 

itself.  An example of this would be to look upon a clock hanging on the wall.  We could say that 

                                                

55 Friedrich Nietzsche, On the Genealogy of Morals, ed., trans. Walter Kaufmann and R.J. Hollingdale (New York, 
1969), 113.  
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the time, whatever it is at that moment, say 3:00PM, is a way in which time essences (or a way 

that we may come to view an aspect of time), but the clock is not the essence of time. 

It is here that the third stanza be-speaks the human’s ability to grasp language as a way of 

calculative control, thus bringing them to what Sophocles terms the “ordering of cities”.  

Aristotle’s understanding of the human’s ability to articulate ethics in language as to what was 

just and unjust were to be primarily associated with a view of the city (polis).56  However, 

Aristotle’s notion of language is still largely situated with-and-in a metaphysics of presence – 

that is, a rational explanation of ethics for the teleological utility of the city.  Sophocles’ 

approach to language is grounded once again-and-against nature (physis).  The building of cities 

through language is not to establish truth in justice, or the justice of truth; but, to escape from the 

destructive force of nature.  He must escape “the inhospitable frost…the arrows of storming 

rain”.  The building of and constructing of cities do not belong to anything within the natural 

ordering-of-being for man by nature, it is the ordering-of-nature by man against being – that is to 

say, it represents a temporary escape from death –which is inescapable regardless of 

technological cleverness.   Sophocles’ ode also has a depiction delaying the inevitability of 

death, the essence of being, not only in the elements and forces of weather, but also disease, 

through medicinal advancement.  But alas, like the mechanisms and devices used to tame the 

other-ness of the wild beast within nature, humanity is once again relegated to a certain 

dependence upon its own medicine to save itself from that which occurs within itself –sickness.  

In the fourth and final choral ode Sophocles seems to insinuate that techne is no longer 

under the human’s own (das Eigene) control.  Technology has become something foreign to 
                                                

56 Aristotle. Politics, 11-12.  
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itself (das Fremde), even though it appears to have originated from itself.  This foreign-ness of 

techne serves to manifest what Sophocles calls the ‘subtlety beyond expectation’.  By this, I take 

Sophocles to mean that the limitlessness of the human’s own calculating cleverness and 

rationality (deinos), framed within its constant appropriation of techne, must be somehow justly 

bound, or placed, within the same liminal horizon of its own finitude –that is, to let nature be.  

This letting-be (Gelassenheit), should not be left to its own metaphysical tendency – that is its 

judgements based upon his subjective reason or intelligence— which is a form of techne 

grounded in a metaphysics of presence.  Rather, it is the weaver (the gods), physis, who has 

control over such judgments in being.  Sophocles’ warning here is that justice (dike) in being 

becomes deleterious when human techne is appropriated as a type of knowledge whose telos is 

ultimately an ordering and controlling of being (physis).  Here Sophocles finds the essence of 

tragedy.  The gods thus depart, withdraw from presence in being –and in this way fulfill the 

unfolding of tragedy.  This represents the tragic nature of techne’s reversal in being; from that of 

revealing towards a dis-placed mode of concealing the nature and essence of being.  Heidegger 

identifies the absconding of the gods as the essential characteristic of modern technology as well 

as the most dangerous characteristic, its concealment of truth from those beings responsible for 

the bringing forth of being into presence –the gods.   

          In Heidegger’s own lectures from 1935 we see his unique reading of Antigone to be much 

more about the relationship and responsibility that humans have in how we view the earth in 

relation to our own being-in-the-world.  On one hand, there is Creon’s view that the earth is the 

ground for the human, that is, the earth is politicized to ultimately serve the purposes of the 

human.  Antigone, on the other hand, views the earth as a place of dwelling within the divine 
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order of things and as the ground for the return of the gods who have fled.  As Professor 

Bambach writes,  

In Heideggerian terms, Creon grasps the polis as something crudely political, defined by 
authority, control, and dominion. He becomes a model for the kind of untrammeled 
Cartesian self – assertion and voluntarism of the modern subject armed with techne.  
Creon’s polis is out of touch with the powers of the earth, which, in accordance with the 
opening lines of the first stasimon, he thinks of as a resource, something that can be 
controlled, subdued, and mastered through the plow, the sail, the yoke, the web, and the 
other instruments of calculative techne.57 

 
Here, Creon comes to signify a tragic caricature of modernity, a modern subject who is only able 

to calculate and dominate the earth through its enframing of other entities as mere objects that 

can be represented for a Cartesian subject alone.  This Cartesian habituation of enframing (Ge-

stell) dictates for Heidegger our disclosive tendencies to bring things into our view as being a 

resource for us to use and employ.  These things are always-already available for immediate 

transport to satisfy our need for consumption.   Creon comes to embody this tragic figure who is 

not attuned to the essential essence of physis’ manifest-ness, nor is he attuned to the chthonic 

power of the earth.  This is precisely due to Creon’s own subjectivity and isolation in being, 

which are rooted in Cartesian metaphysics.  Technology, in this instance, comes to correlate and 

share a similar structural manifestation of the Greek model of ‘disclosing’ or ‘revealing’, that is 

techne.  As Bambach goes on to write, “Techne defines that way of disclosing things that brings 

them forth out of concealment into appearance or unconcealment.”   

          By contrast “technology does not allow things to unfold in the blossoming of physis, but 

already has predetermined the form that a thing can assume by placing it [Stellen] within a 
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certain frame of designated aims and ends.”58  It is through the process of enframing that modern 

technology places all entities as things before the Cartesian subject to show-forth in their 

presence-ing.  This showing does not show itself as that which presences from its own 

properness, but as an entity that now is standing-reserve [Bestand] for the human subject’s 

instrumental valuation.   This manifestation of viewing entities as standing-reserve is an essential 

aspect of modernized technological sophistication and proliferation, and its ability to subjugate 

the human within its grasp.  Because of our immersion within technology, we are able to 

rationalize our manipulation and rape of physis for the purpose of promoting and prolonging 

human existence in terms of improving upon prior improvements.  These technological 

improvements are the metaphysics of Gestell remaining at work, in Heidegger’s view, through 

all aspects of human existence and experience: medical advances, agricultural devices, scientific 

discovery, as well as within business/marketplace economics.  There is nothing that can hide 

itself from the all-seeing eye of Ge-stell.59  As Bambach concludes, “Every being that comes to 

presence in the epoch of modernity is placed into the frame that already has been placed over all 

beings.”60   

          From this understanding of how enframing manifests itself in being, Heidegger goes on to 

write a disturbing correlative passage from his 1949 Bremen Lecture “Das Ge-Stell”: “Farming 

                                                

58 Ibid.  
59 Allusions to J.R.R. Tolkien’s Lord of the Rings saga come to mind here where the eye of Sauron can be 

interpreted as the all-seeing-eye of Heidegger’s Gestell, or enframing.  It constantly looks to the objects shown-
forth from the earth in order to en-frame [Ge-stell] what its gaze has encountered in order to order it according to 
its ordering.  In Tolkien’s case, the complete technological domination of the earth by virtue of its own brute force 
where we (humans) have become en-framed by technology itself.  The creation has become mightier than the 
creator.   

60 Ibid.  
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is now a motorized food industry, in essence the same as the fabrication of the corpses in gas 

chambers and extermination camps, the same as the blockade and starving of the peasantry, the 

same as the fabrication of the hydrogen bomb.”61  The comparisons to the German concentration 

camps are not merely of ‘shock value’ for Heidegger’s writing in this instance.  There are 

obvious conflicts for philosophers who engage with Heidegger due to his association with the 

Nazi party.  In this particular passage, Heidegger is alluding to the essence of technological 

enframing that imposes a new existence upon the human subject that coincides equally with our 

own will to dominate the earth.   We have an entirely new relation to the chthonic power of the 

earth, one where we are becoming the masters of an insurmountable power that was once only 

available to the gods, now in the hands of mortals due to our drive for domination and 

calculation within subjective rationality.  We are becoming the new gods of the earth, and of 

physis, by both stockpiling and consuming the earth’s elemental resources.  These resources are 

not simply limited to that of, say, natural gas or oil, or lumber or water; these resources have 

come to encompass and enframe the human-being as a resource which is also placed to standing-

reserve waiting to be used for purposes imposed upon them by forces other than themselves.  

Our personal information is stockpiled and catalogued into virtual filing cabinets for future use 

should we be needed for particular jobs that befit our abilities; various parts of our bodies are 

removed from us upon our death, inventoried according to our blood type, and stored until they 

can be used for donors who fit a similar biological profile to ours; we can now create life on our 

own terms and in our own time through in vitro fertilization.  We have been conditioned through 
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this technological enframing of our being to come to believe that it is the ‘natural’ progression of 

technological advancement, it is for the benefit of human flourishing.  Professor Bambach 

remarks on the success of this conditioning,  

Within this epochal horizon, all entities become inventoried; technology succeeds in 
formalizing the polytrophic way of being.  Das Ge-stell literally in-forms beings by 
making them uni-form so that there can no longer be anything “singular”.  Everything 
now conforms with a standard of universal measurement.  What appears to us within the 
horizons of our Cartesian vision as de-formities – namely, gas chambers, terrorism, world 
war – will present itself as something that, through the proper application of 
technological analysis, might be re-formed.62 

 
I take Bambach’s exegesis here to be hopeful in nature, that is, in what he refers to and calls the 

‘re-formation’ of technological analysis allowing us to see the ‘de-formities’ of Cartesian 

metaphysics as deformities in being, a clearing.  This re-formation is something I think 

Heidegger addresses, not in the same manner of a re-formation of a prior de-formation, but what 

Heidegger calls a ‘be-stowing’.  This power of bestowing is what might save us from 

technology’s steadfast impositioning on our very being.   But what is ‘bestowal’, and what are its 

salvific properties over and against modern technological impositioning on our being?  How is 

this phenomenon of “be-stowal” able to ‘save’ us?   

          For Heidegger, bestowal can re-veal to us our genuine freedom in being, and ultimately 

save us from having an exaggerated or overcompensated view of being itself – that is, coming to 

view being as either all or nothing.  Bestowal establishes an aspect of technology as a poiesis and 

not an im-position.  What this means is that regardless of the imposition with which we come to 

view technology, we are in a free relationship to it; that is to say, we are in essence free to 
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respond to it.  We are not the generators, creators or legislators of being; it has ascendency over 

us and yet we are not dominated by it.   Heidegger attempts to express how this phenomenon of 

bestowal might be the salvation of our appropriation in being in two very dense paragraphs, 

“Every destiny to a disclosive looking occurs out of a bestowing and as a bestowing.  Bestowal 

first acquaints man with his participation in dis-closed-ness, a participation required fo the very 

event of dis-closed-ness.  As so required, man belongs indispensably to the event of truth.  

Bestowing, the sending into one or another kind of disclosive looking, is in itself that which 

might save.  For this, the phenomenon of bestowal, lets man behold the sojourn in the highest 

dignity of his essence.  This dignity lies in tending to the unconcealment –and, along with that, to 

the prior concealment –of all essence on this earth.”63   

          The essence of bestowing is authentic following with and in our freedom to follow.  There 

is no imposing a following upon us in Being’s bestowing.  There is what Rojcewicz calls an 

‘active receptivity’ to our freedom to follow being’s lead, a genuine freedom.  It refers to our 

open relationship to both technology’s tendency to impose upon us and to com-pose an essence 

that appears to necessitate such following over and against this genuine freedom to attend to 

what Heidegger called the “highest dignity of our essence”; that is, to attend our being to un-

concealment of being – that is aletheia.  There manifests an element of ‘tending to’, ‘nuturing 

towards’ and an active movement in our being, with regards to bestowal, of letting be 

(Gelassenheit) the being of being to show forth itself as itself in being without any imposition to 

view being’s being through a pre-determined lens of technological impositioning upon our being.  
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The next section will examine the implications of technological impositioning upon being 

(physis), and the unforeseen ramifications of how physis duly responds to such proliferation of 

the human’s technological advancements upon her.  

 

1.4  Thucydides: The Peloponnesian War  

In Thucydides' The History of the Peloponnesian War we have an illuminating 

illustration unfolding the great technological accomplishments the ancient Greeks devised, as 

well as a sufficient record regarding the tensions and relationship between technology and the 

tragic. In Book I we are offered a glimpse of the problem that technological proliferation brings 

into being when the Corinthians elucidate to the Spartans an essential element of technology’s 

essence, “…and it is just as true in politics as it is in any art or craft: new methods must drive out 

old ones. When a city can live in peace and quiet, no doubt the old-established ways are best: but 

when one is constantly being faced by new problems, one has also to be capable of approaching 

them in an original way”64.  The Corinthians are attempting to reason with the Spartans that just 

as any craftsman who wishes to perfect his craft must adjust and adapt his methods to improve 

the effectiveness and efficiency of his profession, politicians too are a type of craftsmen who 

must also dis-cover and develop new methodologies in order to run the respective cities and 

empires that they oversee.  The Corinthian’s suggestion also contains a dire warning of sorts to 

the Spartans in the event that they decide to forgo any attempts to advance their technologies – 

Athens will not abandon such innovation and will eclipse and overtake Sparta eventually.  The 

Corinthian’s counsel them in saying, "An Athenian is always an innovator, quick to form a 
                                                

64 Thucydides, The History of the Peloponnesian War, Book 1, Line 70.  
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resolution and quick at carrying it out," whereas you, the Spartans, "...are good at keeping things 

as they are..."65.  The Spartans are faced with the difficult decision of holding on to their 

traditions or embracing new innovations, the remain entrenched in their beliefs or to approach 

new ideas.  Also, in Book I, the Corinthians begin to explicate that "...war is certainly not one of 

those things which follow a fixed pattern; instead it usually makes its own conditions in which 

one has to adapt oneself to changing situations"66.  One might interpret this to mean that an event 

like war places a demand on its leaders and participants to innovate, create new abilities and new 

instruments for killing; while the old ways of doing war—its thought processes, strategies, and 

traditions—must be changed or completely abandoned.  However, as Thucydides’ explains, since 

the event of war cannot follow any “fixed pattern” or that it has the ability to “make its own 

conditions.”  We can take this to mean that unless one is continuously changing mechanisms, 

methods and the means to engage in war, one can only expect temporary success in such 

ventures.   

When we look at the war between Sparta and Athens, there is an element of inevitability, 

of which, both city-states were unable to stop.  Thucydides asserts, "What made war inevitable 

was the growth of Athenian power and the fear which this caused in Sparta"67.  This inevitability 

of the war between Sparta and Athens showcases a powerful success that is accomplished within 

technological innovation, particularly with an ancient group of people.  However, there is an 

unseen or disregarded argument to be made in light of Thucydides’ account, that is, of techne 
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serving as that inevitable inviting force to welcome the tragic destruction wrought by physis 

(nature).  It is clear that the conflict within Thucydides’ work is between the Athenians and the 

Spartans, but there is an aspect that physis and the violence of its own movement comes into play 

as well within this drama.  One might come to view physis as a third party, or combatant, in this 

conflict.  An example of this would be when the technologically innovative defensive barriers of 

the Plataeans stand up to the offensive force of the Peloponnesians they attempt to burn the city.  

Thucydides’ states, “they produced such a conflagration as had never been seen before, or at any 

rate greater than any fire produced by human agency...comparable to one of the great forest fires 

on the mountains which have broken out spontaneously..."68.  Alas, even in spite of the effort put 

forth by the Peloponnesians’ offensive and the immense power of their fire (physis vs. techne) 

Thucydides tells us that "a thunderstorm with a heavy fall of rain" douses the blaze.   

A number of other significant events within the book allow us to infer the importance of 

physis’ role as a major player in the wars’ final outcome: there are sequences of tremendous 

earthquakes which cause the Peloponnesians to turn back from their impending invasion of 

Attica, and a colossal tidal wave "which covered part of the city and left some of it still under 

water when the wave retreated, so that what was once land is now sea."69 Perhaps the most 

illuminating example in which we are able to measure the destructive and violent movement of 

physis manifests in the plague of Athens.  This establishes the role that technological innovation 

played in the bringing about of this plague upon the people of Athens.  Thucydides writes, "The 

plague originated, so they say, in Ethiopia in upper Egypt...In the city of Athens it appeared 
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suddenly, and the first cases were among the population of Piraeus..."70  Geographically, Piraeus 

is an important port city for Athens.  Athens was a central port which provided Athens with its 

entire economic trade and commerce.  This plague, akin to the city of Athens’ accumulation of 

wealth, came from its violent efforts to ultimately bring destruction and defeat. Thucydides 

writes, "At the beginning the doctors were quite incapable of treating the disease because of their 

ignorance of the right methods...Nor was any other human art or science of any help at all"71, and 

it was "beyond the capacity of human nature to endure"72 and "so overwhelming that men, not 

knowing what would happen next to them, became indifferent to every rule of religion or of 

law"73.   

The allusions that these three examples of nature’s overwhelming power and violence 

provide, even in the face of our own perceived advancement of technological prowess and 

sophistication, offer a tragic reminder of our place in being.  In regards to the Spartans and the 

Athenians, it was war that drove them towards achieving these new and innovative 

“technological heights.”  Yet, in each instance, what seemed to be a great and unprecedented 

progression in our technological ability is immediately and tragically outmatched by the power 

of physis (nature).  The perpetuation of this tragic dance between techne and physis culminates 

when Commander Alcibiades in Book VI declares, "Remember, too, that the city, like everything 

else, will wear out of its own accord if it remains at rest, and its skill in everything will grow out 
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of date; but in conflict it will constantly be gaining new experience..."74  His ignorance and 

hubris blind him from his partial truth.  Of course, the city and its men will eventually "wear 

out", but, as I have argued prior to his point our technological innovation and advancement does 

not alter in any way this truth; rather, the real tragedy for us to grasp is found in that our greatest 

attempts to control nature results in a greater destruction by nature.  Ironically, the expedition 

that Alcibiades leads to conquer Sicily demands the use of all the Athenian peoples’ equipment, 

skillsets and ‘know-how’ (techne), and inevitably leads to the fall of the entire empire. The tragic 

relationship between techne and physis in the mind of the Pre-Socratics was a fundamental 

source of warning to the human condition and relation to technology.  Much of Heidegger’s 

concern is dis-closed in retrieving this understanding the Pre-Socratics attempted to articulate to 

humanity.  However, this is not merely a moralizing command of the divine sense, or a dictation 

that technology is somehow ‘evil’.  Rather, it is a call for the human to reconstitute his way of 

thinking the measure of its own being with and in physis.  The reliance upon techne was viewed 

as being prophetically problematic in terms of techne’s ability to not only enframe physis, but the 

human being as well within its enframing. We see this tragic dance disclosed in Aeschyus’ 

Prometheus.  

 
1.5  Aeschylus’ Prometheus: Techne & Physis  

 The following textual reference from Aeschylus’ Prometheus Bound, written around 430 

B.C., contains the dialogue between Prometheus and the Chorus and the infamous line 514.  It is 

the unforgettable rendering of the Titanic god, Prometheus’ machination and the setting of 

                                                

74 Ibid, 6.18.  
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himself over and against the will of the god Zeus in coming to the rescue of the damned mortals.  

Heidegger’s 1933 Rectorial Address entitled “The Self-Assertion of the German University” 

addresses the nature of science and technology.  Here Heidegger situates science as coming out 

of philosophy and owing a debt to philosophical inquiry as its arche (origin).  Heidegger writes 

about the essence of science and its origins,  

Only if we again place ourselves under the power of the beginning of our spiritual-
historical existence. This beginning is the departure, the setting out, of Greek philosophy. 
Here, for the first time, Western man rises up, from a base in a popular culture (Volkstum) 
and by means of his language, against the totality of what is and questions and 
comprehends it as the being that it is. All science is philosophy, whether it knows and 
wills it – or not. All science remains bound to that beginning of philosophy. From it 
science draws the strength of its essence, assuming that it still remains at all equal to this 
beginning. Here we want to regain two distinguishing properties of the original Greek 
essence of science for our existence. An old story was told among the Greeks that 
Prometheus had been the first philosopher. Aeschylus has this Prometheus utter a saying 
that expresses the essence of knowing (techne).75 
 

Here the Greek text of Prometheus reads translated into English that Heidegger is referencing.    

CHORUS 
Shoot not beyond the mark in succoring man  
While thou thyself art comfortless: for  
Am of good hope that from these bonds escaped  
Thou shalt one day be mightier than Zeus. 
 
PROMETHEUS 
Fate, that brinks all things to an end, not thus  
Apportion my lot: ten thousand pangs  
Must bow, ten thousand miseries afflict me  
Ere from these bonds I freedom find, for Art (techne)76 
Is by much weaker than Necessity. 
 
CHORUS 
Who is the pilot of Necessity? 
                                                

75 Martin Heidegger, The Self-Assertion of the German University, Rector’s Address, 1933.  Web. 15 March 2018. 
http://la.utexas.edu/users/hcleaver/330T/350kPEEHeideggerSelf-Assertion.pdf  

76 Emphasis is mine on the word “art” (techne).  
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PROMETHEUS 
The Fates triform, and the unforgetting Furies. 
 
CHORUS 
So, then Zeus is of lesser might than these? 
 
PROMETHEUS 
Surely, he shall not shun the lot apportioned. 
 
CHORUS 
What lot for Zeus save world-without-end reign? 
 
PROMETHEUS 
Tax me no further with importunate questions. 
 
CHORUS 
O deep the mystery thou shroudest there77 
 

The aspect of ‘art’ that Prometheus refers to in the chorus above regards that ‘eternal fire’ 

that he pilfered from the Greek god Zeus and handed over to obtuse men.  This account gives us 

insight into Hesiod’s didactic poem from 700 BC, Works and Days.  Hesiod writes,  

He hid fire; but that the noble son of Iapetus stole again for men from Zeus the counsellor 
in a hollow fennel-stalk, so that Zeus who delights in thunder did not see it. But 
afterwards Zeus who gathers the clouds said to him in anger: Son of Iapetus, surpassing 
all in cunning, you are glad that you have outwitted me and stolen fire—a great plague to 
you yourself and to men that shall be. But I will give men as the price for fire an evil 
thing in which they may all be glad of heart while they embrace their own destruction.78 
 

The Greek word of interest for us from the chorus above is the word ‘art’, or techne [τέχνη], this 

strange word that Aeschylus places in Prometheus’ own dialogue with the chorus.  Heidegger 

goes on to call Prometheus in his Rector’s Address from 1933 “the first philosopher (der erste 

                                                

77 Prometheus, Online Access 
78 Hesiod. Works and Days. Lines 50-55 
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Philosoph).”79  Two interesting points must be made here regarding the ‘strength’ of techne 

opposed to necessity, and the significance of Prometheus as the West’s first philosopher.  

First, Heidegger’s assertion that Prometheus serves as a type of German philosophical 

forefather becomes interesting when we see allusions to the way in which Hitler employs 

Prometheus in Mein Kampf.  The comparison’s significance here relates to the fact that Hitler 

writes that, “the Aryan is the Prometheus of humanity.”80  While this Nazi associative 

comparison currently interests those involved in Heidegger studies, especially with the recent 

translation of the notorious Black Notebooks (and the political interest), this concern of 

Heidegger’s politics does not fall within the scope of this particular work to investigate any ties 

to regimes, or Heidegger’s reasons for doing so.  Rather, the interest here remains in the 

hermeneutical task at hand in situating Heidegger’s phenomenological perspective on techne in 

terms of how it might relate to embodiment and responsibility.  For that purpose, I turn to how 

Dennis Schmidt has looked at Heidegger’s situating of Prometheus as the first philosopher.  

Schmidt writes,  

What qualifies Prometheus as a philosopher is that despite his essential kinship with the 
power of techne (which Heidegger translates here simply as “knowing,” thereby stripping 
it of any privileged link with technicity and technology as he will later interpret it), 
despite this commitment to the potency of the knowing proper to techne, Prometheus 
knows most of all the weakness of such knowledge, he knows its ineradicable limit, and 
this knowledge of limits is what qualifies him as a philosopher.  Likewise, this 
knowledge of the limits is what enables him to pay tribute to the greater power of 
historical necessity.81 
 

                                                

79 Martin Heidegger, The Self Assertion of the German University, Rector’s Address, 1933. Web. 15 March 2018. 
http://la.utexas.edu/users/hcleaver/330T/350kPEEHeideggerSelf-Assertion.pdf  

80 Adolf Hitler, Mein Kämpf (New York: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1998), 162. 
81 Dennis Schmidt, On Germans and Other Greeks (Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, 2001), 234.  
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In this passage Schmidt refers to from Heidegger’s 1933 Rector’s Address, where Heidegger 

translates techne as “Wissen” or Knowing, establishes an important point for consideration.  For 

Heidegger, as Schmidt alludes to, there exists an original, or first truth, that coincides with the 

first philosopher’s own being.  The historical necessity that manifested in Prometheus’ stealing 

of fire from Zeus and delivering it to impotent man is compatible with the Greek notion of the 

tragic.  In other words, the first truth of history manifests as the truth of tragedy.  And how does 

the tragic make itself manifest?  Through the human’s attempt at appropriating technology over 

and against physis or nature. The role of philosophy, or the philosopher, in this history reveals 

the role of destiny – that is to say, for Heidegger, philosophy’s essence shows forth to the human 

that originary condition for establishing the truth of tragedy historically.   

Heidegger’s translation of Prometheus line 51 as “Knowing (techne) however, is far 

weaker than necessity” (τέχυη δάυάγκης άσθєυєστέρα µακρώ) defines and translates the essence 

of techne here into the German word “stronger” [unkräftiger].  This linguistically manifests his 

notion that techne is not necessarily less powerful than physis, per se, but rather, I think it shows 

that it is a mode of being less-artful (or un-artful) than the poetic structure of physis’ in the 

revealing or bringing forth (poesis).  As we will recall, techne brings forth to presence from that 

which is not its own; while physis brings forth into being from its-own (properness).  

Heidegger’s translation of the Promethean phrase as “Knowing, however, is far weaker than 

necessity” (Wissen aber ist weit unkräftiger denn Notwendigkeit), is a deliberate inversion of the 

original Greek meaning of Aeschylus.  Here techne is viewed as being “significantly weaker than 

Necessity,” which en-frames human techne within the “Fates triform, and the unforgetting 

Furies,” which are, of course, subject to the divine god, Zeus. The Chorus rightly denotes that the 
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entirety of Greek tragedy follows the logical position that “Zeus is no less mighty than these…”. 

What does it mean for Zeus, a representation of the divine, of nature, of physis to be ‘no less 

mighty than these’?  I think the best way to interpret this passage hermeneutically would be to 

state that in the face of divine necessity (physis), the human and its technological power of every 

sort cannot stand against such heavenly power.  This is the Greek affirmation of tragedy.  To be 

‘without strength’ (Greek: asthenestra (άσθєυєστέρα) is viewed as a feebleness, an insignificance 

when compared to, inferior or paltry.  The Greek word makroi (µακρώ) in Heidegger’s 

translation is used to denote a sense of special signification (size, degree, etc.), however, it can 

convey notions of time (i.e. long-lasting, etc).  In this way, we can understand techne, and even 

our ‘un-art-fullness’, as something considerably feeble or insignificant when compared over and 

against the nature of divine necessity.  This understanding is consistent with the human’s 

religious experience and attitude when he considers the divine or the heavenly realms in which 

divinities reside and can be encountered within their withdrawal from presence.   I will touch 

more in depth about Heidegger and his understanding of this art and the erasure of Being’s being 

further in Chapter 2 (2.3).  
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CHAPTER 2 

HEIDEGGER, TECHNOLOGY AND RELIGION 

  “Nur noch ein Gott kann uns retten...” 
  “Only a god can save us...” 
    
     –Martin Heidegger, 1966 
 

2.1 Heidegger and Technology 

 Martin Heidegger’s work on technology cannot be limited to the works which he 

explicitly dedicates to this subject.  In order to come to an understanding of Heidegger’s concern 

regarding technology, one must view the role that technology plays within Heidegger’s broader 

phenomenological project in his philosophy.  We will analyze a few of his non-explicit texts in 

which he conveys his phenomenology of technology before moving on to his essential work on 

technology, “The Question Concerning Technology” published in 1954, which was part of his 

Bremen lectures in 1946.  Heidegger’s philosophy seeks to situate technology as an event which 

brings about the decline of being by limiting our phenomenological experience of “things as they 

are” or “as things show themselves as themselves.”  What he posits is that our view of nature 

(physis), and of other beings, has become an enframing view; that is, all the world holds is of 

value only within a view of its technical capacity or instrumentality.  Heidegger seeks a way to 

save us from this being shackled by enframing, and from being-enframed ourselves.  His 

approach is not to be viewed as a total and complete rejection of techne, but rather, to offer an 
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analysis of its inherent danger in being.  As Heidegger writes, “Enframing blocks the shining-

forth and holding-sway of truth.”82 

In Introduction to Metaphysics, Heidegger argues against what might be called the 

quantitative perspective that technology is simply a calculating and progressive improving upon 

prior improvements, which leads the human from the wild forest of originary being into an 

ordered form of being-civilized.  Not at all.  For Heidegger, there is a deep and originary 

connection within Dasein between the human, techne and physis.  He understands the essence of 

technology, like hunting or the forging of the polis, not as the origination of the human’s desire 

to control physis or isolate himself from its power, but what he calls “scenes of disclosure for the 

breaking in of the overwhelming.”83  There is something paradoxical, ironic, a sort of chiastic 

contradiction at play here for Heidegger’s “essence of technology,” that is, as it shows itself as a 

phenomenological re-vealing.  There must be hunting to make manifest the human’s pain in 

hunger, there must be the forging of the polis (city) for there to be the forces for war and battle.  

As Clare Pearson Geiman explains, “Human activity as techne, then, is caught in a paradoxical 

necessity. On one hand, it must order the possibility and standards of justice and governance on a 

human level. On the other, it must respond to a higher ordinance that compels the continual 

destruction and reforming of such orders."84  This paradox, the chiastic contradiction, is where 

truth (Aletheia) resides for Heidegger.  There is a dis-order which opens the horizon for the 

                                                

82 Martin Heidegger, "The Question Concerning Technology." In Basic Writings. Edited by David Farrel Krell (San 
Francisco: HarperCollins, 1993), 333. 
 
83 Martin Heidegger, Introduction to Metaphysics, trans. Richard Polt and Gregory Fried (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 2000), 174. 
  
84 Clare Pearson Geiman, "Heidegger's Antigones." In A Companion to Heidegger's Introduction to Metaphysics, ed. 
Richard Polt and Gregory Fried (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2001), 171. 
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possibility of a new type of ordering.  Truth is untruth, an uncovering what is always-already 

hidden in being –the revealing of the absence of the gods within the presence of being.  This 

tragic paradox reveals man’s technological attempts at bringing order into being, with-in its own 

disorder.  

          Heidegger, in his lectures entitled “The Self-Assertion of the German University,” regards 

this connection between the human, techne and physis (nature) as, "the original Greek essence of 

science."85  Modern science is generally understood as a methodological means to mold or alter 

nature in order to oblige human ends.  In Heidegger’s thought, he argues that for the Greek 

understanding of science, its primary essence was to bring to remembrance the tragedy of human 

weakness in the face of physis. While the mechanistic advancements of the human (techne) that 

are discussed in Antigone allow the human temporary mastery and escape from the destructive 

power of physis, it is not something that is sustainable.  An important distinction might be made 

here concerning Heidegger’s analysis of ancient techne and modern technology.  According to 

Heidegger, ancient techne was that ‘scene of dis-closure’ where the human might order nature 

accordingly, but alas, modern techne seems to offer no disclosive event for Heidegger.  This may 

be an important insight into Heidegger’s celebration of Pre-Socratic thought in regarding the 

temporal aspects of techne, as opposed to modernity’s attempts at a permanent imposition 

through the instrumental rationality of metaphysics in a Cartesian sense of certainty –hubris.   

                                                

85 Martin Heidegger, "The Self-Assertion of the German University" [the rectoral address]. In Martin Heidegger and 
National Socialism: Questions and Answers, ed. Günther Neske and Emil Kettering, trans. Lisa Harries (New York: 
Paragon House, 1990), 473. 
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Whereas ancient techne had the ability to only jostle man "back and forth between structure and 

the structure-less, between order and mischief, between the evil and noble”86, as characterized in 

Sophocles’ and other ancient Greek plays, its current character can now mutate, acculturate and 

accommodate the world-ing of the world.  

Lastly, we consider, “The Question Concerning Technology.”  Heidegger begins the 

lectures by stating that “everywhere in Europe, man remains unfree and chained to technology” 

where it ultimately “threatens to slip from human control.”87  Heidegger is concerned about not 

only the proliferation of techne’s influence in keeping the human “chained” to itself, there is a 

concern for how technology contaminated our authentic sense of being-in-the world.  There are 

four essential elements Heidegger argues in this essay concerning the essence of technology and 

its phenomenological implications for being (Dasein).   

First, Heidegger states that the essence of technology is not a “product” of human 

craftsmanship, it is not the result of making; it is a way of revealing things in being as they 

presence themselves. This means that technological things have a unique way of pre-sent-ing 

themselves and their own-ness of the world in which they presence.  This is a difficult concept to 

grasp, that the “essence of technology” is not a broad generality or ambiguousness for 

Heidegger; it is an “event to which we belong,” what he terms “requisitioning” of things and 

beings near us, including our own being-in-the-world.  There are some interesting examples that 

offer a concrete analysis of this theme.  Heidegger says that technology re-veals to us things as 

                                                

86 Martin Heidegger, An Introduction to Metaphysics, trans. by Ralph Manheim (New Haven: Yale University Press, 
1959), 161. 
87 Martin Heidegger, "The Question Concerning Technology." In Basic Writings, ed. David Farrel Krell (San 

Francisco: HarperCollins, 1993), 308. 
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“standing reserve” (Bestand). What Heidegger means by this is that the whole of being and its 

parts are set upon to be ordered into a resourcing for technical purposes, and in turn, that 

resource becomes another mode of resourcing, on and on interminably.  The idea here is that 

techne and its thinking are given over to essentially and constantly attempting to improve upon 

prior improvements made in an unending dance.  He gives an example of coal in his writing, 

where we order the land to bring forth coal through mining; thus, the land is re-vealed as nothing 

more than a reserve for coal.  Once the land has been resourced for another resource (coal), the 

coal is then gathered and resourcefully placed “on call, ready to deliver the sun’s warmth that is 

stored in it…challenged forth for heat, which in turn is ordered to deliver steam whose pressure 

turns the wheels that keep a factory running…through which once again machines are set to 

work and maintained.”88  Heidegger’s passive voice here seems to indicate somehow that we are 

not necessarily the “cause” of the event, but rather, that we “belong” to the event.   

          Secondly, technology “holds sway” or “gathers” to itself in ordering those beings that we 

have not come to think of as being-technological in any way.  This would include things like “the 

gods,” or religious practice and belief, along with history.  From his readings of Hölderlin, 

Heidegger sought to situate the measure of the poetic-dwelling of man, even before the divine, in 

that liminal space between earth and sky.  Heidegger’s later writings allude to a four-fold relation 

–earth, sky, morals, and divinities.89  The technological ordering of these non-technological 

entities, is for Heidegger, deeply rooted in a metaphysics of presence that is lost in human 

                                                

88 Martin Heidegger, "The Question Concerning Technology." In Philosophical and Political Writings, ed. Manfred 
Stassen (New York: Continuum Publishing, 2003), 278-79. 

89 A more exhaustive reference to this “four-fold” understanding of pre-technological beings is found in Heidegger 
Re: Examined; Art, Poetry & Technology Vol. 3 (New York: Routledge, 2002), ed. Hubert Dreyfuss.   
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rationality.  From Hölderlin’s poem “As On A Holiday,” he poetizes a “farmer as on a holiday, 

when a farmer goes out to look at his fields, in the morning, after cool lightning has fallen 

through the hot night, and thunder still echoes in the distance.”  There's a liminality between the 

poet and the divine that must not be breached through such human technical inventiveness.  The 

Hölderlin poem is about the morning after a storm.  The “thunder” is heard from a “distance”, 

and its destructive power is a mode of physis that can only be revealed (or dis-closed to us) in its 

absence.  The strange enjambment of Hölderlin’s poetic structure, for Heidegger, even asserts 

that human language cannot bring-to-order physis.  This morning “after” is really a beginning, an 

arche, but there is no beginning after; rather, it is a return to what has absconded, withdrawn –

the gods.  Only when “the gods” have withdrawn (Entzug) from both presence, and from the 

grasp of man’s technological ordering can we have “relation” (Bezug).  Humans are thus 

destroyed when we breach this liminal space through our attempts at “enframing” the gods 

within our own subjective metaphysical rationality (techne).  When we consider modern 

theological approaches to understanding the phenomenology of religious experience and belief, 

this way in which “relationship” with god is understood as characterized by “right or correct 

belief” (orthodoxy), we are in essence “enframing god” within a metaphysics of presence.  

Heidegger states that in this way of thinking we place God in “the realm of the orderable.”90  

Even history for Heidegger can fall prey to technological “enframing.”  He writes, in the 

Discourse on Thinking, “Now history, as a mode of knowing, is a kind of recollecting, a 

returning to origins as well as an articulation of the nature of things.  But it is a return to origins 

                                                

90 Martin Heidegger, "The Question Concerning Technology." In Philosophical and Political Writings, ed. Manfred 
Stassen (New York: Continuum Publishing, 2003), 302. 
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not merely in the sense of recounting an intelligible story…it is a return to origins in the sense in 

which intelligibility must have its roots in what is prior to thought.”91  Even history can be “en-

framed” by human intelligibility (techne), as a mode of ordering the historical within the 

metaphysical subjective.  Nietzsche’s influence is apparent here in that understanding of the 

eternal return.  To situate history phenomenologically is to have a view of history as something 

prior to our ability to articulate the historical in a language of metaphysics.   

          Third, in this essay it is important to understand that Heidegger situates the “essence of 

technology” within the revealing of techne through modernity, that is, industrial technology as it 

relates to being.  He is not formally concerned with those forms of “ancient techne” that antedate 

his understanding of modern technologies.  For Heidegger, in “The Question Concerning 

Technology”, modern technology essences as technological within the human enframing of 

being as techne, that is useful (an instrumental end).  When we are beset to encounter the 

universality of being technologically, we have thus fallen-prey to particularize being for our own 

technical use.  For example, Heidegger views the ancient agricultural processes of peasant 

farmers as being fundamentally different technologically than our modern practices.  He writes, 

“Agriculture is now a mechanical food industry, in essence, the same as the manufacture of 

corpses in the gas chambers and extermination camps, the same as the blockading and starving of 

nations, the same as the manufacture of hydrogen bombs.”92. This controversial articulation by 

Heidegger has been deeply misunderstood by critics of his work, and his identity as a nefarious 

                                                

91 Martin Heidegger, Discourse on Thinking, trans. John M. Anderson and E. Hans Freund (New York: Harper Row, 
1966), 34. 

92 Martin Heidegger, "The Question Concerning Technology." In Philosophical and Political Writings, ed. Manfred 
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member of the Nazi party.  What Heidegger means to disclose is that the current manufacturing 

procedures, which have been brought about by modern technology, have fundamentally changed 

the way in which such procedures occur.  The encounter of the farmer to the ground was rooted 

not in the land’s ability to bring forth food, there was no demand or “challenge”.  The primordial 

farmer’s understanding of the land was not rooted in techne, but an autochthonous relationship of 

“letting-be”, a Gelasseneheit.   In the same way, the manufacturing of corpses was in view of 

viewing death as “letting-be” (happen), as opposed to situating it towards a technical end, or 

outcome.   

          Fourth and finally, Heidegger does not view technology in its relation to natural sciences 

as merely the “putting into practice” of those sciences.  Rather, Heidegger seeks to argue that 

modern scientific practices can only come to understand nature through a “scientific manner” 

due to the fact that nature (physis) has been dis-closed as orderable.  Have the scientists only 

viewed nature technologically as a set of calculable forces able to be appropriated 

technologically?  Richard Rojcewicz argues in his book The Gods and Technology, 

For Heidegger, modern technology precedes science and gives science its start.  
Science merely furthers the attach on nature inaugurated by the impositional way 
of disclosing things that is characteristic of modern technology.  Science, from its 
very start, is in service to modern technology, in service to the disclosure of things 
as disposables.  Accordingly, modern technology poses science, sets science on its 
way.  Therefore, modern technology is the basis of science and is not based on 
science.93 
 

This view of technology re-presents science as being fundamentally singular in how it presents 

itself as presenting nature (physis).  A reading of Heidegger’s understanding of “nearness” is 

important to situating his thought on science.  The relationship between technology and nearness 
                                                

93 Richard Rojcewicz, The Gods and Technology: A Reading of Heidegger (New York: SUNY Press, 2006), 115.  
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is not to be considered in terms of space –that is, making the world smaller or more easily 

accessible.  He writes, “What is decisive is not that the distances are diminishing with the help of 

technology, but rather that nearness remains outstanding.”94  Nearness is that encountering of 

things revealed in their revealing (their truth: aletheia).  Whatever we think science does, 

practically speaking, it will never dis-close an encounter of the actual within its-own actuality, 

according to Heidegger.  Science can only offer us a mere representation of those things that are 

encountered.  He says, “[science] only ever encounters that which its manner of representation 

has previously admitted as a possible object for itself.”95  What is interesting to consider here is 

the relationship between techne and religion as Heidegger has framed the question of technology 

thus far.  In the same way that metaphysical thinking only offers us a correspondent relationship 

between subject and the objects encountered in being as representational; the same approach is 

applied to religion and religious belief.  Religion is often a re-presentation of what is encountered 

in being, however slightly interpreted differently.  The technologizing of religion appropriates 

one’s being into subject/object relations of not man-to-god, but rather, man-to-belief-in-god.  

Such belief removes any ontological grounding for that belief and delimits its possibility for an 

embodied or incarnate expression and relegates it, as Charles Taylor calls it “excarnation, 

disembodied, in the head.”96  What Taylor means, and what I will explicate more thoroughly in 

Chapter Five, is that religious belief is no longer of vast importance to the practice (or embodied 

                                                

94 Martin Heidegger, “Bremen Lectures: Insight into That Which Is”, In The Heidegger Reader, trans. Jerome Veith 
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experience) of that belief.  Rather, particularly in the Christian faith with which this work is 

primarily concerned, the emergence of those logically calculating and defensive apologists who 

are almost incessantly concerned with their faith ‘being right’ than the ‘right-being’ of their faith 

in practice.  In the following section I will argue that Heidegger wants to attempt a view of 

religion that is vastly differently than its current technological/metaphysical framing ‘in the 

head’ alone.  I will argue that Heidegger’s thought situates the essence of religious belief and 

experience, not as a type of scientific or theological abstraction, but within a phenomenological 

ontology.  It is an experience that stakes a claim to one’s own historicity and places a demand on 

one’s embodied being to follow-after-in-being, what Heidegger will call a following-after 

(Nachfolge).  If Heidegger is correct here, then the way in which we are only always-able to 

follow-after a religious belief, is for that to be grounded within an embodied experience—that is, 

an embodied practice of it, and not merely in the belief in it.  

 
2.2 Heidegger: Religion as “Following-After” [Nachfolge] 

 When attempting to approach Heidegger’s thinking about religion there are primarily two 

obstacles to consider.  The first challenge is that Heidegger only considers religion in his 

writings and lectures after the 1920’s in an indirect manner.  The second stems from the first, 

that is, his accounts of encountering the gods is made possible by the condition of what is “holy”, 

his criticisms of onto-theology, as well as his famous assertion that philosophy is essentially an 

a-theism.  That is to say, in all of these ideas aforementioned, Heidegger only relates obscurely 

and abstractly to the question of religion.  Yet, even then, any attempt to confront the question of 

religion, per se, is met with Heidegger’s scathing criticism of so-called ‘religious experience’.  

There he states, particularly of Christianity’s role in the absconding of the gods from presence, 
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“Christendom transforms Christian doctrine into a worldview and in that way, makes itself 

modern and up to date. The loss of the gods is the situation of indecision regarding God and the 

gods. Christendom has the greatest share in bringing it about. But the loss of the gods is so far 

from excluding religiosity that rather only through that loss is the relation of the gods changed 

into mere religious experience.  When this occurs, then the gods have fled.”97  While his 

engagement with religion qua religion might be considered a rarity in Heidegger’s corpus, there 

is one text of Heidegger’s that is quite revelatory.  Heidegger’s 1963 interview entitled 

“Conversations with a Buddhist Monk” presents, in at least my estimation, a convincing and 

consistent philosophy that considers much of his originary concerns regarding religion –the 

encounter of the “holy”, onto-theology, and more importantly for this singular work, technology 

(techne).  During the 1963 interview Heidegger is posed a question regarding religion and its 

fundamental nature.  The question asked is primarily situated around the notion that religion is 

merely one’s following of the founding teacher’s teaching [Lehren].   How Heidegger responds 

to this question is illuminating, as he claims, “One thing alone is decisive: following the words of 

the founder [den Worten des Grunders zu folgen].  In that alone neither the systems nor the 

doctrines and dogmas are important.  Religion is this following-after, and in part as Nachfolge 

also means “to pursue, emulate, follow the example of” [Religion as Nachfolge].  This is a 

deeply embodied and incarnate aspect of religious experience. “One that cannot be merely placed 

within the liminal space of belief, but one that requires embodiment. Without the holy we remain 
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out of contact (ontologically) with the divinities.  Without being touched by the divinities, the 

experience of God fails to come.”98   

 Religion as a “following-after” formulates for us an important and originary 

consideration for any attempt at situating Heidegger’s understanding of religion in relation to 

techne.  For Heidegger, any experience or appearance of the gods is only made possible by the 

possibility of the holy.  What I will argue here is that Heidegger’s notion of religion as 

following-after must first be fundamentally understood within the grounding of its own 

historicity –that is, religion is a way in which we can attest to our being claimed by an event that 

made our own being possible.  Secondly, I will agree with Ben Vedder’s claim that religion is a 

type of response to any ground outside of ourselves and is a “counter-paradigm to technology 

(techne).”99  By this, I take Vedder to mean that religion, as a type of experience, is always-

already grounded in one’s existence and being.  While one may argue that the focus of religious 

experience always lies outside, or beyond the existential experience (i.e. god, divinities, holy), it 

is thus, only experienced in and through the body.  Finally, Heidegger’s claim insinuates a 

central concern for the role that language will play in this “following-after”.  That is to say, there 

is a hermeneutic importance to the character of religion in one’s own following.  For Heidegger, 

language is ‘the house of being’, and situating religious language as a means to describe religious 

experience must be appropriated poetically in order for such experience to open the possibility 

for dwelling poetically.   
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I will argue that there are some theo-poetic openings to align the language of religion to 

measure the ground of poetic dwelling even in the absence of the gods, while anxiously awaiting 

their return.   I will show that this idea of religion as “following-after” will come to represent a 

radical departure, in its essence, from the attempts of technological modernity to en-frame our 

being-in-the-world as a metaphysics of presence solely dependent upon individualism and 

subjectivity. As Benjamin Crowe writes, “To be religious is to inhabit a sphere of religious 

meaning, a sphere that is not constructed or projected by human subjectivity, but is instead given 

and then preserved in communal practices and traditions.”100  In his explication of Heidegger’s 

1963 text with the Buddhist monk, Mark Wrathall has stated that Heidegger views religious 

experience as a “plausible way to redress the failings of our technological and secular age.”101 

 It is important to note that in the interview with the Buddhist monk, Heidegger is stating 

succinctly that his understanding of religion is aimed primarily as a generality in terms of one’s 

own religious tradition and experience entails.  That is to say, for Heidegger, we are only able to 

approach the question of religion from our own religiosity – which, for Heidegger means 

approaching it through the lens of Christianity.  His 1921-1922 lecture entitled, “Phenomenology 

of Religious Life,” Heidegger states,  

Genuine philosophy of religion does not emerge from previously held concepts of 
philosophy and religion.  Rather, the possibility of its philosophical comprehension is 
provided by a determinant religiosity – for us, the Christian.  Why Christian religiosity 
lies immediately in the field of our investigation is a difficult question; it can be answered 
only through the solution of the problem of historical contexts.  The task is to achieve a 
genuine, original relation to history, which must be explicated from out of our own 
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historical situation and facticity…only in this way can the possibility of philosophy of 
religion be grasped.102 
 

Heidegger’s reflection here on Christian historicity stems from his own deeply personal 

affiliation with the Christian religion.  To view religion as Nachfolge is an important part of the 

1963 text since it represents a direct correlation to the view that Jesus had in the gospels when he 

exhorts his disciples to “follow me” (folge mir nach).  The German theologian Dietrich 

Bonhoeffer says, “we are called to follow-after (Nachfolge) by the whole Word of Scripture.”103  

In situating Heidegger’s thought across from the Christian theologian Bonhoeffer, I am not 

insinuating that Heidegger is intentionally orienting his own thought on religion towards 

Christianity specifically or deliberately; nor am I saying that Heidegger’s unique approach to the 

question concerning religion is grounded solely in his experience of Christianity.  While I think 

the thought of Bonhoeffer helps us to understand Nachfolge more clearly alongside Heidegger, it 

must be said that there is an enormous preoccupation for Bonhoeffer with Christian doctrinal 

issues within theology that this work has not the time or reason to investigate.  There are some 

important differences between Heidegger’s Nachfolge and Bonhoeffer’s; it is my attempt to find 

and employ those spaces where there is agreement for the sake of mining out the nuances that are 

implicit in their usage of the term Nachfolge and ultimately its relation to techne.    

 First, Bonhoeffer’s argument is that Jesus’ call for us to ‘follow’ him is grounded outside 

any attempt to rationalize this ‘following-after’ apart from the person of Jesus himself.  He 

explains,  
                                                

102 Martin Heidegger, A Phenomenology of Religious Life, ed., trans. Matthias Fritch and Jennifer Anna Gosetti-
Ferencei (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2004), 124-25.   
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What does the text inform us about the content of following-after?  Follow me, run along 
behind me!  That is all.  To follow in his steps is something which is void of all content.  
It gives us no intelligible program for a way of life, no goal or ideal to strive after.  It is 
nothing else than bondage to Jesus Christ alone, completely breaking through ever 
program, every ideal, ever set of laws.  When we are called to follow Christ, we are 
summoned to an exclusive attachment to his person.104 
 

A close hermeneutical reading here of Bonhoeffer clearly establishes a dis-placement from a 

metaphysical or rational reasoning as to why follow.  There is no apologia105, or defense, or 

rationale for following Christ and his command.  What is essential for Christ and the command 

to follow requires an authentic embodied following-after.  In this way, it is not an intellectual 

ascension or instrumental acceptance of specific doctrinal systems of belief within organized 

religious institutions.  It is something more autochthonous for Bonhoeffer.  He goes on to state,  

An idea of Christ, a doctrinal system, a general religious knowledge on the subject of 
grace or on the forgivingness of sins, makes following-after unnecessary, and in truth 
they altogether rule out following-after, and are inimical to it.  With an abstract idea it is 
possible to enter into a relation of formal knowledge, to be inspired by it, and perhaps 
even to put I into practice; but it can never be a matter of following-after in personal 
obedience.  Christianity without following-after is always Christianity without Christ; it 
is just an idea, a myth.106 
 
There is something deeply Heideggerian in these sentiments offered by Bonhoeffer.  

Nachfolge, following-after, in this sense, seems to reinforce and emphasize Heidegger’s 

complete rejection of the notion that religion could be understood as simply following the 

teachings (i.e. doctrines, creeds, prayers, etc.), rather than the words of its founder.  I take this to 

                                                

104 Ibid. 49.  
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mean that religion as a following-after stakes a claim upon the follower and appropriates the 

significance of religious experience and meaning as being “given-to,” as opposed to being 

“constructed-from.”  The difference here is not merely semantic, but ontological in nature.  The 

danger Bonhoeffer is suggesting, in terms of constructing an experience from a calculated and 

determinant set of doctrines or dogmas which have been voted upon by governing bodies and 

authorities, appears to subsume not only the teachings of Christ, but the essence of Christ-being 

himself into their own authoritarian subjectivity – that is, Cartesian metaphysics and 

technological thinking.  Heidegger’s agreement here with Bonhoeffer is rooted in his theological 

critique of theology as a metaphysical concept that centers God within an enframing completely 

confined to human representation and signification.  Thoughts of Ludwig Feuerbach’s assertion 

that it is not god who has made man in his image, but man that has made god in his come to 

mind.   

This understanding of God as a theological concept which finds its own being within 

human thought is, as Judith Wolfe states, “always-already a dead god, an abstraction.”107  Wolfe 

goes on to note that “to this god, man can neither pray nor sacrifice...he cannot fall to his knees 

in awe...nor can he make music or dance before this God.”108  To ‘en-frame’ God as merely a 

theologically or intellectually-oriented Being is to relegate the possibility of God’s existence to 

the mind alone.  Similarities of Anselm’s ontological argument, as an a priori proposition to 

infer the existence of God comes to mind here.  Such a God as Anselm declares is “the greatest 

being which we can conceive” would indeed be the greatest possible being; so long as this God 
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be-fits that definition appropriated to him by my own rationale and cognitive processes – a 

deeply human process, of course. We cannot conceive of what other animals might conceive of 

God in their own cognitions.  Heidegger’s “Letter on Humanism” once again situates his thought 

on the problem of conflating the ideas of ‘God’ and ‘being’.  Judith Wolfe interprets Heidegger 

to say that “...being and God are not identical, and I would never attempt to think the essence of 

God via being.  If Heidegger were to write a theology...the term ‘being’ would not appear in 

it.”109  For Heidegger, this can only mean that whatever the concept of God is, it can only be 

constituted from out of one’s experience of God.  Technological thinking creates an erasure of 

sorts regarding the experience of God and the presence of being’s being.  The next section will 

attempt to seek a grounding of the cause of this erasure of being from presence-ing its presence 

in being by examining art within Western metaphysics, enframing, and technological modes of 

thinking.   

 
2.3 Art: Techne and The Erasure of Being 

 In his 1964 work entitled Understanding Media: The Extensions of Man, Marshall 

McLuhan coins his famous phrase- “the medium is the message”.  McLuhan’s idea is that the 

media itself, and not its content, is what will carry the message.  This media should ultimately be 

the focus of any study.  He went on to explain the term as he notes, “The medium is the message. 

This is merely to say that the personal and social consequences of any medium - that is, 
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extensions of ourselves result from the new scale that is introduced into our affairs by each 

extension of ourselves, or by any new technology.”110 

Though this idea of art (techne) as being an extension of ourselves is not completely 

original with McLuhan we can use him as a contemporary figure to introduce an old 

philosophical idea in the same line of thinking.  Rene Descartes’ famous cogito “I think therefore 

I am” can also be understood as “I think therefore I am (the one that is doing the thinking)”.  

Thinking is an extension of what I am, according to Descartes – a thinking thing.  While it is true 

that McLuhan’s work was primarily concerned with media, we will see that his analysis along 

with other thinkers in the history of philosophy presents a problem for those who wish to hold a 

strict naturalistic and humanistic approach to the humanities – especially for art (techne).  For 

McLuhan, media is to be understood primarily as a ‘prosthesis’ or ‘extension’ of human 

perception.  Throughout the history of philosophy there has been an obsession with viewing our 

works of art as an extension or prosthesis of the human; and more specifically, an unnecessary 

prosthesis.   It is in this epistemic en-framing of art as being a manifestly mere extension of the 

human perceptive or creative qualities that the erasure of art (techne), as a mode of revealing or 

truth-ing mode of being takes place.  It is in this enframing that art is situated to be viewed as a 

‘human-centered’ totally apart from its own signification and representation.   

This anthropocentric mediation does not regard the art in its own (proper) being-in-the-

world; and more importantly – the artwork’s own intrinsic power in and of itself.  Heidegger’s 

analysis regarding the human’s current understanding of language reveals the danger apparent in 

simply situating language as a mere ‘representational act’ brought about by the human subject.  
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He famously writes from the 1950 lecture “Language” (Die Sprache), “Man is said to have 

language by nature.  It is held that man, in distinction from plant and animal, is the living being 

capable of speech.  This statement does not mean that, along with other faculties, man also 

possesses the faculty of speech.  It means to say that only speech enable man to be the living 

being he is as man.”111  In this way, Heidegger does not view the essence of language as being 

anything linguistic at all.  If language were only an expression of man’s ability towards 

communicative acts, in terms of language being an extension of ourselves, then we are not much 

different than the variety of animals that we are supposedly distinguished from.  The animal’s 

ability to communicate its own needs and emotions are apparent even in its cries and gestures.  

There is an embodied essence that language plays in terms of our historical situation against the 

background of the logos (words).  Heidegger comes to understand the logos as the gathering of 

being (German prefix ‘Ge’).  This prefix denotes “collecting”, or “gathering”.  This gathering of, 

is understood even in our everyday words like bio-logy (the gathering of life), geo-logy (the 

gathering of the earth), and so on.  In Being and Time, Heidegger understands language as 

having the capacity to gather being in the ‘there’ (da) of being (sein).  He calls it the “referential 

context of significance that we are involved in every day.”112  Language is not about referencing 

sensible objects in term of what they represent to us, nor is it anything zoological or biological as 

something innate within the human.  We are not human because we speak a language; rather, we 

are human because we are ‘be-spoken’ by language itself.  It is language that brings forth the 

human being, not the human being who brings about language.   
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As early as Plato we can see that art was that sensible-object, merely an expression of the 

world of the forms or ideas of the beautiful.  For example, in Plato’s Symposium, Socrates 

evaluated the teachings of Diotima on the essence of love.  He argues that love has a dualistic 

nature.  On one hand it is an element of divine wisdom and, on the other it is an element of 

danger.  The wisdom of loving someone else is that it allows us to withdraw from bodily 

appetites so that we do not use our beautiful beloved for food, or as tool (i.e. for instrumental 

purposes).  This leads us to values beyond the human body.  Yet, the danger found in love is that 

we can confuse our ‘beautiful beloved’ with ‘beauty itself.’  According to Diotima, what we 

truly desire is beauty itself.113  This relegates our beautiful beloved to being ontologically but a 

mere expression, or worse, a poor substitute of beauty itself. 

Comparing this analysis Plato gives us about love to that of art we can see that the 

erasure of art takes place as soon as one accepts the expressionist (or extensionist) thesis that 

artwork represents, expresses or signifies something other than itself.  In other words, the 

artwork is treated as an unnecessary detour that we could completely do away with so long as we 

had direct and immediate access to the thing it signifies, or represents (i.e., beauty, love, anger, a 

field, etc.).   To see art in this way means to embrace an artistic dualism.  That is, the art may 

attempt to convey the concept of the beautiful without ever fully realizing it.   This raises the 

question as to why art, specifically the work of art itself, is so rooted in anthropocentric 

reification?  Some may contend that in order for the work to ‘be’ art it must have mediation by 

humans, since humans are the conveyers regarding the efficacy of such things as either ‘being 

art’ or ‘not art.’  Others might say that art is human-centered since it is humans that bring art 
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into-being through a variety of creative means.  I must conclude that I am not arguing for 

absolute removal of the human from the discourse regarding art’s being; rather, it is an attempt to 

decenter the human as hierarchical in determining the being itself of art.  In doing so, I hope to 

show that the artwork itself has its own being-in-the-world, and that art has intrinsically its own 

powers that are not merely contingent on human representation, or signification- but that such 

signification and representation are extrinsic to the work of art and its abilities as a being itself.   

The power of the art is not limited to what is refers to or alludes to- this would include ideas of 

the art expressing the artist’s unconscious.   

One of the major contentions made in the emerging field of philosophy, the so-called 

object-oriented-ontology, is that the essence of objects perpetually withdraws from our grasp.  In 

that withdrawing we are not able to properly represent them epistemically.  Professor Bryant 

denotes,  

The being of objects is an issue distinct from the question of our knowledge of objects. 
Here, of course, it seems obvious that in order to discuss the being of objects we must 
first know objects. And if this is the case, it follows as a matter of course that 
epistemology or questions of knowledge must precede ontology. However, I hope to 
show in what follows that questions of ontology are both irreducible to questions of 
epistemology and that questions of ontology must precede questions of epistemology or 
questions of our access to objects. What an object is cannot be reduced to our access to 
objects. And as we will see in what follows, that access is highly limited. Nonetheless, 
while our access to objects is highly limited, we can still say a great deal about the being 
of objects.114  
  

In this way, Heidegger’s analogy of the spectacles shows us exactly how this occurs 

ontologically.  Heidegger states, “When a man wears spectacles that are so close to him…sitting 

on his nose, they are more removed (withdrawn) environmentally from him than the picture 
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hanging on the opposite wall.   As such, it is the closeness of the spectacles which make them 

impossible to find”.115  Heidegger argues that it is the closeness of the object (the spectacles) that 

actually brings the object to withdraw from one’s perception. Instead of its own being coming 

into presence, it thus becomes the lens through which ideas and notions of signification, and 

representation occur.  This is how it happens as well with signs and semiotics.   

Charles Sanders Pierce’s theory on signs shows three elements of what a sign is: (1) the 

sign-vehicle (the artwork itself), (2) the semiotic object (what the vehicle refers to), and (3) the 

interpretant (the relation that links the vehicle to object).  A good example is when we think of 

‘smoke’ we think of ‘fire’.  The vehicle is ‘smoke’ whereas the object is ‘fire’, and the 

interpretant are any relations that are created by the vehicle and object.   For instance, when we 

think of fire we are immediately drawn into notions of destruction, death, firemen, flashing 

lights, etc.  A sign is something that draws our perception to something else beyond it.  Like 

Heidegger’s spectacles, the sign-vehicle, in this case the artwork itself, is withdrawn and all that 

is left is its ‘aboutness’ found in either the semiotic object or interpretant of the artwork itself.  

This is where it becomes difficult to imagine a piece of artwork - whether a poem, painting, film 

or sculpture – as anything but something that stands for something else.  Questions like: “what 

does it mean?” or “what is the historical context of the work?” or “what is the author’s intent of 

the piece?” often arise because of our deeply sedimented assumptions about the nature of the 

artwork’s being-in-the-world as really representing or signifying human being-in-the-world.    

Certainly, any work of art, whether it be a poem, sculpture, painting, photograph, or film must 
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contribute something of its own apart from what it expresses or represents with regards to the 

work’s origins or the mediation given to it by the receiver.    

To hold a materialist view of art one must not ground an artistic thesis in the content or 

meaning of a work of art- but in the being of the work itself.  There is no piece of art that is not 

embodied in some material fashion in one way or another.  Music is played through instruments 

by bodies in motion, and lyrics are inscribed on paper through ink or lead.  Before the art can 

signify anything, we should explore first the ‘materiality of the medium’ and its specific powers 

of being-in-the-world.  For instance, the immediate medium may be color, lines, language, oil, 

fabric, and so on.  A good artist would be one who dynamically explores all potentiality and 

actuality of mediums to see what they are able to do.   Thus, instead of asking of the particular 

work “what does it mean?’, we should ask of the work “what does it create ontologically through 

and with its medium?”  

Gilles Deleuze offers a sympathetic analysis in this regard to the being of art in relation to 

cinema and film.  He notes that discourse about film tends to focus on the narrative of the film, 

and how imaginative scenes serve the interest of the film’s function as far as, and as long as, they 

contribute to the story line.  For Deleuze, this ‘narrative’ is of only secondary importance.  He 

states, “the great directors of cinema may be compared in our view, not merely with painters, 

architects and musicians, but also with thinkers.  They think with movement-images and time-

images instead of concepts.”116 As Deleuze points out, to see the work of art as a material being 

in its own right opens up far more interesting possibilities than simple expressionist ideas of 
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meaning, significance, or representation.  That is, to approach art as something, as a real being is 

to reject erasure.   

While it is true that works of art ‘fall’ into their historical context or can indeed answer 

questions like ‘authorial intent’ or ‘pictorial representation’- they can never be exhausted within 

these relations alone.   It is here that we can attend to the work of art as being-itself, rather than 

allowing it to withdraw and have us pass beyond the work into ‘meaning’, ‘history’, ‘origin’ or 

‘intention’.    Surely, we can speak of the ‘origin’ of art since everything we experience has an 

origin.  Yet, just as children are not irreducible to their origin (parents), so too, is a work of art 

cannot be reducible to its origin.  The artwork appears to us in excess of its origin, meaning, 

context or any other correlation offered.   

Jacques Derrida gives us an illuminating instance of this in “Restitutions of the Truth in 

Painting”.   Derrida discusses the debate that arose on Martin Heidegger’s interpretation of Van 

Gogh’s painting, A Pair of Shoes, and Meyer Shapiro’s analysis of that interpretation.  

Heidegger claims that the shoes belong to a peasant and disclose the world of the peasant.  

Shapiro disagrees and states that the shoes belong to an urban proletariat and thus, discloses the 

world of the proletariat.   Derrida, instead of entering into the expressionist debate of meaning or 

representation, shows us our inability to decide who is right, Heidegger or Shapiro, in their 

respective interpretation of the painting.  I would make the argument against someone stating 

that Derrida is alluding to mere autobiography in his work.  This is precisely the point and 

problem.  The painting, as a being itself, is entered into an effect of attraction- that is, Heidegger 

and Shapiro’s autobiography- but this is in no way an intrinsic feature of the painting.  What we 

are able to say about the painting is that it is able to ‘produce’ or ‘invent’ meaning - 
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autobiography- but it does not ‘have’ meaning?  In fact, Derrida goes on to say that Van Gogh’s 

painting actually “doesn’t look like a ‘pair’ of shoes but instead looks like two left shoes.”117  

Such variant analysis would not be possible if a work of art were not at least minimally 

independent of relations such as context or history.   

It should be very apparent that works of art always have the ‘power’ to break from their 

origins and context.  Authors often speak about how their characters take on a life of their own, 

or that certain language pulls the story into another direction than what he or she ‘intended’.  

Also, in the experience of thinking about their work after its completion and publication does the 

author not often say in reflection, “wait, did I write that?”, or “what the hell was I thinking 

there?”  Here the author actually becomes an interpreter of his or her own work, and not simply 

the author.  Heidegger is helpful here as well in his idea of tools as being ready-to-hand, or 

present-at-hand.  Tools can take on a variety of functions that were never foreseen or intended by 

their creator.  And as such when we look at the artwork as a tool, it has the capacity to produce 

all sorts of options regarding its ‘meaning’ that were never intended by the artist.   

This is a precarious situation in dealing with art.  What can be stated about a work of art 

if it becomes unhinged from its historical context, authorial intention, etc.?   It would seem that 

all necessary importance of the work seems to collapse and we are left with nothing to say.  Yet, 

the great philosopher Immanuel Kant would not be so quick to agree with this suggestion.  Kant 
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states, “the artwork, far from silencing us seems to generate all sorts of gregariousness and 

endless talk, without limit or conclusion, between people.”118  

Ian Bogost, professor of Media Studies at Georgia Tech, defines a machine as 

“something which produces.”119  It may be argued that to label art as an aesthetic ‘machine’ is 

deeply anthropocentric.  But I simply ask to allow the argument to continue and see where it 

leads- since I am not removing the human.  I am asking how might it be possible to go beyond 

the human by ‘decentering’ anthropocentrism.  To put it crudely, a ‘machine’ is an entity that 

affects other entities, but it is also affected by those other entities it encounters and interacts with.  

I would contend that all of being consist of beings that are machines.  While we tend to associate 

machines as produced and controlled by human agents, we nonetheless have no difficulty in 

attending to machines existing and functioning on their own accord.  It is a hard thing to view 

ontology this way because philosophy has been so deeply rooted in an anthropocentric notion of 

Cartesian subjects and objects with the human being seen as privileged above all other beings.  

In other words, Cartesian philosophical notions simply allow us access to the qualities of other 

beings (what they signify or represent), rather than emphasizing what these machines actually 

have power to do ontologically.   Again, take for example a tree.  In the Cartesian sense, we 

often think of the tree as an object we humans encounter in the world, not necessarily a machine 

or a type of technology.  That is something that produces anything other than things in relation to 

human needs or wants.  A tree is an entity whose existence signifies or structures the world in 

some way for human existence and benefit.   
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For example, its aesthetic value makes me plant an oak in my front yard rather than a 

cactus.  Oak trees are beautiful, and I find cacti to be quite painful- especially my curious 

children.  It might be good to have a few trees planted in my yard because the oxygen each emits 

allows my lungs to function and fill with life-giving air, or a plurality of trees will give my home 

shade- thus reducing my electric bill.   Perhaps the fruit it produces will fill my stomach when I 

get hungry, and of course, citrus fruits will grow better in Florida than in Siberia.  When we 

consider the encounter with the tree it has very little to do with the being-in-the-world of the tree 

itself, and much more to our human relation to the tree.   

          Along with the definition of ‘machine’ given by Bogost, that “a machine is merely an 

entity which produces,” we can attempt to relate such production directly to Michel Foucault’s 

and Heidegger’s understanding of technology.  For Heidegger, what technology was had very 

little to do with anything technological or mechanical.  This is often the image given when one 

thinks of technology- gadgets and gizmos that make life a bit more convenient (and frustrating).  

Heidegger understood that the true essence of technology was not found in its instrumentality or 

its use.  By use we mean a type of teleological end/means.  This is found throughout Heidegger’s 

work as he is deeply critical of Descartes’ philosophy of epistemology.  Rather, technology’s 

essence is found in a ‘dis-closing’ or ‘revealing’.  We might describe this linguistic play as 

literally ‘truth-ing’ the essence of the possibility of truth.  One cannot speak about truth unless 

one is actually on the way towards truth.  In this way, truth becomes, as Whitehead noted, “a 
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function of the process under consideration.”120   That is to say, technology reveals the towards-

ness from which humans are in their thrown-ness.  This presents a definite challenge to interpret.   

Yet, the main idea to be found here is that we must not equate the ‘technological’ as the 

only ‘technologies’.  In Foucault, who was deeply Heideggarian, we see a more congruent 

definition of technology to that of Bogost’s ‘machines.’  Foucault describes technology in terms 

of ‘an activity towards a production’.  This is essential in building off of Foucault’s Heideggerian 

roots.  Foucault confirms the un-technological side of technology and places it firmly within 

ontological phenomenology.  For example, a birth control pill would be a type of technology.  

Not in the sense that machines or factories produced it, but that it itself produces something 

within an encounter with another machine- it prevents women from getting pregnant.  This is its 

production.    

Marshall McLuhan has stated that “with new technologies emerge intensely global 

responsibilities.”121 If McLuhan’s assertion is true, and we can accept the previous definition of 

technology and machines, then the discourse regarding naïve philosophic notions of ontology (in 

this case, the being of art) must extend beyond traditional modes of expressionist notions and 

decenter the human.  This line of thinking opens the possibility of more profound ideas if we are 

willing to venture into such openings of thought.  McLuhan’s thesis, in this sense, is not limited 

to the being-of-art alone.  The classical discourse in ethics proper must also change as new 

technologies emerge.  We must be willing to threaten the human center and allow a discourse to 
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occur which can theorize a truly level ontology – an ontology where no being exists above any 

other being and views humans as beings among other beings- not as hierarchical.   

We must see that anthropocentric narratives, meanings, significations, laws, constitutions 

only have the capacity and power to answer only half of an ontological or phenomenological 

equation- especially in areas like social change.  The acceptance by humans through the 

realization that there are other entities like technologies, artworks, natural resources that help 

form our societies -which don’t necessarily operate with human approval or signification- is the 

single most important step towards a post-human aesthetic.  It is within this framing that not only 

the artist, but the work of art itself, can be a very important catalyst for creatively engaging in 

developing this ‘level’ ontology where human beings are but beings among other beings in 

being-in-the-world.   Heidegger is asserting here that the artwork (techne), manifesting and 

revealing itself as something of Beauty, is in a way restoring the essence of how Being shows 

herself in being.  The artwork has the capacity to be a great equalizer of sorts in creating a level-

ontology.  Looking at, or encountering, those beautiful works of art – where Being manifests its 

own being as being-manifest – might offer us a glimpse of truth in being.  This could be viewed 

as a “dialogue between the self-disclosure of Being and our own disclosive looking.”122  If the 

human is open to the possibility of the ‘release-ment’ of physis from its liminal techno-

instrumental-thinking, there is with it the possibility of the gods returning.  It would seem to 

suggest that Heidegger views the nature of calculating, using and measuring art’s own being 

(especially that of time), has played into the God’s withdrawing.  How can we human beings 

measure that which is meant to measure our being human?  There is an opening here, as I will 
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argue in this next section, for the possibility of theology and language to manifest a return of the 

gods – not in analytic modes of certainty, but within a horizon of mystery and longing.  

 
2.4 Onto-theology: Logos, Language, and the Longing for the God’s Return 

For Heidegger, the essence of theology is grounded in a two-fold ontology.  Firstly, 

thinking theologically is a work reserved only for the poet.  In other words, for Heidegger, 

theology is poetry – an artwork of poetically naming the gods.  Theology, or theo-logos, is a way 

in which the gods are both mythically and poetically called, and thus named.  What occurs in this 

‘naming’?  Heidegger contends that this naming and calling “does not apply terms, it calls into 

words (language) by calling it brings closer what is called.”123  The importance of understanding 

theology in this way for Heidegger rests upon a phenomenological aspect of his philosophy, that 

is, there is a calling (by naming) into presence that which was hidden.  Finally, for Heidegger, 

theology acts as a phenomenological hermeneutic of faith.  Yet, unlike most theological 

hermeneutics of modern religion, this hermeneutic is absent of any institutional, doctrinal or 

creedal allegiances.  Heidegger clarifies his point by stating that, “Theo-logos, or theologia 

means at this point the mytho-poetic utterance about the gods, with no reference to any creed or 

ecclesiastical doctrine.”124   

It is the utterance of the logos about the gods. In order to bring-forth a proper relation of 

being to the logos, we need to analyze Heidegger’s unique conception of logos in a precise 

manner.  In terms of lexiconic, linguistic and etymologically approaches we often define logos as 
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‘de ratio’, ‘rationality’ or even our English term ‘logic’.  This represents, for Heidegger, a 

calculating, judgmental way of thinking about the nature of reality – metaphysics.  From this 

metaphysical grounding of the nature of being into the logos, we develop an onto-theological 

position.  As Heidegger establishes the origin of the meaning of the word logos is ‘word’, 

‘language’ and is connected to the Greek verb legein.  As Ben Vedder interprets Heidegger’s 

analysis as saying,  

Logos has nothing to do originally with speaking. Lege, legein, legere is the same as the 
German word lesen (to gather, collect, read): “Ähren lesen, Holz lesen, die Weinlese, die 
Auslese” (to glean, to gather wood, the vintage, the cream of crop); “ein Buch lesen” (to 
read a book) is only a variant of lesen in the strict sense, which is to put one thing with 
another, to bring together, in short – to gather. It is a selective gathering in which the pros 
and cons are weighed.125 
 

The essence of the logos manifests in that mode of accomplishing its ability to gather.  This 

language indicates that something is being-gathered in its gathering of being.126  Heidegger does 

not view the logos as essentially a word, or a language, or a doctrinal positioning.  Logos gathers 

by “uniting the opposites maintains the full sharpness of their tension.”127  Heidegger goes on to 

say what such language reveals as an activity in which “extremes are gathered and yet are set 

apart.”128  The idea of ‘synthesis’ here is important to note as Heidegger views the gathering 

activity of the logos as bringing together Being in such a way that their differences are not made 

equal in being, yet, the meaning found exists within the maintaining of those differences in 
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being.  Heidegger writes, “It is proper to every gathering that the gatherers assemble to 

coordinate their work to the sheltering, and — gathered together with that end in view — first 

begin to gather. The gathering (die Lese) requires and demands this assembly. This original co-

ordination governs their collective gathering.”129 

Heidegger views this originary mode of gathering from the logos as still being-heard by 

“indicating judgment as combination of subject and predicate relation.”130  Vedder explicates 

Heidegger by saying, “So when we hear today the words being and unity we do not immediately 

think of uniting and gathering from the logos. This gathering of the logos pervades and is earlier 

than all judging reasoning, meaning and being convinced. Only within the gathering of the logos 

can man exist in the world as a domain of meaning.”131  I agree with Vedder only to the extent 

that I think he is conveying that the essence of the logos is prior to any logic employed by the 

human’s technological way of thinking – Cartesian metaphysics.  We must also consider the 

possibility that logos, in Heidegger’s view, means not only a meaning to gather-in within being’s 

gathering.  For example, the Greek word legein does indeed point towards a ‘gathering’; but also 

points towards a ‘laying’ or ‘laying-together,’ as in placing one thing down next to another or to 

lay beside it.  Heidegger calls this a “letting-lie-together-before.”132 

Ben Vedder goes on to argue that in Greek thought the idea of ‘saying something’ or the 

‘activity of saying’ is,  
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...a type of lying-before someone in the open.  Saying is thought in a Greek way as 
bringing out, as showing something as it appears. What is laid-before becomes visible in lying-
before, and is therefore presented.  The logos presents the presence of what is laid-before and 
shows it in its presence. Saying means, when thought in a Greek manner, “to bring to light,” “to 
let something appear in its look,” “to show the way in which it regards us,” which is why a 
saying clarifies things for us.  Speaking does not mean the transmission of what someone has in 
his head. For a long time, speaking has been considered as the expression of inner thoughts or as 
the giving of meaning to external entities. Saying and speaking are now determined as what let 
things and entities lie-before; they are gathered into entities by speaking and saying and so 
become visible in their presence.133   

 
Heidegger calls this “the being of entities: in the logos the being of entities is shown and 

made visible.”134  Heidegger asserts that such poetic experiences are a way of binding together 

logos and being in his interpretation of Stefan George’s experience in his poem “Das Wort.”  

Heidegger argues, “Where word breaks off, no-thing may be. The word is logos. It speaks 

simultaneously as the name for Being and for Saying.”135 

Especially the work of later Heidegger makes it clear that his concept regarding theo-

logos is indicative of a bringing into presence those entities that are hidden or withdrawn from 

presence.  Theo-logos is for Heidegger the language of the gods, and calls into presence what 

was always-already around the human, and before the human.  This is what takes place with-in 

the logos of theological language. But in what ways might the human be able to relate, or be 

related to such entities?  Heidegger writes, “In the Greek definition of the essence of human 

being, legein and logos mean the relation on the basis of which what is present gathers itself for 

the first time as such around and for human beings. And only because human beings are insofar 
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as they relate to beings as beings, un-concealing and concealing them, can they and must they 

have the “word,” i.e., speak of the being of beings.”136  The human is for Heidegger that being 

that has logos, in so far (and to the extent) that language has the human. This is a crucial 

distinction since it is language that shows, it is language that lets the letting appear, and it is 

language that lets the hearer hear.  For it is only in the possibility of language that such an un-

concealing happens — the Greek word, aletheia.  Heidegger mentions that “because the logos 

lets lie before us what lies before us as such, it dis-closes what is present in its presence-ing. But 

this dis-closure is aletheia.”137  This dis-closing, or un-covering authenticates the way of 

revealing the truth of being by drawing into presence, out of its hidden-ness and dark-ness. 

It is in the ‘speaking’ that the ‘gathering’ takes place and occurs to the extent that what is 

present is revealed in its presence.  This is truth-ing, or revealing, is prior to any human 

imposition upon its truth through the human’s use of logic, reason or calculation. Heidegger 

quotes Stefan George’s poem to predicate this notion in saying, “Where word breaks off nothing 

may be.”138 He also states that, “In the word, in language, things first come to be and are.”139 The 

human is only an inquisitor to questions that lie before him because of what has been revealed.  

In other words, those questions are always-already there precisely because this relation between 

speaking and gathering as a mode of ‘truth-ing’ is prior to any scientific or rational inquiry. The 

way in which Heidegger comes to view speaking-gathering-revealing is not something that 

humans are afforded to offer meaning to afterward.  What has come to presence is present prior 
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to any re-presentation we might give to what is revealed, regardless of how familiar this thing 

that has presented itself is.  

For Heidegger, language is the “house of being.” Within the liminality of this housing-of-

being (i.e. dwelling, or ethos) we come to understand that when the human speaks the thingly-

ness of the world sets itself in place in being.  However, there is more than the mere presence-ing 

of the thingly-ness of the things in the world.  I read Heidegger here to say, without saying, there 

is also a revealing of the holy-ness of things coming into presence that were hidden prior to 

language. There is the possibility that something salvific occurs in the opening of being housed 

within the saving word of language.  Language happens, and through language there is a type of 

putting things into language—words.  Language is not simply speaking; but a gathering, an 

awakening of man in his own properness of being.  Language is foreign to man, but only in 

making what is foreign proper to himself can such salvation (i.e. saving) happen.  What do I 

mean by this theo-logical language of saving and salvation?  Heidegger contends that language 

has the ability to both bring things out of concealment into un-covering; but language can also 

function in a way that conceals things as well.   It is the poetic nature of language that reveals 

and gathers, and it is the idle chatter and talking that closes off being from the human.  Ben 

Vedder rightly notes that,  

However, it is not only the bringing into light of entities, but also the safekeeping of the 
entities in the light. What awakens arrives in the word, is gathered in it, and is kept safe – 
saved/salvation in its gathering.  Especially with regard to the safekeeping function that 
language has, there is the possibility of dissoluteness, recklessness and loss. Language 
comes not only as an un-concealing poem, but also as chatter and talk. Instead of the 
opening of the being of entities, it functions as the concealing of them. Instead of 
selecting, gathering, and synthesis, there is dispersion into un-fittingness.140 
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The often-incorrect assumption made is that man is an individual subject who speaks and 

employs language by his own making and mastery of it.  In this understanding, language is 

relegated to expressing a singular mode of being; that is, the inner thoughts of the human 

employing language.141 Heidegger goes on to problematize this understanding of language as the 

mere expression of human thought.  He argues that it is not the human that speaks language, but 

rather, “language speaks”.  What I take Heidegger to mean by this statement is that regardless of 

the human’s environment, upbringing or even education in language, language has always-

already spoken prior.  “Language exists a priori to the human,” according to Heidegger.142 

If language is a priori to the human, as being itself is too, then why is the human not 

completely indifferent to the primacy of language as he is to being?  Heidegger’s analysis seems 

to suggest that with-in language man becomes attuned to the language-ing of language and what 

occurs there; that is, what is said in language. For instance, when I address another individual 

through language, it is the addressed that is thus placed before and gathered by language. The 

person being addressed must, in some sense, attune himself to what is being-said in order to 

come to some understanding of what was said.  In hearing the saying of the other this ‘gathering’ 

takes place.  Therefore, whatever is heard in hearing comes to presence by hearing what is 

heard—what Heidegger calls a ‘hearkening’.  This hearing however, is not a mere biological, 

scientific or physiological process whereby a otolaryngologist can perform particular tests on the 

ear of a subject to inquire the effectiveness or health of one’s hearing.  Again, it is not to suggest 
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that studies or research on ‘hearing’ are not important.  Only that, in a Heideggarian sense, we 

need to understand that it is the human-being that hears what is said in saying— not the ear.  A 

human with perfect ‘hearing’ can hear incorrectly what is said if he is not attuned to the saying.  

Attunement is an essence of being-there (Dasein), and not the physiology of the ear’s function. 

In attuning to the words spoken, as opposed to auditory ‘hearing’ as a biological/physiological 

function, the words spoken take on a new essence in being.  Words thus open up the possibility 

of what Heidegger considers words-are, “...a wellspring, not terms, and thus are not like buckets 

and kegs from which we scoop a content that is there. Words are wellsprings that are found and 

dug up in the telling, wellsprings that must be found and dug up again and again, that easily cave 

in, but that at times also well up when least expected. If we do not go to the spring again and 

again, the buckets and kegs stay empty, or their content gets stale.”143  In this sense, our ability to 

listen to words that are spoken in language becomes something radically different from the 

typical logical calculation or lexiconic investigation of those words—i.e. philology. To be 

attuned in concert with our listening becomes difficult and requires us to re-direct our listening 

away from that which is most common to listening – the object of what is spoken of as opposed 

to the words that are spoken from (i.e. language itself). 

The German philologist, Walter Friedrich (W.F.) Otto, seems akin to Heidegger’s 

thought when describing this linguistic process.  Otto’s analysis on poetry suggests that it may 

appear to the reader that it is the poet who calls into being, by his mastery of language, the 

creativity and making of the poetry.  However, the poet’s poetizing reveals that thing which 

precedes the poet, and is only manifested through the poet’s own listening and receiving what is 
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mysteriously prior.  Lawrence Hatab goes on to say that, “What the poet says was addressed to 

him; he has listened to the mythical word. Myth is a truth that is not examined. It immediately 

interferes with life and determines man as a whole.”144  Poetic language, as an originary mode of 

bringing being into presence, is not purposed with the task of creating understand-ability for the 

human.  The task of the poet’s language is to open the possibility of revealing truth with-in the 

mythos of poetic language. To impose any sense of logicality, calculation or verification causes 

any possibility of revealing to retreat once again into hiddenness. This type of truth (aletheia) 

reveals itself out of itself and not by rational or metaphysical inquiry. Thus, the gods are revealed 

and are able to return to presence by presence-ing themselves in language— their word.  

Heidegger’s engagement with Holderlin’s poetry is essential in understanding this strange-ness 

of language and the gods.  Vedder’s analysis of this engagement argues that “...because the 

unconcealment of the word precedes all speaking, it is said that in poetry man himself does not 

speak, but the godhead. It is the muse who sings, whereas the poet only echoes the tune. 

Therefore, it is not man who finds the words to speak out reality and the divine character of 

reality. The muses indicate the divine wonder that being speaks out from itself.”145 Heidegger 

goes on to state that: “The writing of poetry is the fundamental naming of the gods. But the 

poetic word only acquires its power of naming, when the gods themselves bring us to 

language.”146 
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When we consider the various modes and manifestations of any mythos, whether it be 

poetically or musically situated, we are experiencing its truth from itself without the 

appropriation of human reason upon it.  Music, poetry and myth let (Gelassenheit) truth reveal 

itself from themselves.  Since truth-ing (aletheia) happens with-in themselves, without human 

impositioning of technological-truth (veritas), the disclosing of this truth is therefore attributed 

only to the gods.  As Heidegger noted it is only when man has received from the gods is man 

thus able to speak.   

The German philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche was another thinker who examined the 

importance of the relationship between rhythm, mythos, and music.  For Nietzsche, poetry was a 

means by which language was be-set to rhythm.  Such a rhythmic poetizing is something that can 

be more comprehensible and accessible to the god’s own hearing.  I also take Nietzsche to 

contend that rhythm is a chiastic compulsion in contradiction.  Nietzsche thought that rhythm 

was an existential provocation that involved the entire soul; whereas the soul could ascend and 

descend, surrender and fight.  Nietzsche states that, “even earlier than philosophy, music has the 

power to cleanse one’s soul.147  According to Nietzsche’s thought, there is always-already a 

kindred closeness between both music and mythos—He calls this the “myth-build-ing spirit of 

music.”148 

Myth, for Nietzsche, is an originary word that is bespoken because itself and invokes 

notions of the soul’s ability to ascend and descent for the sake of the myth-building aspect of its 
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power, for its own sake.  Ben Vedder argues that “(myth) the word was spoken originally with 

rhythmic song. Rhythm and music are not placed in the service of something else; they are said 

and done because of themselves. That is why the work of the poets and singers is claimed by the 

gods. Wherever people sing, the human singer is primarily someone who listens; he attunes his 

voice before he starts to sing.”149  I agree with Vedder’s interpretation here, insofar as he is 

willing to acknowledge that something is not sung and then heard, but rather, something is heard 

(by the singer) and then sung.  The attunement of the singer’s listening/hearing precedes 

anything the speaker says or sings from his lips, or heard by another’s ear.  In this understanding, 

language exists void of any rational, or Cartesian object that needs re-presentation or mediation, 

in that, it exists prior to any human-centric objectification of its being as a type of music speech 

per se.  Therefore, whatever we might apply to the phenomenology of music must also apply 

within a phenomenology of language in general as well; because what is language but a type of 

musicality that is simply deprived of any sort of melody. 

There must be language in order for there to be being, since language houses being as 

Heidegger contended.  However, for Heidegger, everyday mundane “spoken” language no longer 

has a lively ‘flow’ to it, but rather stopped by its inclination for the static, the useful, the logical. 

It henceforth lacks a mythos that is necessary in and of itself, to and for itself.  Heidegger tends 

to think, as does Otto, that the presence-ing of things, as themselves, only occurs in language.  

And the best language is poetic language since the thingly-ness of things made present in their 

presence-ing are not able to be objectified or re-presented in the Western metaphysical way of 

thinking. Being’s being-in-the-world is thus manifest more authentically and autochthonously in 
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myths and music (i.e. poetizing).  Myth becomes the originary phenomenon which is primordial 

to the human’s ability to both think and know.  Employing this understanding of language as a 

mode of revealing the truth of being we might argue that for Heidegger any myth created, or god 

invented are not fabrications of the human psyche or imagination (as some psychoanalytic 

theorists suggests); rather, myths and gods appear and un-conceal themselves not because they 

are rationalized in truth, because of themselves alone (aletheia).  

In most modern theories regarding the origins of language, the theorist (generally 

speaking) attempts to emphasize the emergence of language out of some need to communicate.  

That is, its utility or function pragmatically.  W.F. Otto seems to disagree with this assessment of 

language’s origin by stating that such pragmatic theories of language presuppose that there exists 

things in themselves, and that language is what comes to give meaning to that which exists prior 

to the attempt at creating meaning or definition through language.  However, as Otto states, “a  

thing really exists only in language- thinking. Language does not give meaning to the things, but 

lets them appear.”150 

Perhaps this is why thinkers like Nietzsche, Heidegger and Otto place a greater premium 

on the idea of poetic speaking.  It is in poetic speaking that we are not given a ‘first 

communication’ of a thing that exists as this or that definition given to it by something other than 

itself.  Rather, it attempts to show forth what exists as itself for itself and not for human 

representation or remembrance.  This is the essential job the poet and the original speaker must 

speak in poetic language because it is language itself that is speaking through the poet prior to 

his speaking being heard.  There is a unique ontology for language in this thinking.  Every 
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expressive voice which gives linguistic existence to the showing forth of being through language 

can be viewed as something living and melodious—and organism of speech.  This primordial 

and poetic speaking is something that must be understood as being necessarily prior to human 

communicatory functionality or end results of language for human benefit.  Any benefit it might 

afford the human is of secondary importance to language’s own being in service to the bringing 

forth the god’s return, for their own sake of returning, and not in service to something other than 

itself for that purpose. Language, therefore, is not viewed as being in service to that of the human 

being— but the reverse is true; the human being is in service to the showing forth of language.  

When the human speaks, he can do so only by way of corresponding to listening to what 

language says to him.  The human is addressed by language, not the one addressing by language. 

This ability of the human to be able to correspond to language’s imposition upon it can occur, 

according to Heidegger, only when the saying and speaking of language is pronounced within 

the poetic. Essentially for Heidegger, it seems that when the poet is more poetic in his poetizing, 

the more his poetic speaking (or saying) is actually attuned to the listening of language’s own 

saying.   

This is a strange, but also a very necessary, way to understand Heidegger’s approach to 

allow the gods to return in and through language.  However, Heidegger goes on to state that, “by 

the same token, his (the poet’s) speaking is distanced from statements about which one can only 

say that they are true or false.”151  I read this to mean that the poet’s speaking, through his 

attunement to listening, is not able to be given over to a Cartesian metaphysics in order to deduce 

                                                

151 Martin Heidegger, Poetically Man Dwells, 216.  
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or calculate the truth or ‘falsifiability’ of such sayings.152 The poet’s speaking is by itself always-

already a type of listening, which means a type of attuned listening to the language.  When we 

listen to or hear language’s saying, we are listening to and hearing something that is always prior 

to every element of listening, per se.  What this means is that in order to attune one’s self to 

listen to language we need to come to terms with the idea that it is not us who merely speaks a 

language, we actually speak by way of language’s speaking.  As Heidegger noted we can do so 

solely because “we have always-already listened to the language.”153 

I think it is an important task to return to what Heidegger means by the term ‘theology’ 

(i.e. theologia) in relation to his phenomenology regarding the gathering of being within the 

‘logos’.  In the case of theology, we must first understand it as the “logos of the gods”.  In the 

same way the human speaks by being attuned to what is said in language, so too must the poet 

attune himself to what is said in the theologia, or gathering of the gods.  But this referential 

understanding needs more philosophical clarity.   

I offer two brief points to consider: First, the logos within theo-logy shows the appearing 

of the gods as themselves and gathers them with-in their presence-ing.  The contention here is 

that the gods can only be revealed as gods within theological language.  Theological language 

allows the gods to come into being-present, dis-closed, and saved within the language.   

                                                

152 By this I mean to critique the principle of falsifiability posited by the Logical Positivists movement which stated 
that a statement was only meaningful insofar as its premises were able to be ‘falsified’ through logic, reason or 
scientific methods.  However, the principle of falsifiability itself was shown to not be able to withstand its own 
definition, or critique, in that, was the principle of falsifiability able to be falsified?    

153 Martin Heidegger, “The Way to Language,” in On the Way to Language, trans. Peter D. Hertz (San Francisco: 
Harper & Row, 1982), 124.  
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Secondly, it is important to note that the gods presence-ing is not ‘caused’ by the willful 

subject’s prayer, supplication, or activity.  That is to say, it is not the human which somehow 

brings into manifest presence the presence of the gods to benefit the human by answering 

prayers, or providing meaning or emotional satisfaction.  No.  It is in the speaking of theo-logos 

that the gods appear.  If the human being is attuned to the saying of language by its listening to 

language, the human will hear what theo-language says about the gods.  But this Heideggarian 

understanding of the gods returns seems to raise more profound questions than it has the ability 

to answer.  For instance, once the theological language poetizes the god’s presence, who then is 

able to name the gods?  Who is it that gives the gods their presence in being?  The poet alone?  

It is against this question that I want to contend that Heidegger uses the words of 

Friedrich Hölderlin’s poetry to surmise the appearing and the arrival of the gods from 

concealment into disclosive being.  As I stated earlier, the gods are not created out of language, 

or with the help of human employment of language.  The gods are named by the naming of the 

gods as an act answering the call of the gods upon the naming.  However, the gods can only be 

expressed or named if it is they themselves addressing us and pro-claiming their naming by 

language, and through the claim placed upon human listening.  Heidegger states that, “A word 

that names the gods is always an answer to such a claim.”154  In this sense, any mythos and any 

logos which name the gods, is always-already prior to the naming-given, in that, the poet is 

attuned and listening for the naming and praising of the gods. 

This poetic naming of the gods is to be viewed as a manifestation of physis, and not 

techne. The ability of the human to master language rhetorically, or logically is a mode of techne 
                                                

154 Ibid, 58.  
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which, as Heidegger states “causes the loss of the gods.”  Yet, what the poet does in his 

expressions of his attunement to the word of the theo-logos is seen as a gift of the gods, and 

experience of physis.  Theological language, as a naming of the gods, opens itself up as a type of 

poetic language and offers the possibility of something beyond everyday language, or idle 

chatter.  In theology’s poetizing itself as poetry it stands within the liminal horizon of naming 

being and the essence of those things within being as well.   

For Heidegger “Poetry is the sustaining ground of history, and therefore not just an 

appearance of culture.”155  What needs to be understood here is that, in terms of Heidegger’s 

thought, the essence of what the poet says through poetic language is not simply a ‘higher form 

of everyday language,’ or a ‘more sophisticated use of language.’  Rather, poetic language is the 

grounding of human existence—the house of being.  This linguistic grounding of our existence is 

best understood as a type of gifting that has been bestowed upon the human, passed down and 

sent over and to him.  Vedder explains it this way: “Wherever language provokes we mortals to 

listen, it is the gods who call and commit to the right word. The poet experiences himself as 

compelled by the claim of the gods, and as called up to answer this claim and to be attuned to it. 

The listening of the poet to this claim is both a reception and a hearing. The poet is placed in an 

intermediate area between the man to whom the poet offers a ground and the gods who call the 

poet up to say the right word and to express it.”156 

In Heidegger’s explanation, the naming of the gods is fundamentally connected to the 

essential question of being and its destiny.  Being does not manifest as a type of omni-controlling 

                                                

155 Ibid, 60.  
156 Ben Vedder, Heidegger’s Philosophy of Religion (Pittsburg: Duquesne University Press, 2007), 259. 
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structure.  If it did, then it would contradict Heidegger’s notion that the event of being acts as an 

overcoming destiny.  This naming of the gods is also not a modality of human existence 

dependent on human language’s advancement to reach some eschatological understanding of the 

gods or even being-in-the-world.  What is at stake for Heidegger is whether or not the destiny of 

being will call forth, from itself, the ‘word’s wording’ to name the gods.  For Heidegger, when 

the words word, and when these words are addressed to the gods and extend the naming of the 

names to name them, then the poet will be able to dis-close the right names—in the listening to 

language language-ing. 

Therefore, the poet is only able to say the poetic when the poet is able to voice the 

coming of being and what being has offering to him as a gift.  It is here, in offering the coming 

of being’s destiny that the poet becomes the prophet of being’s being.  The poet is thrusted into a 

new grounding of the poetic structure—a prophetic voice (pro-phasis).  This prophesying is not 

to be understood in the Judeo-Christian sense of ‘holy prophets forecasting future commands or 

impending judgments of god’; but rather, it is from “the essence of poetical foretelling.”157  The 

poet has listened to the voice of being’s telling, and has followed by going out to listen to what is 

not known to his own proper-being (his own), and has heard the sound of the foreign (the 

strange).  For Heidegger, it is in this ‘strangeness’ that the possibility for the Holy is possible. 

The holy is that manifest-ness of being which the poet can catch with the right words to tell.  

When the poet is able to dis-cover the right word, in all of its strange-ness, will the gods be 

named and show themselves—saved within the word itself.  It is important to denote that, for 

                                                

157 Martin Heidegger, “The Way to Language,” in On the Way to Language, trans. Peter D. Hertz (San Francisco: 
Harper & Row, 1982), 136-37. 
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Heidegger, the poet is a listener first and addresses secondly.  The poet does not address until he 

has listened through expectation; but this expectation and listening is not calculation or planning 

the address in some logical form or structure—it is the realization of what is said prior to the 

saying.   

The attuning of the poet to the gods is essential, otherwise the poet will not listen to or 

address the name of the gods with the right word.  Heidegger sees the poet’s attuning as being a 

type of moodiness that exists prior to any thought or choosing of the words offered in the 

addressing.  It is the poet that ultimately longs for this attuning mood of his being to be attuned 

to the words of the gods.  The mood of the poet is a desire, a caring-for (Sorge) with respect to 

looking-for and correspondence-with the gods.  Heidegger expresses this as follows: “To a 

thinking so inclined that reaches out sufficiently, the way is that by which we reach — which lets 

us reach what reaches out for us by touching us, by being our concern (Sorge). The way is such, 

it lets us reach what concerns and summons us.”158  This desire and longing for the poet in 

correspondent attune-ment, is claimed of the gods, is thus realized in comprehending that being 

is on its way.  It is in this longing that we long for that which concerns us.  What the poet longs 

for is what will reach out to him, claim and demand of him, bringing his concern be-fore him—

finding a home there.  While the language of poetry may sound strange, its saying and naming of 

the gods is not arbitrary by any means; for Heidegger, poetic speaking is authentic speaking 

because it is there that the gods are named and return to presence in being.  Vedder writes, “In 

poetry the authentic conversation takes place. The poet names the gods when the words are 

                                                

158 Martin Heidegger, “The Nature of Language,” in On the Way to Language, trans. Peter D. Hertz (San Francisco: 
Harper & Row, 1982), 91.  
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handed down, and the gods are confirmed in their being. When the poet speaks the essential 

word, then by this naming the entity is named as what it is; thus, is the entity known as an entity, 

and the god as god.”159 

The essence of poetic naming and the return of the gods is more than a mere recognition 

of the Holy within language.  It is within the Holy that offers a space for the gods to appear, a 

place for the gods to return in their being.  Heidegger views Hölderlin as the poet, par excellence.  

He writes, “Hölderlin’s poem gathers poesis under a holy com- pulsion: naming the present gods, 

gathering them into a saying which is needed by the heavenly ones and ordained by them. Since 

Hölderlin spoke it, it speaks in our language, whether or not it is heard.”160 

Heidegger has also described theological language as a possibility of poetic naming of 

the gods as well; but in order to make this theological language possible for the gods’ return, the 

holy names of theology must fail in their technological/metaphysical naming.  Modern 

theological language, for Heidegger, exists in a time in which the gods have fled.  The 

theological poetizing, like the poetic sense of attunement, must attune itself the strangeness of 

what is said in its saying in being.  The human must be attuned to this saying, in all of its 

strangeness, prior to addressing what is said.  This is indicative of the human being to be attuned 

to this saying of being prior to being able to structure words into saying.  Words are given in 

being through the human’s ability to listen to language, in that, language exists for its own 

sake—not the sake of the human.  This goes in the face of many theological assertions in their 

attempts to name the name of god(s) through logical, structural or calculative language 
                                                

159 Ben Vedder, Heidegger’s Philosophy of Religion (Pittsburg: Duquesne University Press, 2007), 261. 
160 Martin Heidegger, Elucidations of Holderlin’s Poetry, trans. By Keith Hoeller (Amherst: Humanity Books, 

2000), 80. 
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embedded in human techne-thinking.  What this ultimately means is that language language’s in 

and of itself, for itself – not in a human-centric fashion in order to communicate the thoughts 

proceeding out of the human mind.  Yet, just as Heidegger comes to view music as a goal (telos) 

in and of its-own-being, so too is language is in this way.  Music essentially seeks to provoke the 

assent and attunement of the musician to listen and call forth to presence what is said; language 

works the same way.  The human is provoked by the calling of language to attune our being to 

the listening to language as it languages.  

Therefore, I will argue that for Heidegger there is a possibility of religious experience, 

phenomenologically, through the attunement of the human to the theologia as a poetic language.  

This theological language is an authentic language which can manifest the return of the gods, 

insofar as it concerns itself within a desire to be attuned to the naming of the gods, so that the 

gods might return.  It is a longing for the holy, for a religious experience of the divine that will 

extend beyond language into the being of our being.  It manifests so that the poet might not only 

name the gods in order to present them, but in presenting them rightly there is a praising of the 

gods that is experienced within this liminal space of the Holy. 
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CHAPTER 3 

PHENOMENOLOGY OF THE BODY AND RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCE 

  “The body is our general medium for having a world.” 
    
     –Maurice Merleau-Ponty, Phenomenology of Perception 
 

3.1 Religious Experience as Being-Embodied   

In this chapter’s section, I will contend that there exists an intuitive value that we humans 

place on embodied (incarnate) experience over that of vicarious experience, or dis-embodied 

experiences.  In his work Phenomenology of Perception, Maurice Merleau-Ponty contends that 

any phenomenological project regarding embodied experience must take up its task in this way: 

“The fundamental philosophical act would thus be to return to the ‘lived world’, (a world) 

beneath the objective world; since in this lived world we will be able to understand the law as 

much as the limits of the objective world.”161  While I will deal more directly with Merleau-

Ponty in the next section, his insight to begin this chapter is essential.  Merleau-Ponty comes to 

view philosophy’s task as essentially a return to ‘lived experience’ within a ‘lived-in world’ as 

opposed to some naively understood ‘objective world’—that is, the world of science, logic and 

rationality.  If phenomenology is able to succeed in a re-dis-covering of such a lived-in world , 

we might come to regard the importance of our interconnected responsibility to and for others 

who are also embodied and experience such a world.  Merleau-Ponty asserts that: “the human is 

                                                

161 Maurice Merleau-Ponty, Phenomenology of Perception (New York: Routledge, 2012), 61.  
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not only ‘in’ a body that experiences the world, the human ‘is’ a body.”162  This seems to be 

Merleau-Ponty’s rejection of the dualistic nature of the so-called mind/body problem of 

philosophy.  In a very practical sense, when we consider embodied experience, modern culture 

itself seems to give validation to this valuation of incarnate, or bodily experiences—at least in 

terms of both a financial and an existential sense, over and against that of a vicarious one.  

Watching our favorite sports teams on television would be an example of vicarious, or 

disembodied, experience of the competitive event.  Technological advances allow local 

television stations to broadcast countless sporting events and competitions into our homes at 

little to no cost to us, so long as we have access to a television and their signal (or a type of cable 

television service).  We can thus sit in relative relaxation in our own homes, while eating our 

favorite comfort foods, drinking our favorite beverages and truly have the colloquial ‘best seat in 

the house’- without having to actually be present in the arena.  A multitude of cameras are 

stationed throughout the field of play in order to offer us the best positions and angles to see the 

event close-up in high definition.  An army of cameramen and producers ensure the viewers that 

they won’t miss any of the ongoing sporting action on the field as it unfolds right before their 

eyes in real time.  The network television stations producing the event for our consumption even 

provide the latest technological sophistications which allow us to see instant re-plays of exciting 

plays and controversial calls – all in slow-motion precision to verify that the activity and 

officiating remains within the rules of the game.  A type of techno-ethics as it were. When a 

timeout or game stoppage is called the on-field cameras shut off and we are whisked away, via 

our television, in order that we not have to endure the boredom of such delays and experience the 
                                                

162 Ibid, 67.  
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delightful world of beer, or potato chip commercials.  We view these interruptions as a very 

small price to pay with our time in exchange for the experience of cheering our team on to 

victory vicariously.  Yet, when the game resumes we are brought back into all of the action once 

again.  This somewhat silly analogy serves to show that one can be completely ‘present’ during a 

sporting event (e.g. or concert, or theatrical performance, etc.), and yet still be ‘absent’ from the 

event itself due to technology.  However, should I actually want be present at the game in body, 

it would cost me an incredible amount of money to have such a seat in the venue, not to mention 

the time spent traveling to and from the venue.  To be present, or to state it philosophically, to 

have an embodied experience of the game, is of much greater value.  For instance, when Kobe 

Bryant, the great NBA player announced that he was retiring from the game of basketball he 

would sell out arenas around the United States in cities that were not his own home court.  Why?  

Because there was something intrinsically valuable about being able to watch a living legend 

play the game live, and embodied, in the actual venue, as opposed to viewing his final game 

against your home team from a television set.  What was the attraction of being physically 

present at those games to watch Bryant play that was not equivalent to a person in watching the 

same game from a television screen?  It could be argued that unless you have the financial 

wherewithal to afford ‘good seats’, you would be in the so-called ‘nose-bleed’ sections and have 

a distorted view of the actual game.  The argument is that there was something extremely special 

and meaningful about being-in the arena to watch a legend play his final professional basketball 

games as a present and embodied spectator; that is, seeing it all take place ‘in the flesh’.  While 

my sporting analogy above may not be rigorously academic or philosophical, we can offer other 

examples of the way in which a value is placed on embodied experience (ontologically) over that 
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of a disembodied experience which might be more epistemic in nature.  For instance, to read 

about the Holocaust and its horrors from trained historians who have studied the history and 

particularities of this event presents us with a necessary grounding for its historical truth, 

epistemically speaking.  They offer a historicity of people involved, places in which such horrors 

occurred, and timelines of dated certainty regarding the events.  It is not to say that their work is 

unimportant or lacking in value.  However, there is something unique and valuable, regardless of 

the ‘truth’ or ‘factuality’ of the events covered by historians, in the recounting of an embodied 

experience by someone who actually lived through the events being historicized for academic 

purposes.  Reading Raul Hilberg’s magnum opus The Destruction of the European Jews is quite 

a different experience from reading Elie Wiesel’s Night.  The former is a 1200-page historical 

tour de force, in what Hannah Arendt called “the first clear description of the incredibly 

complicated machinery of destruction”163.   Compare the following historical descriptions of the 

destruction caused by the Nazis in World War II.  First, in Hilberg’s account when he writes, 

“The Madaus method was not the only attempt to reconcile the short-range needs of the war with 

the long-range policy of destruction.  The idea was that after intensive labor utilization during the 

emergency, subject peoples would be allowed to die a ‘natural death’, without a chance to 

replenish themselves, was a recurring thought in the Nazi medical circles”164.  Now to compare 

this to Wiesel’s first-hand and embodied account of his own experience in Night: 

Never shall I forget that night, the first night in camp, which has turned my life into one 
long night, seven times cursed and seven times sealed. Never shall I forget that smoke. 
Never shall I forget the little faces of the children, whose bodies I saw turned into 

                                                

163 Hannah Arendt, Eichmann in Jerusalem: A Report on the Banality of Evil (New York: Penguin Classics, 2006), 
71.  

164 Raul Hilberg, The Destruction of the European Jews (Chicago: Quadrangle Books, 1961), 1003.  
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wreaths of smoke beneath a silent blue sky. Never shall I forget those flames which 
consumed my faith forever. Never shall I forget that nocturnal silence which deprived 
me, for all eternity, of the desire to live. Never shall I forget those moments which 
murdered my God and my soul and turned my dreams to dust. Never shall I forget these 
things, even if I am condemned to live as long as God Himself. Never.165 
 

Both are historical works offering particular insights into the horror of the Nazi’s “Final 

Solution”.  Yet, there is something about the former’s text, even in light of its historical value 

and factuality, that is vicariously removed from the embodied experience of the horror itself.  

The aura of Wiesel’s embodied experiences comes into view, not as being more ‘truthful’, but 

perhaps, as a more valuable account of the same event or phenomenon.  

 Of course, I am arguing for the importance of incarnate, or embodied experience—an 

experience ‘in the flesh’.  I will contend in this chapter that our physical presence at events, or 

being-with others, allows for the possibility to ground these experiences in the ‘there-ness of-

being-there (Dasein), and opens the horizon for the possibility to enter into what Heidegger 

called “the holy” or “the sacred”.  The intentionality and purpose in which Heidegger employs 

the word Dasein cannot be understated regarding what he means by ‘being’; it is the “there” (Da) 

of “being” (Sein).  There-being, or being-there, is that crucial element to understand his 

phenomenological structuring of the human’s ontological essence regarding its being-in-the-

world.  There must be a ‘there-ness’ to being in our ‘being-there’.  This “there-ness” is not 

merely spatial—but also, primarily temporal.  There are some deep theological roots to consider 

in such a radical new understanding of one’s existence and being.  In the Book of Exodus 

Chapter 24 verse 12, there is a strange request made by the Lord (Adonai) to the Hebrew prophet 

Moses right before the Ten Commandments are handed to him to deliver to the Israelites.  The 
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biblical text reads, “Now the LORD said to Moses, “Come up to Me on the mountain and remain 

there (emphasis mine)166, and I will give you the stone tablets with the law and the 

commandments which I have written for their instruction”167.  This is a uniquely Hebraic idea, 

which unfortunately gets lost in English translations of the text.  What is spoken to Moses by 

God is not simply for the prophet to ‘remain-with-god’, or to merely ‘wait-for’ God, but to 

‘abide-in’ God’s own being there through Moses’ own incarnate presence.  The idea of being-

there as a type of abiding is not new to Heideggerian phenomenology.  This verse is better 

understood in its original language as a ‘poetic confrontation of otherness’, and not a literal 

‘divine commandment of obedience’.  This Mosaic event represents an encounter with the 

otherness of God, the possibility of dwelling within the holy, or the sacred – a religious 

experience—even if it is just for a brief stay.  The aforementioned biblical text can be 

interpreted, or read hermeneutically, in various ways regarding the nature and relation between 

embodiment and religious experience.  I take it to mean that an embodied religious experience is 

not merely accounted for or manifested when one experiences or ‘remains with’ god, but also 

when one is present in the ‘there-ness of being-there’ (i.e. Dasein) with any sort of ‘otherness’.   

In the work “Poetically Man Dwells,” Heidegger uses the phrase “poetically man 

dwells”, written firstly by the German poet Friedrich Hölderlin in his work In Lovely Blueness, 

and explicates it further as part of his overall phenomenological project.  Heidegger writes,  

                                                

166 The Hebrew language is םָׁש ָהיָה , which denotes a very particular mode of one’s embodiment in being or existing 
in the presence of God.  There is an understanding of ‘abiding’ in the presence of God.  The understanding of the 
Rabbinical traditions here is for Moshe (or Moses) to ‘exist’ there, fully attuned to the manifest presence of God, 
even in the absence of God’s presence.  
 
167 Exodus 24:12. Holy Bible. New American Standard Version.  
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When Hölderlin speaks of dwelling, he has before his eyes the basic character of human 
existence.  He sees the “poetic,” moreover, by way of its relation to this dwelling, thus 
understood essentially.  This does not mean, though, that the poetic is merely an 
ornament and bonus added to dwelling.  Nor does the poetic character of dwelling mean 
merely that the poetic turns up in some way or other in all dwelling.  Rather, the phrase 
“poetically man dwells” say: poetry first causes dwelling to be dwelling.  Poetry is what 
really lets us dwell168.    
 

There are some important philosophical points to elucidate from Heidegger here with regard to 

the scriptural passage referenced above and the primacy of embodied experience as I have 

argued thus far in this work.  In Heidegger’s thought, Hölderlin’s poem seems to place an 

essential claim upon the human being; indeed, to such an extent that it comes to constitute “the 

basic character of human existence”, that is, in its relation to being itself.  The fundamental 

essence of our existence is being; but not being as a type of metaphysical mystery which needs 

human explication or calculation towards some predetermined meaning for being.  Heidegger 

views such being as a ‘poetic dwelling,’ which lets beings be in there-own-being—that is, being-

there (Dasein) in one’s-own-being.  The issue of technological and metaphysical thinking takes 

the measure of being as it reveals its properness and then claims being’s showing or presence-ing 

over and against how one’s ‘expected’ to show forth being—a metaphysics of presence.  We, 

because of our Cartesian metaphysics (technological thinking), cannot dwell poetically in being.  

Nor can we let other beings-be due to the dominance of this mode of technological thinking.  We 

are always-already measuring the measure of being’s being, prior to any being’s re-vealing itself 

as itself.  Cartesian metaphysics places a demand on and presses for a showing of a being’s being 

that is in excess of its own letting-be.  We have hence forth calculatedly measured that which is 

meant to measure us, and sent being into a hiding in lieu of its presence-ing. This inauthentic 
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manifestation of our own being creates a mode of abandonment (i.e. withdrawal) in being-there 

(Dasein) as an embodied expression of being’s showing itself as itself.  In this withdrawal, 

authentic being-there becomes an impossibility as it moves towards an excarnate mode manifest 

in a disembodiment of being.  This excarnation is a uniquely Western phenomena that grounds 

its truth primarily in logical calculation, epistemic certainty, and its utility—or what Charles 

Taylor has rightly noted as being relegated in the head alone.  The importance of the body, as a 

visceral vehicle of being, is thus removed and being itself, the gods, withdraw and the human can 

no longer abide-with-being; we can only calculate at best and at worst speculate.  In the 

encounter with God on the mountain in Exodus 24, Moses’ believes that his own being-there-

with God is somehow predicated on an epistemic premise.  That is, he is there solely based upon 

his ‘being a prophet,’ a title given him and one which was demanded of him by others.  

However, we can clearly see in God’s request for Moses to remain there with Him, that the Lord 

God asked only that Moses dwell as Moses (i.e. as himself) with God on Mount Sinai.  The Lord 

God, prior to placing any pre-requisites upon Moses’ being—that of being a prophet, His 

purveyor of His commandments, the holy man of Israel, etc.—simply asks Moses qua Moses to 

dwell with Him.  God invited Moses to “be in his being”, a letting be (Gelassenheit) in his 

abiding (biden), a “dwelling-there-in-being”.   Another way to translate Gelassenheit is the 

strange term, ‘release-ment’.  It was as if the Lord God released Moses from any undo and prior 

expectations placed upon Him by others, or by Moses himself, that had nothing to do with his 

fully being-there (Dasein).  Within modernity, and Cartesian thinking such ontological 

impositions are thrust upon individuals.  I serve as a professor of philosophy to my students each 

semester.  When I am ‘present’ in class, this is obviously the role I have.  What is present with 
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me in my presence is my professorial profession.  However, there is much more absent from 

presence in my own being-there.  I am much more than simply a professor in my being.  I am 

also a father of three children.  I am a brother to four siblings.  I am a son to two parents.  I am a 

friend to dozens of my acquaintances and colleagues.  Yet, to my students, it is difficult to see 

beyond their own imposition upon me.  I am revealed as the resident expert, the wielder of power 

regarding their assignments and grades.  All of this is true to the extent that I am thus calculated 

in their own epistemic ambiguity.  But, as I have noted, there is much more missing from me in 

my being there, than what is actually presence-ing in my student’s minds (excarnation).   

For Heidegger, however, this dwelling is not understood simply as a relation in the 

Kantian view of space and time; but rather as a poetic relation that involves a phenomenology of 

both nearness and distance.  To be-near to God is to dwell-in as the essence of opening oneself 

up to being itself, as revealing, as aletheia (truth-ing).  For such truthing to appear within 

language, Heidegger claims that we need a poetic rather than a calculative approach.  

Philosophy, and to a larger extent, theology, need an encounter with poetic language, and vice 

versa.  The absence of God does not mean the non-existence of God.  Rather, God can only be 

God in his absence, and His presence is found in his absence.  Hölderlin’s famous poem ‘In 

Lovely Blueness’ also points to the strangeness of this poetic measure of being and the letting be.   

Holderlin’s poem reads:   

In lovely blue the steeple blossoms  
With its metal roof. Around which  
Drift swallow cries, around which  
Lies most loving blue. The sun,  
High overhead, tints the roof tin,  
But up in the wind, silent, 
The weathercock crows. When someone  
Takes the stairs down from the belfry,  
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It is a still life, with the figure 
Thus detached, the sculpted shape 
Of man comes forth. The windows  
The bells ring through 
Are as gates to beauty. Because gates  
Still take after nature, 
They resemble the forest trees. 
But purity is also beauty. 
A grave spirit arises from within, 
Out of divers things. Yet so simple 
These images, so very holy, 
One fears to describe them. But the gods, 
Ever kind in all things, 
Are rich in virtue and joy. 
Which man may imitate. 
May a man look up 
From the utter hardship of his life 
And say: Let me also be 
Like these? Yes. As long as kindness lasts, 
Pure, within his heart, he may gladly measure himself  
Against the divine. Is God unknown? 
Is he manifest as the sky? This I tend 
To believe. Such is man's measure. 
Well deserving, yet poetically 
Man dwells on this earth. But the shadow 
Of the starry night is no more pure, if I may say so,  
Than man, said to be the image of God.169 
 

In the poem we can see that physis discloses the hiding of being as hidden, and the blue 

sky preserves the unknown-ness of God and measures my life by the sky.  Nothing in my being 

can go beyond the sky or nature (physis), but it is nature’s own horizon that signifies my 

impending death to come.  Even my elevation of reason is limited and is not a rational faculty; 

that too is taken in and measured by physis.  Such a relationship between poetic language and 

being emerges in the way that poetry serves as the measure for human beings to measure being.  

                                                

169 Friedrich Holderlin, “In Lovely Blue,” in Hymns and Fragments, trans. Richard Sieburth (New Jersey: Princeton 
University Press, 1984), 247-48.  
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There is something foreign to us even in our own being; we are homeless in our homes of being.  

And yet, there is too something proper in that which is foreign to us.  Another way to say this is 

that there is an-other-ness in our self, as well as an otherness in others, what Levinas will 

ultimately call ‘alterity’.   

 The embodied experience of religious phenomena that I speak of here is not new to 

Christian orthodoxy.  However problematic this phenomenon is to other religious movements 

within the world, embodiment is at the heart of the Christian experience.  At the center of the 

Christian doctrine is the essential belief that God became flesh, what is called the incarnation.  In 

St. John’s gospel we see some correlations to Moses’ abiding with and dwelling with God.  In 

John 1:14 it states that “the word became flesh and dwelt among us.”170  Connecting Heidegger’s 

notion regarding this ‘word’, that is, logos as a gathering of being’s being, is compelling, in that 

we can argue that being gathers the being of beings towards itself so that we might dwell with-in 

being.  Another way to articulate this idea contends that we are at home in being.  An arresting 

translation of the text from St. John comes from the theologian Eugene Petersen’s paraphrased 

‘Message Translation’ of the Bible.  Here Petersen interprets and translates the gospel of John’s 

text in the following way: “the word became flesh and blood, and moved into the 

neighborhood”171.  While it is true that many biblical scholars find Petersen’s paraphrased 

translation of scripture somewhat troublesome, it is able to capture the essence of what I am 

attempting to argue here regarding religious experience as an embodied experience—an 

experience ‘in the flesh’.  The incarnation is thus the foremost essential miracle of Christianity, 

                                                

170 Holy Bible. John 1:14, NASB 
171 Holy Bible. John 1:14, The Message Translation.  
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that is, the en-fleshing of God into the person of Jesus Christ.  English author C.S. Lewis writes, 

“The central miracle asserted by Christians is the Incarnation.  They say that God became a man. 

Every other miracle prepares for this, or exhibits this, or results from this.”172  It can be argued 

from the centrality of the doctrine of the incarnation that any move towards excarnate (or dis-

embodied) forms of religious experience are in danger of denying that essential measure of the 

Christian faith; that is, the embodied and visceral experience of what one believes by faith.  We 

only need to take a look at the growing number of online church communities that have emerged 

in the last decade to see the onslaught of technological innovation and excarnate inclinations of 

the religious faithful.  While watching a sermon online, or on television, may prove to be helpful 

in terms of reinforcing a person’s epistemic allegiance to an accepted religious faith, it is most 

unable to replicate the ‘being-there’ in the flesh gathered with others who dwell within that ethos 

of belief.  The theologian Michael Frost argues that Christians are “people of the Incarnate One 

(Jesus), and “must allow that central miracle (Incarnation) to shape our lives”173.  There is a good 

deal of theological baggage we can unpack (or even do away with) in Frost’s sentiment.  

However, the simplicity of his contention is that the experience of God made flesh can only be 

experience within the experience of the flesh.  C.S. Lewis goes on to write in view of the 

Incarnation as that pattern of embodied religious experience to which the Christian has been 

called to live:  

So it is also in our moral and emotional life.  The first innocent and spontaneous desires 
have to submit to the deathlike process of control or total denial: but from that there is a 

                                                

172 C.S. Lewis, Miracles (New York: Macmillan, 1947), 112.  
173 Michael Frost, Incarnate: The Body of Christ in an Age of Disengagement (Downers Grove: Intervarsity Press, 

2014), 79.   
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re-ascent to fully formed character in which the strength of the original material all 
operates but in a new way.  Death and Rebirth—go down to go up—it is a key principle.  
Through this bottleneck, this belittlement, the highroad nearly always lies.  The doctrine 
of the Incarnation, if accepted, puts this principle even more emphatically at the center174. 

 
The obvious point here that Lewis makes is that our submission to this ‘bottleneck’ manifests a 

mode of embodied experience and a religious exercise.  To the Christian, death to oneself is not 

simply metaphysical—this is not what Christ speaks of.  Such death requires action, real action 

within one’s own body.  However, this expression and the experience of dying to our self is 

indeed foreign to our epistemology and our ontology.  What is proper to our being is that we 

want to live, we want to flourish and be happy—but many believers also want to believe it when 

Jesus says if you have given to the least of all, you have given unto me.  Here Jesus does not 

equate himself directly with the mighty or the powerful.  Here he directly and consciously 

compares his own incarnation and being-in-the-world to the lowest, the outcast, the 

marginalized, the poor.  To merely believe this claim intellectually, in terms of what we ‘should’ 

do, is to place a limit on the possibility of responsibility regarding Christ’s own statement.  To 

embody such a command is to open one’s ability to respond as one is able to.  I remember 

attending a rock concert in Dallas a few years ago at the American Airlines Center.  The 

headlining act was the Irish rock band U2.  As many people know the lead singer of the group, 

Bono, uses his celebrity status as a platform of influence, and is heavily involved in issues of 

poverty and injustice around the world.  During this concert, just before their popular song 

‘Stand Up’ was played, Bono began communicating to the audience of 10,000 strong about their 

role and personal responsibility in fighting poverty in the world.  The stage was inundated with 

                                                

174 C.S. Lewis, Miracles (New York: Macmillan, 1947), 117.  
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film and media images of homelessness and poverty on the big screens as Bono continued to call 

the capacity crowd to truly embody this responsibility—to do something!  The crowd roared in 

excitement and in agreement with Bono that they not only ‘should’ do something, but they 

‘could’ do something about poverty in the world.  I remember feeling such an overwhelming 

sense of inspiration, of awe and the possibility of hope that could be embodied in each one of us, 

through us and towards others.  Sadly, following the sell-out concert, as the thousands of 

individuals began leaving the American Airlines Center, I noticed dozens of homeless men, 

women and children lined along the streets asking for immediate help.  The majority of the 

concert-goers, who had only minutes before, cheered in unity in view of Bono’s call to embody 

justice, refused to acknowledge these individuals.  There was a reluctance to even make eye 

contact in fear that they might be approached by the other and be asked for some sort of help 

financially.  There was an enormous distance between the epistemic acceptance of what they 

believed earlier that night in Bono’s charge, and the necessary ontological embodiment of that 

responsibility when it mattered most.  There was very little demonstrative action that took place 

that night in response to Bono’s call to embodiment and responsibility to and for others.  There 

was an initial ‘in the head’ response to that call as being believed, but quickly abandoned ‘in our 

embodiment’ of that call.  There could be many rational explanations in the reasons as to why so 

many faithful believers in Christ limit the words of Jesus to ‘the head’ alone.   

I would contend that a major culprit responsible for this type of ‘in the head’ and ‘dis-

embodied Christian faith’ is the resurgence of modern Christian apologetics.  This movement is 

fronted by those reasonably-sounding apologists, like William Lane Craig, Alvin Plantinga and 

others, who place ultimate value on the ‘truth’, ‘rationality’, and ‘veracity’ of the Christian faith.  
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The fundamental responsibility of the Christian articulated by these apologists is to simply be 

right intellectually—while pointing out inconsistencies in other’s arguments or rhetoric—by 

“proving” that everyone else is wrong.  In what sense, however, are these apologists’ arguments 

‘right’ and ‘true’?  Various arguments for the existence of God have come and gone over the 

centuries. Some, like the teleological argument, have been improved with clever-sounding 

scientific language from when they were first posited; i.e. the intelligent design argument.  Yet, it 

seems counterintuitive that the truth of a person’s religious ‘faith’ should not be ultimately 

determined by the logical or epistemic consistency of that faith, but rather, in the ontological 

embodiment of it.  Faith by definition is something we cannot be completely certain of.  

However, the plethora of apologists for the Christian faith seem to argue from and for the 

absolute certainty of its truth.  Listening to any debates among these apologists we witness no 

elements which call believers to embody faith, but simply to ‘be right’ in their intellectual 

confidence regarding their faith.  However, Incarnation for the Christian is a not a call to simply 

relegate one’s religious faith to that of ‘being right’, but rather, of ‘right-being’.  There exists a 

meaningful ethicality of responsibility within the incarnation.  Understanding religious 

experience in this way places an emphasis on the particularity of religious phenomena as not 

only being-experienced, but being-expressed within the body—incarnate, in the flesh.   

Carla Canullo interprets the French phenomenologist Michel Henry as saying, “when 

truth and life are identified, it happens that the power of its revelation proves to be nothing else 

than is revealed in the absoluteness of its Parousia (second coming)—the essence of all life.  In 

this regard we can consider the philosophical interpretation of Christianity…as the encounter 

between the phenomenology of life and religion, which is in no way limited because religion is 
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of life”175.  Henry understands the implications of not only religious experience, but the essence 

of being-religious is an embodied one.  There can be no separation from one’s religion, and the 

experience of it, in and through the body—the incarnate flesh.  To explore this realm of religious 

experience and embodiment, I will now turn to the work of Martin Heidegger and the French 

phenomenologist Maurice Merleau-Ponty.  

 
3.2 Merleau-Ponty, Heidegger and the Body  

 One of the most consistent critiques of Heidegger’s Being and Time has been his so-

called reluctance to offer an account of the body.  Yet, if we can understand that Heidegger is 

challenging the basic assumptions of Western philosophy that were ultimately rooted in 

Descartes’ bifurcation between res cogitans (mind) and res extensa (the body), we should not be 

surprised at his abandonment of the body.  For Descartes, the body can only truly be understood 

in relation to its opposition to the immateriality of ‘the mind.’  The body is a material substance 

that has qualities which permit it to determine boundaries of space and time, “here and not 

there,” as Heidegger states.  Heidegger, however, is not concerned with how the body interprets 

objects it encounters in a metaphysical reality and thus examined and interpreted by a subject 

detached from the object it encounters.  No.  He wants to critique such assumptions and turn the 

focus of philosophy towards the ‘everyday’, the ‘ordinary’ and the ‘activity’ of the human which 

opens the possibility for any understanding of being itself.   

For Heidegger, our thrown-ness into being creates a sharing of a socio-historical 

existence that is always-already absent of any inner vs outer relationship to objects within this 
                                                

175 Carla Canullo, “Michel Henry: From the Essence of Manifestation to the Essence of Religion,” in Open Theology 
2017, Vol. 3, 174-175.  
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world.  There is no mental functionality that regards subjective intention as a type of affect on 

this world of objects that we encounter in our existence.  Rather, as Kevin Aho claims, 

“Heidegger’s analysis of everyday activity reveals that in the flow of my working life, I am not a 

subject theoretically set over and against objects; rather, as ‘being in the world’, I am ec-static: I 

‘stand outside’ of myself because I am always already woven into things in terms of a tacit, 

practical familiarity”176.  I want to think of this ‘familiarity’ as that ethos in which the body is 

located phenomenologically.  The word ethos represents the habituation, or habitat, of one’s 

being-in-the-world.  Fundamentally, we can never inhabit our habitat without our bodies.  Our 

understanding of ‘ethics’, then, cannot consist of theoretical abstractions about the difference 

between right or wrong within an immaterial mind, or ‘in the head’.  There is an embodied ethos 

that lays claim prior to one’s own being, yet for one’s own being.  It is within this embodied 

ethos that presents itself to the human subject as a way of authentically being-in-the-world.  

Through the body a type of concretization of one’s own being is thus situated in the world and 

opens up the horizon of possible service to this world.  Merleau-Ponty writes of the bodily 

phenomenon, “Our own body is in the world as the heart is in the organism; it keeps the visible 

spectacle constantly alive, it breathes life into it and sustains it inwardly, and with it forms a 

system”177.  His understanding and description here of embodiment and life are rooted in the 

conception of a person.  Regarding the idea of being-in one’s body, Heidegger and Merleau-

Ponty agree on this point.  The term being-in (in-Sein), needs to be understood in a 

phenomenological hermeneutic term as manifesting an existential mode of ‘being-involved’, 

                                                

176 Kevin Aho, Heidegger’s Neglect of the Body (New York: SUNY Press, 2009), 30.  
177 Maurice Merleau-Ponty, Phenomenology of Perception (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012), 235.  
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such as in notions of “being in love” or “being in jail”.  The human being is not to be understood 

as a type of Cartesian substance or subject at all, but instead as a dynamic “movement” 

(Bewegung) that occurs as a unique relationship of activity and of life.  All this is to say that both 

Heidegger and Merleau-Ponty view the phenomenology of the body as a type of domain which 

studies the pre-scientific and pre-objective human experience in the world and values the 

intentional essence of human directedness as being essential to our own existence in the world.  

This is a rejection of Husserl’s view regarding dualism that sees our experience in the world as 

involving an immanent mental perception which is set against any encounter with a transcendent 

reality.  Accordingly, for Heidegger and Merleau-Ponty, such experience of the world cannot be 

understood as various intentional acts where meanings are bestowed on any and all objects that 

are encountered in the experience.  Rather, we are, as Aho interprets, “always already concretely 

involved in the world…intentionality should refer to the situated activity or “comportment” 

(Verhalten) that necessarily precedes the theoretical operations of consciousness”178.    

Nigel Zimmerman interprets Merleau-Ponty as follows: “Merleau-Ponty emphasizes the 

abiding connection between body and the exterior world by using the category of system.  A 

systematic relationship between the body and the world reveals a depth of inner commitment 

between our bodily experience and our perception of the world; in other words- a relationship 

between the self and that which is other”179.  In this way, if the bodily presence of the other 

situates itself within my perception, it does not do so as some other-object in need of my 

signification of its presence; nor is my presence in need of the other’s own signification or re-
                                                

178 Kevin Aho, Heidegger’s Neglect of the Body, 31.  
179 Nigel Zimmerman, Facing the Other: John Paul II, Levinas and the Body (Cambridge: James Clark & Co., 

2015), 45.  
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presentation.  If there exist authentic ways in which the body behaves phenomenologically, 

which are able to be observed in relation to the other, then neither I nor the other can be reduced 

from body to mere object.   

There are some deep theological and biblical entanglements to this notion.  St. Paul, in an 

epistle to the Corinthian church, describes a phenomenological idea concerning the mystical 

presence of the body of Christ manifested in the other-ness of others and in difference.  He 

writes: “There is one body, but it has many parts.  But all its many parts make up one body.  It is 

the same with (the body) of Christ.  We were all baptized by one Holy Spirit, and so we are 

formed into one body.  It does not matter whether we were Jews or Gentiles, slaves or free 

people.  We were all given to the same Spirit to drink from.  So, the body is not made up of just 

one part.  It has many parts.”180  Paul’s argument here is that just as we witness given-ness and 

difference within our own bodies, yet we remain one body due to the necessity of the wholeness 

given that each singular aspect contributes to.  In this way, when I consider the other-ness of the 

other’s body it too forms a type of singular whole with my own.  The two bodies are, according 

to Merleau-Ponty, in essence, two very different sides of a single phenomenon, and any person’s 

anonymous bodily-being-present, to which our bodies constantly serve as a perpetual tracing of 

that presence, inhabits both bodies in a simultaneous way.  What I take Merleau-Ponty to mean is 

that through my perception of the bodily-other, and her own expressive and behavioral being-in-

the-world, am I able to constitute the body-ness of her own embodied being which is like mine.  

Myself and the other both share a commonality of an existent-world, as well as the shared 

phenomenon of a bodily manifestation of what Merleau-Ponty labels an “anonymous existence 
                                                

180 The Holy Bible. 1 Corinthians 12:12-14.  New International Version.  
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called being.”  To put it more simply, the other and my-self both offer expressive existence, via 

bodily movements and functions that seem to constitute an identical understanding between 

myself and the other that we are both singular parts to a larger mechanism181 called existence.  

Merleau-Ponty writes, “Henceforth, just as the parts of my body together form a system, the 

other’s body and my own are a single whole, two sides of a single phenomenon, and the 

anonymous existence, of which my body is continuously the trace, henceforth inhabits these two 

bodies simultaneously.  We are, for each other, collaborators in perfect reciprocity: our 

perspectives slip into each other, we coexist through a single world.”182 To be a body, in this 

essence, is to open oneself up to the openness of the Other’s body as in viewing the other not 

only as a necessary component of one’s own existence, but as a necessary completion of it.  It is 

from this embodied existence, one continuously traced and shared with an-other, that Merleau-

Ponty begins to give reference to his notion of the ‘flesh’; most evidently in his writing The 

Visible and the Invisible.  When I consider my own existence in terms of a corporeal 

experience—in what my own hands are and what they might hold, in my-own-self and the self of 

the-other – there must necessarily exist a relation of sorts that acts as some type of initiation to 

and an opening up of what he calls the ‘tactile world’.  Merleau-Ponty writes, “Between the 

exploration and what it will teach me, between my movements and what I touch, there must exist 

some relationship by principle, some kinship, according to which they are not only...vague and 

                                                

181 By ‘mechanism’ here, I do not mean to infer a type of ‘system’ or ‘functioning’ machinery in line with 
technology or its advancement.  I use the term loosely to create an imagery of variance and difference that still 
finds itself as a part of a whole.  I could employ other terms like ‘organism’ or ‘cellular’, but these two would lend 
themselves to a more scientific mindset regarding function.  All this is to say that I view the nature of existence as 
something which contains things that both exists and are aware of their own existence within this ‘existence’.  

182 Maurice Merleau-Ponty, Phenomenology of Perception (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012), 370. 
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ephemeral deformations of the corporeal space, but the initiation to and the opening upon a 

tactile world.”183 In other words, if my bodily existence within the ‘tactile world’ is given a 

particular sensation that I am able to comprehend or understand, then, as Merleau-Ponty argues, 

it must be the case that there is a being-ness of shared being between us within these ‘fibers of 

relation’ in our existence.  In other words, to say it more plainly, if the world I experience were 

to manifest itself as something wholly other than myself, and if my encountering with other 

things as they show themselves in this world were something completely different than myself, it 

would stand to argue that my perception of this existence would not make any sense to both my 

reason or my experience of it.  There is, according to Merleau-Ponty, and even in Heidegger, 

something that necessarily connects me to the other, and to the world.  However, this 

‘something’ should not be understood as a mysterious entity, or even divine being, but rather, it 

is being itself.  It is this being-in-relation with world, the other and my-self that Merleau-Ponty 

calls “a tissue that folds up upon itself”184—that is, the flesh (incarnation).  What I hope to have 

established was a phenomenological account of Merleau-Ponty’s understanding of embodiment 

as a mode of being-in-the-world.  His description of embodiment approaches the world, in which 

one is thrown into, with a type of intentionality towards a fulfilment of one’s subjective 

undertakings.  That is to say, I am that body which I come to understand in terms of its 

absoluteness, situated within a spatial and temporal here-ness; it serves as my only source of 

sensation regarding my own perspective and directive.  For Merleau-Ponty, to be a body is to not 

                                                

183 Maurice Merleau-Ponty, The Visible and the Invisible, trans. Alphonso Lingus (Chicago: Northwestern 
University Press, 1969), 133.  

184 Ibid, 135.  
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only exists within the situatedness of my immediacy; but rather, to extend beyond the ‘selfish-

ness’ of that spatio-temporality and actively harmonize the variant perspectives of Others into 

my own.  To make what is foreign to me, proper; and to make what is proper to me, foreign.  

Without the conditions of incarnate experience rooted in the encounter of an Other—that is, 

without seeing embodiment as a rapacious phenomenon occurring within a specific milieu where 

one is always-already encountering the alterity of objects which surrounds the self—embodiment 

becomes an opaque and reductionistic phenomenon without intelligible meaning outside of one’s 

ego.  There is a fundamental difference for Merleau-Ponty in distinguishing between “being-a-

body” and “having-a-body.”  In the next section, I will attempt to work out Levinas’ work on 

embodied experience.  For Levinas, the encounter of the Other can open the phenomenological 

possibility of a ‘kind’ of religious experience, what I will call incarnation.  This religious 

experience is always-already grounded in an embodied encounter with the radical alterity of the 

Other as Other.  

 
3.3 Levinas: Incarnation and The Other   

Emmanuel Levinas’ corpus primarily focused on classic philosophical problems such as 

‘same-ness’ (to auto) and ‘other-ness’ (to heteron).185  However, his philosophy also lends its 

ideas to more modern issues of continental phenomenology regarding ‘self/personhood’ and 

‘encountering the-other’.186  Levinas, in a similar way as Heidegger, points out that the history of 

                                                

185 This issue is taken up in the first part of the work Totality and Infinity which is entitled “The Same and the 
Other”.  It is here that Levinas goes on to summarize this definitions and meanings of the two fundamental terms I 
have used, that being ‘same’ and ‘other’.   

186 For a more detailed investigation of Levinasian personhood and encountering the other see Stephen Watson, 
“Reason and the Face of the Other,” Journal of the American Academy of Religion, 54 (1986): 33-58.   
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Western philosophical thought has perpetually failed in its attempts to both situate and 

acknowledge the alterity187 of the Other; in doing so, its failures have generated an inability to 

perceive the primacy of what is ethical within the human experience of being.  Yet Levinas is a 

paradoxical thinker.  His writing seems to flow between being a descriptive phenomenology and 

offering the reader a performative aesthetic.  His writings often flow from a place of thought to 

an event, placing a claim upon the reader to ask questions that Lucien Richard have called 

“unheard-of questions.”  The focus of this chapter’s section will be to consider Levinas’ 

philosophy of otherness, the ethicality of encountering the other, and its unique engagement with 

the Christian doctrine called the incarnation.  It is an important aside to mention that Levinas 

himself was Jewish, and that his contribution to the Christian doctrine of the incarnation is not at 

all lengthy, and was primarily of an ecumenical nature.   

However, there is critical insight offered by Levinas, especially in the context of the 

Jewish influence upon Christian doctrine, that often goes unnoticed in Westernized Christian 

thought and practice.  The engagement that follows from Levinas was an historical one, it is a 

philosophical response to liberal idealism which was emerging in Europe.  So too was his 

contribution to understanding the Incarnation.188  The contemporary philosophy employed in 

Europe at this time was one that concentrated most of its efforts in challenging the notions of any 

sort of permanence.  Ideas about eternity, unity, national identity were considered ‘master ideas’ 

whose primary focus was domination.  In this understanding, the notions of human freedom or 

                                                

187 The term alterity is used in both phenomenological and anthropological respects to denote the ‘otherness’, or its 
Latin root meaning “other of two”.  In a sense alterity is a recognition or encounter with something not being of 
the ‘sameness’, or an ‘imitation’ of an original.   

188 Emmanuel Levinas, “A Man of God?,” in Who is Jesus Christ?, “Research and Debate,” No. 62 (Paris: Desclee 
de Brouwer, 1968), p. 186-92.  
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real autonomous existence could only be possible when there is no longer an ultimate 

significance and meaning to finality.  There are remnant philosophical ontologisms in the 

concern expressed here regarding such freedom, autonomy and independence.189  

While Levinas accepts that ideas of domination and the totalizing of the mind are 

essential, he links his understanding of this rejection, not in the interiority of the political sphere 

(as many ethical theorists of the time did), but rather, within the exteriority of “the Other.”  This 

Other is one that is encountered in the social sphere of its existence.  Levinas’ contention was 

that there was a failure to understand the Other as being other-than.  Contemporary philosophical 

thought, heavily influenced by Cartesian metaphysics, believed that the Other was simply a 

repetition of oneself—the “self” had become the measure of what was measurable.  The failure 

of Western philosophy was that it essentially reduced all forms of other-ness into same-ness, and 

thus rejected the ideas of plurality in exchange for unity.  Levinas is a proponent of appropriating 

the Other as being radically-exterior-to, and immediately-encountered-with myself (an-other to 

the Other).  However, unlike Merleau-Ponty, who suggests that I am able to perceive this 

otherness and exteriority of the Other’s existence, Levinas does not think such perceptive ability 

is ever sufficient.  The Other’s alterity is necessarily without an intermediary.  Levinas writes, 

“The Other must be welcomed independently of his qualities, if he is to be welcomed as other.  If 

there were not that (a certain immediacy of the encounter), the rest of my analyses would lose all 
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their force.”190  What Levinas contends here is that the Other does not encounter me on equal 

footing, but rather from above; the Other is invoked in encounter, not evidenced by it; the Other 

is a product of my invitation and not my coercion; the Other must therefore be appealed to, and 

not dis-posed of.  This is a radical departure from contemporary ethical understanding that has 

been framed as viewing the Other, not in its own radical alterity, but as an occasion for the self to 

achieve a type of self-discovery, or some sort of self-realization about itself in lieu of the alterity 

of the Other.  This theory of ethics relies primarily on one’s own rational ability to logically 

situate ethics within a paradigm of self-knowing and not merely self-dis-covering.  It relegates 

any possibility of ethical meaning towards the development of logical consistency within ethical 

theories.  We are only able to be-ethical if we are able to know-ourself.  Encountering the Other 

is seen as significant ethically only if the encounter lends itself to self-knowledge.  Listen to the 

words of the German social psychologist Erich Fromm as he articulates the ethics of this era.  He 

writes:  

The character structure of the mature and integrated personality constitutes the source and 
the basis of virtue.  ‘Vice,’ in the last analysis, is indifference to one’s own self and self-
mutilation.  Not self-renunciation nor selfishness, but self-love; not the negation of the 
individual but the affirmation of his truly human self, are the supreme values of 
humanistic ethics.  If man is to have confidence in values, he must know himself and the 
capacity of his nature of goodness and productiveness.191 
This psychological explanation regarding the ethicality of ethics, or the meaning of 

ethics, is deeply Aristotelian, in that, the ultimate goal of the individual is to aim for personal 

growth and freedom, and securing happiness for one’s self.  
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 Many ethical theories throughout the history of philosophy have regarded human 

behavior in terms of individual ethics in relation to pleasure over pain (i.e. Bentham and Mill), 

divine commandments (i.e. Judaism, Plato), and attempts at developing universal imperatives of 

rightness and wrongness of judgment (i.e. Kant).  When we look at the impetus of these theories, 

they are, in large part, grounded in an ethicality of ethics that is self-centric and part of a socially 

constructed paradigm.  Psychologist Philip Rieff in his work, Triumph of the Therapeutic, has 

proposed that modern culture creates the grounding of an ethic rooted in self-realization that 

places the individual’s well-being as the prime value of existence.192  Thomas Ogletree, 

professor of ethics at Yale Divinity School has stated: “Apart from the Other and the claims 

which she or he can make upon me, morality (if one can call it that) is but a shrewd management 

of life’s exigencies in light of my more or less arbitrary personal preferences.”193  Western 

metaphysics has placed a dominating question mark regarding the ethical significance of the 

Other when opposed to the primacy of self.  Ogletree goes on to remark that “the dominant 

tendency in Western ethical theory has been to accent the self-constitution of ego, the moral 

actor, in establishing the possibilities for criticism and innovation in moral experiences.  The 

Other takes on significance largely because of the essential roles he/she plays in this process.”194    

It is precisely Levinas’ consideration of the Other in his thought that situates the corpus 

of his work as being ethical.  For Levinas, ethics is primarily concerned with responsibility to 

and for the Other—this ethical responsibility is a condition of knowing that is a priori to any 
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ontology.  The question of “Who is the Other?” is a question of ultimate importance for Levinas.  

And yet, this question has deep religious implications as well.  In St. Luke’s gospel, the tenth 

chapter, Christ is confronted by the religious leaders (i.e. experts in the law) of his time.  He is 

asked, out of all the commandments given to God’s people, which is the most important.  Jesus 

replies in verse 27, “Love the Lord your God with all your heart and with all your soul and with 

all your strength and with all your mind; and love your neighbor (the Other) as your-self.”195  

The expert in the law responds to Christ’s answer with an even stranger question, “And who is 

my neighbor?”196  Christ’s answer to this question comes in an anecdote about the famous 

parable of The Good Samaritan.  The story is one of a Jewish man who is on his way to Jericho 

from his home in Jerusalem.  While on the way, he is robbed, then beaten and left for dead along 

the side of a road.  A Jewish priest197 and a Levite both encounter him along the same road, but 

neither one bares any responsibility for him in his plight—even though he is a Jew like them.  

The hero of Jesus’ story, and thus the answer to the question posed by the expert in the law (Who 

is my neighbor?), is a Samaritan.  This story would have confounded those who would have 

heard Jesus’ response.  The answer to the question was not typical, and would have probably 

been absolutely rejected regardless of how the story Jesus tells turned out in terms of who took 

responsibility of the Other.  Karl Marx once posited an interesting insight.  He essentially stated 
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that each generation will only ask questions for which it already has handily the answers for.  

Hence, it would seem that the expert of the law already handily knew the answer to that very 

question he posed to Jesus—only a Jew could be his neighbor.  However, Jesus’ response is truly 

wonderful because, in a Levinasian sense, it attempts to situate the possibility that any question 

to which “the Other” is an answer, offers an opening of the horizon to be responsible in knowing 

and caring for the Other in her otherness.  The Other presents a possibility of a religious 

experience in the encountering of their absolute alterity, and within my own embodiment.  The 

Other judges me and has the potential to create within me a new type of existence in being; but 

this creation is not a constitution of my being.  That is to say, as Levinas would argue, I owe my 

own existence to the Other, in that, I am moved from an existence for-myself towards an 

existence for-an-Other.  The ethicality of this existence is then constituted on the possibility of 

being-responsible for the Other, and not as a limitation or restriction of my own freedom.   What 

this makes manifest is that ethics is not about my coming to terms epistemically with any a 

priori divine commands or natural law; but rather, it manifests an ontological responsibility to 

and for the Other.   

The dominance of Descartes’ philosophy in the Western tradition is really the dominance 

of the self-subject.  Individual subjectivity is Descartes’ first principle upon which all philosophy 

finds its rising and returning.  The implications of Cartesian metaphysics situate the subject as 

being in relationship, not with any “Other”, but always-already in relation with the itself—'know 

thyself’ or ‘self-knowledge’.  Heidegger’s critique of this ‘totalistic thinking’ is that such thought 

leads to a repression of all other modes of difference, and dominates all other forms of ‘other-

ness’.  This type of ‘totalistic thinking’ about the nature of the self-as-supreme actually lends 
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itself towards the total de-construction of subjectivity, according to Levinas.  Levinas wants to 

re-think the subjectivity of ethics by attempting to “dispense with the idealizing of subjective 

ontology which reduces everything to itself.”198  In this way, the Other is brought before the self 

in both presence and priority.  The Other becomes, at once, both the richest being and the poorest 

being in regards to the ethics of being-responsible.  The ethical dynamic of the Other is rich, in 

that, it is always-already prior to me; yet, the Other is also ontologically poor, in that, it can do 

nothing without me.  Levinas states that the Other “haunts one’s subjective ontology” and “keeps 

the psyche awake” in a state of “vigilant insomnia.”199 The essence of ethics as being-responsible 

to and for the other, in the Levinasian sense, must therefore prioritize justice over love.  For 

Levinas, justice acts within the plurality of relations between people.  Love, on the other hand 

acts only in accord with a couples unity—a duality as opposed to a plurality.  This love of the 

couple is closed off from the open-ness of society.  It stands to argue that Levinas was deeply 

suspicious of the idea of Christianity’s focus on love.  Such a religious emphasis on love, for 

Levinas, seemed to be too grounded in a subjective ego rooted in the need for demanding 

personal intimacy away from the other-ness of Others.  Levinas states, “To love is to exist as 

though the lover and the be-loved were alone in the world.  The intersubjectivity of the 

relationship of love is not the beginning, but the negation of society.  And in that there is an 

indication of its essence.  Love is the ego satisfied by the you, apprehending in the other the 
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justification of its being.  The presence of the Other exhausts the content of such a society.”200  If 

love is the ethicality of ethics, then, for Levinas, it lacks universality and excludes the essential 

nature of a social reality in need of responsibility.  He goes on to say that an open and pluralistic 

society “involved the existence of a third party...and a primacy of justice.  All love, unless it 

becomes justice, is the love of a couple...a couple (in this way) is a closed society.”201  The 

ethicality of ethics and the primacy of the Other dis-places Christian love with a more immediate 

condition—that of responsibility.  Justice, as ethical responsibility to and for the Other, is one 

that is unlimited in one’s ‘ability to respond.’  I am claimed by the Other as an ethical Other, and 

as such, my responsibility as a response to the Other is a response that is unconditional.  In fact, 

Levinas views responsibility to the Other as the fundamental structure of one’s own subjectivity.  

He writes:  

I am defined as a subjectivity, as a singular person, as an “I,” precisely because I am 
exposed to the Other.  It is my inescapable and incontrovertible answerability to the other 
that makes me an individual “I” so that I become a responsible or ethical “I” to the extent 
that I agree to depose or de-throne myself—to abdicate my position of entrality—in favor 
of the vulnerable Other.  As the Bible says, “He who loses his soul gains it.”  The ethical 
“I” is a being who asks if he or she has a right to be!  Who excuses himself or herself to 
the Other for his or her own existence.202 
 

This idea places a primacy on the question of being, but not in the theological sense of asking 

“Why is there being as opposed to no-being?”, but “How do I have the right to be in the first 

place?”  The claim that the Other stakes upon me are demanding and seem to go beyond the 

Western philosophical traditions of subjectivity.  Levinas appears to view the validity of 
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subjectivity as arising only within the liminal bounds of placing concern for the Other over and 

above one’s self.  He calls this a ‘radical transcendence’ of concern for any self-rights in being 

responsible for the Other.  However, the Other is not there-being to deny my-self its self-

freedom, but rather, to affirm it and justify it in my incarnate embodying of responsibility (and 

ultimately in my hospitality).   

Levinas’ contributions to the doctrine of the Incarnation must be placed, as I have shown, 

within his reflections on the radical and ethical nature of Other-ness, responsibility and the 

problem of subjectivity.  If we are to entertain philosophical inquiries regarding the possibility of 

God ‘en-fleshing’ Himself as human, then Levinas’ thought is essential as it regards an openness 

to a ‘radical other-ness’.  This relation of ‘radical otherness,’ ‘the Other’ and ‘who is my 

neighbor’ situates itself possible questions to which God may be an answer, and are thus 

legitimate questions to raise.  When asked about the relationship of God and nature, Levinas has 

stated:  

God cannot appear as the cause or creator of nature.  The word of God speaks through the 
glory of the face and calls for an ethical conversion, or reversal, of our nature.  What we 
call lay morality, that is, humanistic concern for our fellow human beings, already speaks 
the voice of God.  But the moral priority of the Other over myself could not come to be if 
it were not motivated by something beyond nature.  The ethical situation is a human 
situation, beyond human nature, in which the idea of God comes to mind. In this respect, 
we could say that God is the Other who turns our nature inside out, who calls our 
ontological will-to-be into question.  This ethical call of conscience occurs, no doubt, on 
other religious experiences besides the Judeo-Christian, but it remains an essentially 
religious vocation.  God does indeed go-against our nature, for He is not of this world.  
God is Other-than being.203 
For Levinas, whatever is meant by God or the divine is reduced to what is appropriated to 

it by the human experience.  Yet, there is also in Levinas’ thought no revelation of God that is 
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not an ethical revelation.  God’s meaning, whatever it may be, is always-already ethical in 

nature. What can be derived from this, in terms of religious experience (or even expression), is 

that I am unable to approach God unless I am willing to approach the Other.  Levinas writes an 

elucidation regarding the possibility of approaching God as incarnate-being:  

Going towards God is meaningless unless seen in terms of my primary going towards the 
other person.  I can only go towards God by being ethically concerned by and for the 
Other person.  I am not saying that ethics predisposes belief.  On the contrary, belief 
presupposes ethics as a disruption of our being-in-the-world that opens us to the Other.  
The ethical exigency to be responsible for the Other undermines the ontological primacy 
of the meaning of being; it unsettles the natural and political positions we have taken up 
in the world and pre-disposes us to a meaning that is other-than being, that is otherwise 
than being.204 
 

I read Levinas here as arguing that any sense of ethics is inevitably an ethical-sense of God.  In 

other words, ethics reveals itself within my own self-consciousness as a revelation of a 

consciousness towards God.  If I claim any understanding of God, that claim must be rooted 

within an ethicality of ethics that manifests responsibility as an embodied expression.  

Knowledge of God is limited to an ethical imperative, not a theological one; and thus, if it is 

ethical in nature, then it must be incarnate in nature as well since ethics extends beyond the 

subjective self and approaches the radical Otherness of the other, ontologically.  It is when I 

approach the Other ethically—responsibly—that I give God immediate proximity to being-there.  

This there-ness of God’s being-there (Dasein), opens up a possibility of being responsible to 

Him as an ‘Other.’  But the there-ness of God’s being-there is, for Levinas, not experienced in 

egoistic isolation.  He writes, “God would then not appear as the correlate of the ego in an 

amorous and exclusive intimacy, nor as a Presence in which the universe would be engulfed, and 
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from whom would flow an infinite source of pardon.  He would be the fixed-point exterior to 

society, from which the law comes.”205  I read Levinas’ understanding of law to mean ‘justice’, 

in that, as I have argued earlier, justice has primacy over love or even charity.  The idea of God’s 

‘exteriority’ is what I take Levinas to mean as God’s transcendence—His absolute and radical 

Otherness.  Levinas denotes that it is the transcendence of God that “turns into my 

responsibility—non-erotic par excellence—for the Other.”206  

Levinas’ phenomenology of the Christian doctrine of the Incarnation, and its implications 

on the possibility of embodied religious experience, offer a beautiful yet paradoxical problem.  In 

one respect, the idea of the divine ‘en-fleshing’ Himself seems absurd.  What is accomplished in 

the absurdity towards the Other, however, is something Levinas seems to be drawn to in all of its 

mystery.  He writes regarding the problem of the Incarnation of God:  

It consists on one hand of a humiliation that the supreme being inflicts upon Himself, of a 
descent of the creator to the level of the creature, that is, of the absorption in the most 
passive passivity of the most active activity.  On the other hand, and as a consequence of 
this passivity pushed in the Passion to its ultimate limit, of the idea of expiation for 
Others—that is, of substitution: for in the Incarnation that which is identical to itself par 
excellence, that which is not interchangeable would be the substitution itself.207 
The problem for Levinas in understanding the phenomenology of the doctrine of the 

Incarnation rests in the manner in which we might come to comprehend, or dare I say even 

experience, the transcendence of God in our worldly existence.  Levinas’ main contention here is 

that due to Western philosophical tradition – with its elevation of logic and reasoning as the 

primacy of its achievement—how can we ever calculate or measure such an idea (i.e. the 
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Incarnation of God)?  He writes, “In what way might they measure [the Incarnation]?  I think 

that the humility of God, to a point, makes it possible to think of the relation with transcendence 

in other categories than that of naivety or pantheism; and that the idea of substitution is 

indispensable for the comprehension of subjectivity.”208  The idea of God’s humility and 

substitution seem to be rich phenomenological opportunities for the possibility of Incarnation in 

Levinas’ thought.  It is within the phenomenology of ‘humility’ and ‘substitution’ that God 

manifests Himself no longer as a ‘god of the philosophers’, in need of some rational explanation 

of his existence through logical argumentation or consistency.  Rather, God manifests Himself as 

Levinas says, “The God of ethical philosophy is not God the almighty being of creation, but the 

persecuted God of the prophets who is always in relation with man, and whose difference from 

man is never indifference.”209   

For Levinas, the only obstacle to the possibility of God becoming incarnate is Cartesian 

philosophy and Western thought.  He views any attempt to examine the logicality of the 

incarnation as being ‘reductionistic’.  The God of ethics “cannot be defined of proved by means 

of the logical predictions and attributions.”210  There must be a radical reformation of the 

epistemological criterion for certainty and an openness to mystery.  Truth is not revealed as a 

‘truth to power’ within this phenomenology of incarnation.  Rather, it is truth revealed as a 

‘humble truth’, a truth that is open to the radical alterity of the other—the poor and the homeless.  
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Listen to Levinas explicate his phenomenology of humility as the possibility of an encounter 

with the Incarnation of God.  He writes,  

The idea of truth, the manifestation of which is not glorious, nor explosive, the idea of a 
truth which manifests itself in its humility similar, according to the biblical expression, to 
the voice of a fine silence, is not that idea of a persecuted truth the unique possible 
modality for transcendence?  Not because of the moral quality of humility, which in no 
way I want to contest; but because of its ‘mode of being’ which is probably the source of 
its moral value.  To manifest oneself as humble, as allied to the defeated, the poor, the 
refugee, is precisely not to enter into the order...humility disturbs absolutely, it is not of 
this world—humility and poverty are ways of being anchored in being—and ontological 
(embodied) mode, not a social condition.211 
 
Levinas admits that there is much ambiguity in this approach to considering the 

possibility of incarnation.  Yet, he says such an opening “can only be but ambiguity.”212  God’s 

transcendence is ambiguous, and revealed within this ambiguity.  However, the proximity of 

God’s presence is brought into such presence-ing through humility.  The presence of God is only 

“a trace”, not an “ontological presence.”213  This mode of revelatory ambiguity in the presence of 

God as absence allows for one to come to belief, or to not believe.  For God only manifests “in 

absence rather than presence.”214  In this understanding, God can only be present in our presence 

through embodied (i.e. incarnate) mediation; that is, God can only be made present through the 

inter-human relationships—which can be comprehended as being dis-closed (revealed) as being-

there.  Mediation should be understood phenomenologically as ‘being-present-in-absence,’ a 

humble truth lending itself to the openness and possibility of Incarnation.  This incarnation of 
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God the infinite is the manifestation of God in the face of the Other as finite.  God can only 

manifest God in the Other, the neighbor, the stranger.  Levinas contends that “the infinite cannot 

incarnate itself in a desirable, cannot, infinite that it is, be contained in an end.  It solicits through 

a face.  A You inserts itself between the Absolute and the He.  It is not the present of history that 

constitutes the enigmatic in-between of a humiliated and transcendent God—but the face of the 

Other.”215  

This phenomenology of the Incarnation also seems to appropriate an ‘emptying of being’, 

or kenosis in Greek, one that Levinas points to in his thought of “the transubstantiation of the 

creator into the creature.”  If humility for Levinas is a phenomenology of God’s presence-ing by 

dis-rupturing the order of a metaphysics of certainty within the face of the other (i.e. power of 

truth), then substitution is the completion of that phenomenon by unconditionally be-coming 

responsible for the Other.  It is as if I am thus taken hostage by the Other’s otherness with 

regards to my being-responsible to and for them; that is, in my ability to respond by taking on 

and carrying their burdens which hold me hostage in my hospitality.  Levinas states, the ethical 

moment occurs “in which one person is responsible for another to the point of bearing his 

burdens and faults.”216  If incarnation is possible, it must be made manifest in substitution—

being-responsible to and for another’s burden—what Levinas terms the “carrying the 

responsibility of the world."217  It is important to note, that in terms of the doctrine of the 

Incarnation as exemplifying the classical Christological presentation of Jesus as divine/god (i.e. 
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Councils of Chalcedon and Nicea), is rejected by Levinas.  There are reasons that this work will 

not be able to address from Levinas’ work as to why he rejects this position—his own Jewish 

heritage, and his own philosophical position.  Yet, I will attempt to convey at least two areas that 

I find important to Levinas’ own thought regarding the doctrine of the Incarnation and my 

response to the incompleteness of his phenomenological approach to the doctrine of the 

Incarnation of Christ and possible solutions.   

First, the Council of Chalcedon (451 C.E.) stated that in Jesus Christ humanity has before 

itself the being who is God incarnate, truly and fully God, and yet truly and fully human.  This 

theological definition is not tenable for Levinas, in that, he refuses to reduce and obfuscate the 

Other-ness of the other (alterity) into that which is the same (subjectivity).  Whatever the 

Incarnation is for classic Christian orthodoxy, it cannot be the un-veiling of God within a face-to-

face encounter.  Levinas argues that “the God who has passed by is not a model, of which the 

face would be a copy.  To be in the image of God (imago dei) does not mean to be an icon of 

God, but to be found in His trace.  The revealed God of our Judeo-Christian spirituality retains 

all the infinity of His absence, which is in the personal order itself.  He only shows Himself by 

His trace as in Exodus Chapter 33.”218  This is a powerful reading, in that, the Exodus account 

here tells of the prophet Moses asking God to ‘show me your glory’.  God informs Moses that he 

cannot see God face-to-face and live, but that He will allow Moses to see His ‘backside’, that is 

what Levinas terms God’s ‘trace’.  To see the backside of God is, in essence, to only witness the 

purview of seeing where God has ‘been’, not where God ‘is’.  That is to say, we only encounter 
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God in His absence-ing and hidden-ness.  Levinas argues, “The Other is not the incarnation of 

God, but precisely by his face, in which he is dis-incarnate, is that manifestation of the height in 

which God is revealed.”219  This strange term that he employs, dis-incarnate, appears to 

illuminate the first major problem that Levinas is rejecting within the Incarnation—the issue of 

transcendence and of immanence.  There seems to be, for Levinas, something that limits the 

ethical nature of God in this doctrine of immanence and transcendence.  I take him to mean that 

the possibility of ethically being-responsible can only be experienced in the absence of God, 

manifest in the presence of – and in my ability to respond to—the radical alterity of the Other 

and not in the presence of God.   

This leads to the second and most important difficulty I think Levinas has with the 

doctrine of the Incarnation—the essence of its salvific purposes.  That is to say, the soteriological 

meaning of the Incarnation as salvation.  The orthodox Christian doctrine of the Incarnation 

establishes that “Christ (the Incarnation of God) died for our sins.”220  This is the primary theme 

of Christianity in its understanding of Jesus’ story and destiny.  While Levinas, as I have 

previously argued, understands ethics in terms of substitution, he views the doctrine of Christ 

‘dying for our sake and in our place’ not as merely ‘substitutionary’—but as a shifting or 

removing being-responsible to and for the Other from myself to another.  Levinas is not willing 

to accept such a maneuver, in that, the substitution of Christ’s death cannot translate the Other as 

being unnecessary.  The grace afforded by Christ’s death, whatever it may entail theologically, 

cannot relieve someone ethically from the moral structure of being responsible in their 
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responsibility to the Other.  For Levinas, ethics here is paramount since it precedes any ontology.  

The doctrine of the Incarnation, as it stands in classic Christian orthodoxy, is unacceptable to 

Levinas’ phenomenology of ethical responsibility; as it signifies a liminality of each individual’s 

total and unconditional responsibility to and for the Other.  The absence of responsibility is the 

absence of subjectivity for Levinas.  The Christian doctrine of Incarnation stands to be 

understood that, at least for Levinas’ thought, there is an overestimation regarding the work of 

Christ’s substitutionary atonement.  There is nothing valuable or virtuous in shifting the burden 

of responsibility from the human subject onto the divine incarnate Christ.  In this understanding, 

any human sense of responsibility to the Other is now only of secondary importance to that of 

the salvific221 nature of God’s work in and through Christ’s death.   

I believe that Levinas’ critique of this doctrine, both in terms of its ethicality and its 

salvific structure, is valid and insightful.  I would offer that, while his criticism has some useful 

points, it does not fully grasp the implications and nuances of the doctrine of incarnation, rightly 

framed.  From a Christian soteriological perspective, the Incarnation of God is something that is 

‘still ongoing’ even today; that is, when properly understood, the presence-ing of Christ is 

always being-incarnated with-in and between believers daily.  This is not a doctrine that is 

‘finished’, which seems to be of concern for Levinas.  I would argue that a right understanding of 

both the incarnation and the salvific nature of God’s expression of love is ‘justice’, and not mere 

substitution of the shifting of my burden of responsibility.  Rather, it is a sort of existential 
                                                

221 The study of God’s salvific work, or work of salvation in theological study is called ‘soteriology’.  The doctrine 
indicates that through the death, burial and resurrection of Jesus Christ, God offers salvation (soteria) and eternal 
life.  There is much debate in theological circles as to how this doctrine is carried out, and achieved in Christ.  
This is not the nature of this particular work, that is, to offer a possible theological solution to the issues within 
soteriology- but rather, to simply state that nature of ‘being-saved’ as an incarnational experience of religious 
importance.   
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solidarity that God participates in with us while existing incarnately in the person of Jesus Christ.  

This sense of solidarity does not remove my responsibility –but rather, I would argue, reinforces 

it.  Jesus, the manifest incarnation of God, does not render my responsibility to the Other as 

superfluous.  Incarnation, therefore, is not a substitution for us; the essence of this substitution 

happens with-in us.  The solidarity of Christ with-in us, and the vicarious substitution of his 

death in humility are all expressions of Levinasian relational interdependency.  All such 

interdependence in life expresses such vicariousness because it implies the freedom of all Others.  

Levinas is correct to see ‘justice’ and the essential element of ethical meaning; however, when 

understood rightly, justice alone cannot account for the totalizing and unconditional call to be-

responsible for Others.  The doctrine of the Incarnation, expressing a self-giving of oneself over 

to the Other in love is an authentic manifestation of being-responsible (i.e. responsibility 

unconditionally).  There is no need to obfuscate ‘Otherness’ being-relegated to ‘Sameness’ in 

substitution.  There can be a model of ‘Sameness’ that comes to respect the essence of 

‘Otherness’ outside of binary constructs of either/or and manifested in a both/and—the chiastic 

contradiction of mystery, not certainty.   

Levinas is right to approach the radical Otherness of God by beginning with the alterity 

and radicality of the human in its own sense of being-Other-than.  However, does this very 

gesture make incarnation impossible—especially an embodied experience of the incarnate Christ 

in one’s own self and in relation to the Other through responsibility?  I think not.  I would argue 

that Levinas seems to have been too excessive in his phenomenological approach  That is, he has 

inevitably reduced the ‘self’ to an ineffectual (and superfluous) being when facing the radical 

alterity of the Other.  Yet, we need to ask how can such radical alterity, and my own being-
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responsible to and for the Other, exist in Levinasian phenomenology without the total 

depreciation of the self—and therefore, the Other as well?  The gospel of Mark chapter 8 offers a 

possibility to this problem—a self-emptying (kenosis).  “Whoever would save his (own) life will 

lose it, and whoever loses his (own) life for my sake (the sake of the Other)...will save it.”222  

The “I”, or self, must empty in order to preserve.  The nature of one’s existence and being finds 

its identification not in the absolutes, or being-for oneself; but rather, as Levinas would agree, 

being-for the Other.  The doctrine of the Incarnation has always been somewhat problematic for 

theologians who attempt such absolutizing of its doctrinal import.  Yet, when viewed within the 

horizon of the possibility of my own embodied experience—Christ ‘with-in me’ in order to be 

responsible for the Other—that fulfills the very radical ethicality of incarnation—that is, 

holiness.  In the chapter that follows, we will see how the body becomes the very vessel in which 

both the meaning of ethics (the ethicality of ethics), can only be viewed as being-responsible to 

and for the Other, by the incorporeal encounter-ing through embodiment (incarnation).  

However, the issues of technology that we have problematized thus far return to haunt and 

potentially ruin the very possibility of that incarnation and relegate such a holy experience to that 

of ‘excarnation’.   

 

 

 

                                                

222 Mark 8:35 (NASB)  
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CHAPTER 4 

EXCARNATION, RELIGION AND RESPONSIBILITY 

“I don’t believe in god, but I miss him.” 
    
     –Julian Barnes, Nothing to Be Frightened Of 
 

4.1 Jacques Derrida: Responsibility & the Im-Possibility of Religious Experience 

The French philosopher Jacques Derrida is infamous for articulating the very strange 

notion that within the liminal bounds of ethical possibility, there always-already exists within it 

an impossibility.  Most of Derrida’s work deals explicitly with the problem of ethics—ideas of 

justice, law, forgiveness, hospitality, etc.—that do not themselves offer a propositional or 

systematic outline of morality, per se.  This is Derrida’s way not merely of problematizing 

philosophical questions, but of rendering these questions within what he terms an ‘aporia.’223  

Following Levinas, Derrida understands ethics as an aporetic.  Indeed, for him the very 

possibility of ethics comes to as within an aporetic structure— that is to say, the ethicality of 

ethics (l’éthicité de l’ethiqué)—the very possibility of ethics.  François Raffoul has translated an 

important, yet obscure, interview with Derrida that took place two months before his death in 

2004.  There Derrida observes that: “In a way, ethical questions have always been present, but if 

by ethics one understands a system of rules, or moral norms, then no, I do not propose an 

                                                

223 The Greek word aporia is used especially in Derrida’s philosophy to denote the source of an impasse, 
puzzlement, or a state of doubt.  The aporia is both a useful and respectable state, for Derrida, for one to be in as 
they reflect a type of mental maturity.  The sensation of the aporetic was one that the thinker should be proud to 
encounter and revisit on a continual basis.   
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ethics.”224  Ethics begins in difficulty; if there is no struggle, no uncertainty, no challenge then 

we have not yet begun to wrestle with what ethics promise.  So, what could the ethical work of 

Derrida mean for the meaning of ethics?  I will suggest that it is something that extends beyond 

any ethical ontology, yet, implicates such ontology with its impossible possibility offered by 

Derrida.  That is, thinking the measure of what Derrida will call the holiness of the holy.  He 

writes in Adieu to Emmanuel Levinas that “one often speaks of ethics to describe what I do, but 

what interests me in the end is not ethics, but the holy, the holiness of the holy.”225  It is not very 

difficult leap to intertwine the concept of a religious experience as being a possibility in 

Derrida’s thought and aporetic structure of ethics.  In fact, for Derrida, the idea of thinking the 

holy takes the form of a deeply Levinasian notion of unconditional responsibility to and for the 

Other—that is, being-beyond mere subjective ontologies or even universal ethicalities.  He goes 

on to write in the same text: “Yes, ethics is before and beyond ontology, even the state or the 

political, but even also beyond ethics.”226  The idea of ethics being a condition which lies beyond 

ethics itself is strange; nonetheless, I would ask: ‘strange to whom’?   

In professional philosophy, and even to a larger extent in philosophical education, the 

primacy of ethical questioning lies in its overall ‘applicability’.  Western ethics is not very 

interested in raising the question of the ‘ethicality of ethics’, or the ‘meaning of ethics’ as much 

as it is busy trying to master the discipline of so-called applied ethics.  It would seem, somewhat 

right in line with Derrida’s thought, that there exists, paradoxically, within the curricular activity 
                                                

224 Jacques Derrida, “Jacques Derrida, Thinker of the Event,” interview by Jerome-Alexandre Nielsberg, 
l’Humanité, January 28, 2004, http://www.humanite.fr/2004-01-28_Tribune-libre_-Jacques-Derrida-penseu-de-l-
evenement. Henceforth: Derrida, l’Humanité Interview. 2004 

225 Jacques Derrida, Adieu to Emmanuel Levinas (Paris: Galilee Publishers, 1997), 15.  
226 Ibid, 15.  
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of philosophers who entertain the questions applied ethics, a neglect of the sorts of questions 

which first ask the nature of ethical meaning.  That is, an ethical meaning prior to any ethical 

application (or enforcement).  Derrida contends: “All this therefore, still remains open, 

suspended, undecided, questionable even beyond the question, indeed, to make use of another 

figure, absolutely aporetic.  What is the ethicality of ethics?  The morality of morality?  What is 

responsibility?  What is the ‘what is?’ in this case?  These questions are always urgent.”227  For 

Derrida, it is not the job of philosophy to propose a universal moral system; rather, philosophy is 

in the business of thinking without proposing (or imposing) an ethic.  Its task, rather, involves 

returning to and creating the space of possibility. 

For Derrida, such a condition of re-turning to what is possible is also a return to what is 

impossible; this is a return to the aporia (the aporetic) in philosophy.  While it might be tempting 

to delve into the de-construction of Derrida here, that would exceed the limits of this particular 

work at hand.  Rather, I will use elements of Derrida’s de-constructionism, in light of Levinas’s 

thought, to simply elucidate important aspects of his ethics of the aporetic which, I believe, lends 

itself to opening the possibility of embodied responsibility and religious experience 

phenomenologically.  The nature of deconstruction in Derrida’s thought is to reveal the aporia 

which is inherent in all philosophical inquiry.  In this way, deconstruction will simply be used as 

a way of ‘thinking aporetically’ about the measuring of what is possible as impossible, what is 

impossible as the possible.  For Derrida, the impossible is no longer to be understood as the 

                                                

227 Jacques Derrida, “Passions,” in On the Name, ed., trans. Thomas Dutoit (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 
1995), 16.  
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‘contradiction’ or ‘opposite’ of what is possible; rather it is that which “haunts the possible.”228  

What this means is that the event of ethics must achieve and accomplish that which is 

impossible.  However, I take Derrida to claim that the impossible is possible, not in the 

converting sense of be-coming possible, but in a truly radical way in which an impossibility, as 

being impossible, is possible.  This possibility out of impossibility can only arise out of the 

aporia.  Derrida notes: “I will say, I will try to show later in what sense impossibility, a certain 

impossibility of saying the event or a certain impossible possibility of saying the event, obliges 

us to think otherwise.  In other words, I will try to explain why and how I hear the word 

‘possible’ in the statement where is ‘possible’ is not simply ‘different from’ or the ‘contrary of 

impossible’, why here ‘possible’ and ‘impossible’ say the same.”229  The possibility of ethics for 

Derrida are found in its limits, not in its application—but its aporia.  Derrida, in the interview 

with l’Humanite asserts: “What interests me, in fact, are the aporetic conditions of ethics, its 

limits.  What I do then just as much an-ethical as ethical.  I question the impossible as possibility 

of ethics: unconditional hospitality is impossible, in the field of right or politics, even of ethics in 

the narrow sense.  To do the impossible cannot be an ethics and yet it is the condition of ethics.  I 

try to think the possibility of the impossible.”230  

This ethicality of ethics, the ‘possibility of what is possible’ and the ‘condition for the 

philosophical return to the aporia’ in ethics present a two-sided mystery for Derrida, and those of 

us willing to follow in this tracing.  Firstly, ethics dis-closes itself, for Derrida, as an 

                                                

228 Jacques Derrida, Dire l’évenement, ést-ce possible? (Paris: L’Harmattan, 2001), 98.  
229 Ibid, 86.  
230 Derrida, l’Humanité Interview, 2004. 
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impossibility insofar as one is able to conclude that ethics is impossible.  Secondly, it is the very 

impossibility—as the impossible condition of ethics—that reconditions its very possibility of 

being possible.  How are we able to approach such a seemingly enigmatic proposition?  It is, 

first, not a pro-position, but a pre-position of thinking the possibility of the impossible which 

marks the grounding and conditioning of the ethicality of ethics; that is, its meaning (as opposed 

to the Western dominance of its applicability).  Derrida borrows this strange term ‘the possibility 

of the impossible’ from Heidegger’s own thinking regarding death in Being and Time (Sein und 

Zeit).  Heidegger states that “death is the possibility of the pure and simple impossibility of 

Dasein.”231  Derrida owes much of his ethical imagination to Heidegger’s phenomenological 

work on being.  Derrida is very careful and precise about this possibility of what is impossible in 

his work Aporias, when he writes, “this is indeed the possibility of a being-able-not-to, or, of a 

no-longer-being-able-to; but by no means the impossibility of a being-able-to.”232   

Death, for Heidegger, is seen as an approaching as a possibility—the possible 

impossibility of my own existence.  This distinction winds up being crucial in terms of its 

phenomenological precision for Derridean as well as Heideggerian thought.  Heidegger claims 

that, “Death is a possibility of being that Dasein always has to take upon itself.”233  Here he 

appears to state that whatever death is, it is not the impossibility of my own existence; rather, 

death is the most proper to my existence and its ultimate possibility for what will be possible.  

Prior to my own possible death there exists the impossibility of the ‘event’ of my being—what 

                                                

231 Martin Heidegger, Being and Time (Albany: SUNY Press, 1996), 242.  
232 Jacques Derrida, Aporias, trans. Thomas Dutoit (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1993), 68.  
233 Heidegger, Being and Time, 232.   
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Heidegger calls Ereignis. Derrida, in Heideggerian form, writes about Ereignis (event of being) 

as being-impossible and as involving an expropriation.  Derrida writes, “the thought of Ereignis 

in Heidegger would be turned not only toward the appropriation of the proper (eigen), but toward 

a certain expropriation that Heidegger himself names (Enteignis).”234  This play on words in the 

German can be understood in terms of an appropriating event of being-as-presence-ing 

(Ereignis), and the expropriating event of being-as-withdrawing (Enteignis).  For Derrida, this 

means that the possible lies within impossibility, since for him “there is no event worthy of its 

name except insofar as the appropriation fails at some border or frontier.”235   

 It can be argued that what is dis-closed within the Heideggerian text of Being and Time 

presents Derrida’s view regarding the aporetic measure of responsibility as ‘being-responsible’—

an aporetic ethicality of ethics.   In this sense, the phenomenology of responsibility, in both 

Heidegger and Derrida’s thought, cannot be conceived as a type of ascriptive effect resulting 

from a subjectively causal event.  Rather, “responsibility” means the encountering of the event 

that has appropriated my being towards the Other.  There are limits to this comparison between 

Heidegger and Derrida’s thought regarding the possibility of responsibility.  For instance, in 

Heidegger’s Being and Time his idea of the thrownness of being-thrown (Geworfenheit) into 

being determines particular phenomena regarding Dasein’s own finitude in being (i.e. mood, 

birth, guilt, etc.).  These ideas of finite phenomena are what make responsibility to and for the 

Other an obligatory aspect of Dasein’s mortality and the very ground from which the ethicality 

of ethics is made manifest.  Dasein calls-forth its most proper being (das Eigene) towards what is 

                                                

234 Jacques Derrida, Philosophy in a Time of Terror (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2003), 90.  
235 Ibid, 90.   
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possible, and makes it foreign (das Fremde) in what is the impossibility of what is possible—that 

is being-responsible.  Again, this being-responsible is a deeply embodied responsibility, but it is 

not grounded within the subjectivity of Cartesian metaphysics—it is phenomenological.  What 

this means is that if ethical responsibility exists (being-responsible), then the ground for such an 

appropriation must find an origin other than the Cartesian subject-centric-self.   This is the nature 

of the aporia in Derrida.  In what way am “I” not the ground for my being-responsible?  If “I” 

am not the origin of responsibility, then “who” is?  It seems philosophically preposterous and 

illogical to assume the role of one called to be-responsible, without being cast into that role of 

the person being-held-responsible.  This is the aporetic paradox of Dasein’s situation.  The word 

Heidegger uses, Schuldigsein, is often translated as being-guilty; however, the essence of that 

word is to actually ‘owe’ another something as re-payment.  Therefore, we could also read 

Schuldigsein as being-responsible.  But this responsibility is, once again, paradoxically located 

outside of its own subjective grounding and origin within Dasein.  Dasein is never able to 

appropriate itself as its own autochthonous ground and beginning.  Heidegger states, “Being the 

ground means never to gain power over one’s own-most being from the ground up. The self, 

while as such has to lay the ground of itself, can never gain power over that ground; and yet, it 

has to take over being the ground in existing.”236  He writes in another work, Introduction to 

Philosophy, “that which does not arise of one’s own express decision, as most things for Dasein, 

must be in such and such a way retrievingly appropriated, even if only in the modes of putting-

up-with or shirking something which for us, is entirely not under the control of freedom in the 

narrow sense is something that is in such or such a manner taken up or rejected in the How of 
                                                

236 Heidegger, Being and Time, 262.  
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Dasein.”237  It is a very primordial sense of being-responsible that calls to human Dasein to be-

responsible—the appropriating of what is inappropriable as inappropriately appropriate, and the 

possibility of impossibility as impossibly possible.  It is easy to see the Derridean conceptions of 

aporia in these ideas; and yet it is the very aporetic structure that works as the originary ground 

for an ethical experience of what is im-possible.    

 I want to argue that it is at the limits of this im-possibility of responsibility that the 

possibility of religious experience (i.e. the holy) is all the more possible in Derrida’s thought.  

Here, at the horizon of limiting the subjectivity and technicity of the Cartesian subject, we cannot 

come to think ‘impossibility’ to ultimately mean “that which absolutely cannot be” or “that 

which is absolutely impossible”.  I read Derrida’s phenomenology of ‘im-possibility’ to mean 

something like this: “the event of happening that happens, not in accordance with the predictive 

or calculative possibilities of the Cartesian subject (techne); but an event exterior to the human’s 

egoistically imposed conditions of what is possible (physis)—that is, the horizon of possibly 

experiencing the holiness of the Holy (the divine).  This event-ing and the come-ing of the holy 

is an im-possibility when im-postions are placed upon its be-ing by means of logical or rational 

metaphysics.  Yet, for Derrida such an event is possible only as an im-possible; that is, it must lie 

exterior to my predictive or calculative appropriations upon this event.  It must be, as Derrida, 

states: “Unpredictable, an event worthy of its name announcing itself as im-possible.  And event 

only possible as being im-possible.”238  As François Raffoul rightly notes, “It is indeed, 

paradoxically, the condition of possibility that impossibilizes in this way the experience of which 
                                                

237 Martin Heidegger, Introduction to Philosophy (Winter Semester 1928/29), vol. 27 of Collected Works.  
Frankfurt: Klostermann, 1996, 337.  

238 Jacques Derrida, Papier Machine (Paris: Galilee, 2001), 285.  
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it claims to be the condition; and it is, on the contrary, the im-possible, as a leap outside of the 

horizon of expectations, which possibilizes the event, the eventfulness of the event, the arrival of 

the arrivant (l’arrivée de l’arrivant), and whose welcome is—ethics.”239  In this way, the event 

of the holy encounter, is something that is possible because it happens outside the bounds of 

subjective predictability and what accounts logically as an ‘impossibility.’  The im-possibility of 

religious experience is then, in Derridean phenomenology, not something that can be called upon 

to arrive at a certain place or time (i.e. church on Sunday mornings), or established through the 

logicality of its possibility (i.e. religious apologetics).  Rather, it is marked by the very essence of 

its im-possibility—and its radical un-predictability—that allow for its possibility of happening 

exterior to our attempts at interiorizing or calculating its possibility.  There are elements of this 

aporia that resonate within Kierkegaard’s ideas of ‘leaping-to’ along with Heidegger’s ‘letting-

be’ in terms of the event happening, and the letting it happen-to me when it happens.  Here I am 

unable to control the experience of the holy in its happening, but I am able to experience it and 

even embody it.   

 In the following section I will deal more comprehensively with the possibility of 

embodied experiences of religious phenomena, and the tendency to im-pose upon its happening a 

type of technicity and calculability to “authenticate” their authenticity.  My point will be to argue 

that such calculative and technical impositioning (i.e. truth as veritas) relegates the embodied 

experience of such religious phenomena to dis-embodied and subject-centric theologies (i.e. 

anthropocentrism).    

                                                

239 François Raffoul, “Derrida and the Ethics of the Impossible,” in Research in Phenomenology, Vol. 2 No. 38, 
(2008), 270-90.  
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4.2 Charles Taylor: Excarnation and Religious Phenomenology       

          Charles Taylor has coined an important term in his monumental work, A Secular Age –the 

word excarnation.  When given a Heideggerian reading to his analysis of excarnation, we can see 

deep connections to the ways in which techne manifests itself as a form of technical knowledge 

within a subjective metaphysics of presence.  Taylor defines excarnation as “the steady 

disembodying of spiritual life, so that it is less and less carried in deeply meaningful bodily 

forms, and lies more and more ‘in the head.’”240  The implications of Taylor’s thought are not 

concern for a Christian view of the phenomenology of religion alone.  There is a way in which 

we can interpret these excarnational tendencies as the primary event (Ereignis) of techne—that 

is, the ordering and structuring of being away from authentic embodiment towards dis-

embodiment.  There is a plethora of ways in which we see the manifest presence of excarnation 

as an effect of techne’s metaphysical rationality (i.e. in the head).  We will investigate just two, 

due to the time and space limitations of this chapter.   

          First, we can witness excarnation occurring over time, historically beginning with the early 

Christian movement.  The first disciples of Christ originally embraced an embodied-being of 

Christianity and its message found in the Book of Acts Chapter 2.  It states, beginning in vs 42:  

They devoted themselves to the apostles’ teaching and to fellowship, to the 
breaking of bread and to prayer.  Everyone was filled with awe at the many 
wonders and signs performed by the apostles.  All the believers were together and 
had everything in common.  They sold property and possession to give to anyone 
who had need.  Every day they continued to meet together in the temple courts.  
They broke bread in their homes and ate together with glad and sincere hearts, 
praising God and enjoying the favor of all the people.241 

                                                

240 Charles Taylor, A Secular Age (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2007), 771.  
241 Acts 2: 42-47. The Holy Bible. New International Version. 
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The message here is clear that there is a lived experience, an embodied expression of belief, that 

goes beyond a mere intellectual assent or rationality of religious faith and belief.  There are no 

doctrines or dogmas to technologize one’s faith in God.  There is only a phenomenological 

ontology regarding a communal and responsive aspect to one’s own being, and the well-being of 

others.  To use a theological term, there was an aspect of personal incarnation which situated the 

early Christian’s understanding of being-there within a devotion to one’s deeply held belief, 

which could not displace one’s responsibility for the care of others.  This verse is replete with a 

phenomenological language that has largely been discounted through the years of fundamental 

and conservative hermeneutics of this passage rooted in both political and denominational 

allegiances.  Taylor writes, “Christianity, as the faith of the Incarnate God, is denying something 

essential to itself as long as it remains wedded to forms which excarnate.”242.   

          I read Taylor here in a deeply Heideggerian sense that techne’s appropriation into being, 

even into theological ways of being-in-the-world, has reduced and weakened Christianity’s 

incarnational role of being-responsible into that of simply believing.  Heidegger writes in The 

Phenomenology of Religious Life, that “Here the essential teachings…are found…but they are 

and remain entwined with the How, with life: they are not concerned with a specifically 

theoretical teaching.”243  This idea of life, or the lived-experience of the first followers of Jesus, 

should provide a standard mode of biblical hermeneutics, as Taylor writes elsewhere that biblical 

interpretation should account for “those lived experiences and not just those sets of theoretical 

                                                

242 Taylor, Secular Age, 771.  
243 Martin Heidegger, The Phenomenology of Religious Life, trans Matthias Fritsch and Jennifer Anna Gosetti-

Ferencei (Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, 2004), 83.  
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beliefs we intellectually ascend and subscribe to.”244  The Gospel of John models for the 

Christian the ways in which incarnation happens.  John writes, “The word (logos) became flesh, 

and dwelt among us.”245  The “word becoming flesh” has been subdued through technicity and 

has relegated the Christian in a modern sense to “flesh that has become only words” –a 

technologizing of the incarnational theology of becoming (ontologically), into excarnational 

tendencies of belief systems (epistemology).  We can see the manifest-ness of these 

excarnational tendencies in the rise and growing popularity of Christian apologetics.  The lineage 

of Christian apologists has a long and storied philosophical past; from ancients like Aquinas, 

Anselm, and Augustine; to modern proponents such as Alvin Plantinga, William Lane Craig, and 

Ravi Zacharias.  Their well-reasoned claims of the absolute truth of God’s revelation in His holy 

word were once powerful forces upon which many of the now faithful came to “believe”.  These 

creeds of old were also manifestations of this rise of the technologizing effects on religious faith 

and practice.  The Apostles’ Creed begins with a confession of such belief:  

 I believe in God, the Father almighty, creator of heaven and earth. 
 
I believe in Jesus Christ, God's only Son, our Lord, who was conceived by the 
Holy Spirit, born of the Virgin Mary, suffered under Pontius Pilate, was crucified, 
died, and was buried; he descended to the dead. On the third day he rose again; he 
ascended into heaven, he is seated at the right hand of the Father, and he will 
come to judge the living and the dead. 
 
I believe in the Holy Spirit, the holy Catholic Church, the communion of saints, 
the forgiveness of sins, the resurrection of the body, and the life everlasting. 
Amen. 
 

                                                

244 Taylor, Secular Age, 8.  
245 John 1:14. The Holy Bible. New International Version.  
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The creed begins each verse with the epistemic confession “I believe…”.  This belief is relegated 

to specific dogmas and doctrinal distinctions regarding the Christian faith.  However, it lacks the 

rich phenomenological and incarnational language of the ancient text from which this “belief” 

seems to be rooted.  It is an attempt to organize and order Christian belief into a homogenous 

structuring, that is, a technologizing of faith.  As Taylor states, this excarnational tendency to 

disembody religious belief from an incarnational mode of being leaves us “with a narrower, 

more homogenous world of conformity,”246 but more importantly, it removes a sense of 

responsibility.   He argues that the original purpose of the church was to “be the place in which 

human beings, in all their difference and disparate itineraries, come together.”247  However, it is 

important to note that Taylor defines this “difference” (Heidegger might disagree) about 

“itineraries” in terms of locating and identifying the purpose of the church; especially the 

original followers of Jesus.  As Heidegger writes, “All primary complexities of enactment lead 

together toward God, are enacted before God.  At the same time, the waiting is an obstinate 

waiting before God.  The obstinate waiting does not wait for the significances of a future content, 

but for God.  The meaning of temporality determines itself out of the fundamental relationship to 

God –however, in such a way that only those who live temporality in the manner of enactment 

understand eternity.”248  By this, Heidegger seems to infer that the commonality of the Christian 

religious life is enacted in not only that incarnational lived experience of the believer, but also in 

obstinate waiting on God.  I take Heidegger to mean that the facticity of the Christian faith, that 

                                                

246 Taylor, Secular Age, 772.  
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is, its beliefs, are in no way what make such faith essential to Christianity –since there is no god 

to enact with in-being.  Rather, on this reading, the fundamental aspect of Christianity might be 

best understood as a phenomenology of ethical responsibility—of bringing into being the care of 

being-brought-into incarnation and life, as opposed to the obstinate-ness of technical religious 

belief.  What is most ironic is not the fact that the gods have withdrawn from human beings; but 

rather, due to an excess of technological and excarnational dependency and dominance, it is now 

those who have (to an extent) caused the god’s withdrawal from themselves—desperately 

seeking his return.  As Nietzsche writes in The Gay Science in his parable of the madman, “God 

is dead! God remains dead! And we have killed him! How shall we console ourselves, the most 

murderous of all murderers? The holiest and the mightiest that the world has hitherto possessed, 

has bled to death under our knife, - who will wipe the blood from us?  With what water could we 

cleanse ourselves?”249    

          The allusions here to technology are quite apparent.  The death of God is caused by his 

“murderers”, under the blade of their knife (a reference to technological advancement).  

Nietzsche’s aphorism is not meant as a warning for the forthcoming of techne, or its 

excarnational effect in causing the death of god, or the withdrawal of god from an incarnate faith.  

No.  Techne is always-already with-us in-being, an event of which we are not the creators, but 

inevitably belong-to.  Our belonging is, however, framed within a rejection of our essential 

relationship to physis as letting-be (Gelassenheit) in that releasement of control and order, in 

order to appropriate control and release on our terms and for our benefit–techne (Apollo for 

Nietzsche).  In our own betrayal of that measure in being, in setting against our becoming in 
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order to become, we have killed god, and have relegated his divine-being-present (incarnation) to 

dis-embodied-belief (excarnation).  All such beliefs are for Taylor “held within a context or 

framework of the taken-for-granted, which usually remains tacit, and may even be as yet 

unacknowledged by the agent, because never formulated.”250  Belief as a tacit framework, or as a 

background of our understanding, is something that phenomenologists have spoken of 

prolifically (Heidegger, Levinas, Merleau-Ponty, Dreyfus and Taylor as well).  The theories put 

forth that offer explanations as to the enframing of the presuppositions and backgrounding of our 

beliefs are replete with such analyses.  Heidegger called this the Umwelt, or ‘surrounding-world.’  

Our sense of being-in-the-world is incorrigibly both a social existence as well as a practical one.  

          In Being and Time he speaks of Mitsein (being-with) as that sociality of being and of 

Zuhandenheit (ready-to-hand), as being useful in particular ways.  For Heidegger, the most 

important parts of our beliefs are situated in a ground of evaluative and normative social 

structures—we care about how things will turn out for us in our lives.  Here we see his claim that 

the essential character of Dasein is marked by Sorge, care.  These normative and evaluative 

structures do not necessarily manifest as beliefs at all; they simply reveal themselves in the ways 

in which we embody these social practices on a daily basis.  In other words, the embodying of 

specific beliefs is not anything I am fully aware of; I merely presuppose my understanding of 

belief and then bring it into my daily routines.  Now, does this mean I am not able to scrutinize 

or become conscious about these practices which are a preconditioned framing for my 

understanding and beliefs? Of course not.  Yet, even if I am able to be isolated from my 

particular environment—which has conditioned my pre-conditioning of embodied intentionality 
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and belief—this theory also presupposes a radical mode of subjective independence that can only 

exist ‘in the head’, but not in reality.  Taylor argues: “We are in fact all acting, thinking, and 

feeling out of backgrounds and frameworks which we do not fully understand.  To ascribe total 

personal responsibility to us for these is to want to leap out of the human condition.”251  These 

backgrounds which frame my beliefs and embodied sense of intentionality are not divinely 

determined by God or fully understood by reason alone.  Rather, these backgrounds are best 

viewed in light of their temporal and finite states of a shared liminal horizon of basic 

assumptions.  This limit while given to us historically, is also given authority in a way as its own 

situatedness (historically, geographically, etc.) can determine what beliefs might manifest as 

being important, significant and possible.  The ontological function within history prompted 

Heidegger to contend that “metaphysics grounds an age.”252  As we will see in the next section, 

Michel Foucault adopts Heidegger’s thought to introduce his theory that history is en-framed 

with certain epochal movements in “discursive and social practices.”253  Here I need to 

emphasize that, for Taylor, whether a person lives ‘religiously’ or ‘secularly’ is a life lived with 

and in the company of others who share this image as a social practice/norm.  This embodied 

(i.e. lived) aspect of incarnating one’s belief is a type of ‘taken-for-granted’ tapestry that forms 

an image of a common world.   

          The nature of this ‘common world’, whether one is secular or religious, is quite different 

depending upon the historical epoch in which one finds oneself.  Taylor describes this shift 
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towards a Westernized and ultimately dis-embodied Christianity as beginning in the late 

medieval and early modern periods (10th-15th Centuries).  This world was far less secular in 

comparison to our modern one, and it was far more embodied in terms of its religious practices.  

Taylor calls this an “enchanted world...full of moral forces...embedded within the lived 

environment.”254  Taylor’s purpose in articulating this ‘mystical’ or ‘enchanted’ world picture is 

not to imply that demons or supernatural powers really existed; but rather, that such power was 

made possible within one’s belief, and as such, one’s lived experiences reflected, in profound 

ways, what Taylor calls a “vulnerable and porous self.”255  In this world, the religious-

epistemological belief in God and social embodiment manifested in these beliefs were deeply 

connected.  This took the form of a sense of being-responsible.  How can I experience a sense of 

being ontologically unique or ‘walled-off’ from these religious requirements when the 

presupposition is such that everything I encounter, as Taylor says, “is charged with supernatural 

power?”256  There existed a heighten sense of awareness and embodied responsibility, not only 

for one’s self, but for the other.  The possibility of demonic possession or of an encounter with 

the Holy Spirit were, as Taylor says, are “backgrounding” the epistemic beliefs that were 

embodied ontologically.  This backgrounding raises significant questions about religious 

experience in regards to the dis-enchantment of the human from imagining its ethical 

responsibility to the Other within an embodied existence, as opposed to an intellectual assent.  
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          How does the technological and dis-embodied breakdown of religious experience begin to 

take root which leads to a dis-enchantment of this society?  Taylor believes that it takes place 

when the religious institutions, from which this presuppositional backgrounding of 

‘enchantment’ was situated, began to place an emphasis on disciplinary and uniformity (i.e. 

theology)—in opposition to what was previously imaginary.  The initiation of strict ‘rules’ for 

patrons, mandatory training for priests, and the proliferation of rigorous ‘teaching manuals’ for 

driving orthopraxis in religious communities became wide-spread.  That is to say, there emerged 

a new innovative way of technologizing the practice of one’s faith for more congruent 

homogeneity—i.e. sameness.  The move to raise the emphasis on theological teaching and 

certainty also played a crucial part in dis-enchanting the world-picture of religious experience, 

and that of the institutions who were responsible for its enframing.  Taylor believes that it begins 

with the disenchanting of nature regarding the debate between the realist and nominalist 

conceptions of the cosmos.  This work does not have time to exegete the nuances of these 

positions; but what was essential here, however, was that William Occam (a nominalist) resisted 

the former Aristotelian view that nature had perfections inherent in itself.  Occam implied that 

God was not bound by the constraints of nature in that He was only able to will what nature 

determined to be ‘good’.  Occam sought to allow God to be autonomous and free in His dealings 

with the world and to act on his sovereignty alone as creator, unbound to the creation.  This had 

consequences for the disciplinary and uniformity of teaching for the institutions.  The nominalist 

victory over realism linked God to humanity only by way of rational ability—not by our lived 

agency.  In this way too, theology dis-enchanted nature (i.e. Aquinas’ natural theology), and 
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further broadened the chasm between what I am ‘required to believe’ in religion and my 

everyday experience of life, socially.  

These institutional (i.e. technological) shifts from religious experience towards religious 

beliefs—as a disciplinary mode—begins to change how these societies came to view the human 

being.  Prior to the technologizing of religious faith, the self was seen as being embedded within 

a comprehensive existential structure that was both differentiated, but also natural (physis) in its 

theological-social ordering.  This understanding gave way to a more ‘dis-embedded’ self that 

came to understand itself as being ontologically a priori to, and independent of, its environment 

(i.e. a Cartesian self).  The self, as Taylor states, came to acknowledge that the only orders we 

conform to are not intrinsic to nature (physis), but those we construct (techne).257  Here the social 

and ethical imagination could no longer envision a type of being-responsible ‘to and for’ Others, 

‘along and with’ Others in a concert of responsibility; rather, we wound up limiting this 

imaginary realm to atomistic and subjective individuals, responsible only to themselves and only 

as being-contingently-responsible to the world around themselves.  Taylor calls this new model 

of the Human, which was codified in the philosophical works of thinkers like Kant, Locke and 

especially Descartes, a ‘buffered-self.’  According to Taylor, this ‘buffered-self’ is more 

confident and decisive; rational and scientific; and inevitably imbeds itself in a type of 

absolutism that demotes experience and intimacy—that is embodiment (even to the point of 

bodily pleasure).  The self has become self-isolated, individualized, and excarnate.  Taylor does, 

however, find some pragmatic benefits to the emergence of this ‘buffered-self’ historically that it 

made “great gains in science and reason, knowledge and understanding, and the ability to order 
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our world and ourselves”258 But his thought is more in tune with a lamenting posture.  Taylor 

writes:  

Living in a disenchanted world, the buffered-self is no longer open, vulnerable to a world 
of spirits and forces which cross the boundary of the mind, indeed, negate the very idea 
of there being a secure (rational) boundary. The fears, anxieties, even terrors that belong 
to the porous-self are behind it.  The sense of self-possession, of a secure inner mental 
realm, is all the stronger, if an addition to dis-enchanting the world, we have also taken 
the anthropocentric turn and no longer draw upon the power of God.”259 
 

The ‘power of God’ is not some referential notion that obligates a believer to the possibility of 

the miraculous, or some divine insight.  David Hume rightly notes that in all of our experience of 

the world, there has never been a time when the uniform laws of nature were suspended or 

broken on behalf of someone.  Hume says, such testimonies are either based in confusion, 

delusion, or illusion.260  Rather, the drawing upon the power of God that Taylor describes here is 

the open-ness to the possibility of a religious experience—a transcendence.  While modern 

philosophers, like Nietzsche261, would resist the call towards divine transcendence, it is, as 

Taylor argues, out of a fear of their own finitude and vulnerability.  Accordingly, to Taylor, 

humanist262 of this sort may try to salvage a type of non-religious experience in what Freud 

might call “oceanic feelings”, or what Martha Nussbaum has labeled “internal transcendence”.  

The critique is that such religious experiences are closed-minded, or to narrowly focused.  
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Taylor, turns their argument against them: “(Exclusive) humanism closes the transcendent 

window, as though there were nothing beyond.  More, as though it weren’t an irrepressible need 

of the human heart to open that window, and first to look, then go beyond.  As though feeling 

this need were the result of a mistake...some pathology.”263 

          It is clear that for Taylor the idea of transcendence exists as part of a phenomenon of 

religious experience qua experience.  The rational and technologized self is unable to open itself 

to its possibility.  Transcendence, and the possibility of religious experience, should not be seen 

as an expression or manifestation of hating the world or an elusive maneuvering to evade a 

Nietzschean ‘all-too-human’ flourishing and value life now.  In fact, Taylor argues that to deny 

the possibility of the transcendental is “bound to lead to a crumbling and eventual breakdown of 

all moral standards.  First, secular humanism, and then eventually its pieties and values come 

under challenge.  And in the end nihilism.”264  This is hardly a death-blow argument to the 

position of denying the possibility of transcendence.  Slippery-slope arguments offer the best 

intentions, with the worst outcomes.   

          It is here that I part ways with Taylor’s assessment.  I would argue that even exclusive 

humanists, if that’s what we are to call them, express a sense of longing in their own existence 

for the experience of beauty, truth and the good.  While Taylor would argue that such longings 

are “lesser modes” or “substitutes” for an infinity or eternity, I would say that even these 

phenomena exist within the realm of possibility of religious experience.  Taylor contends: “the 

mystery, the depth, the profoundly moving can be, for all we know, entirely anthropological.  
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Atheists, humanists cling on to this, as they go to concerts, operas, read great literary works.  So, 

one can complement an ethics and a scientific anthropology which remain very reductive and 

flat.”265  It is important to note that this transcendence that Taylor speaks of can never be fully 

experienced, in that, what is truly sought-after – that is, the religious experience, the 

transcendence—is not the divine, or God.   Taylor writes: “What I have been describing...is 

common to all of us in the modern West, or at least that is what I am trying to portray.  Some of 

us want to live it as open to something beyond; some live it as closed.  It is something which 

permits closure, without demanding it.”266  Some might argue that Taylor’s conclusion here is 

surprisingly ineffectual, in that, the entire crux of his work, A Secular Age, was to confront the 

collapse of traditional religious life and experience underneath the pressure of a growing secular 

age.267  This is not the type of secularity that Taylor is describing.  It is subtler than the 

polemicist arguments against transcendence or the existence of god; it is also found within the 

religious apologist rationality for the existence of god.  Taylor is describing the dis-embodiment 

of belief from the visceral (i.e. incarnation) experience of transcendence, into a calculable 

valuation of rationality above all else (i.e. excarnation).  The secular is ‘technical’ in a way that 

removes or demotes aspects of our embodied desires and longings existentially in their un-

covering (i.e. aletheia), and replaces them with truths that necessitate veracity (i.e. veritas).  But 

longing still waits in the nearness of what is most distance, as Heidegger noted.  Taylor only 
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seems to allow the conception of this transcendence, the religious, or sacred to be God.  But how 

might this paradox be overcome?  Taylor seems to be of the conviction that even within our own 

imminence in-being, some humans will be able to open themselves to the possibility of an 

experience of authentic religious transcendence. If part of what it means to be secular, or 

modern, in Taylor’s terms, is to exist within this ‘immanent frame’, in what ways might a 

religious experience of God take place?  How might the divine allow humans to experience its 

being at all?  I would answer, perhaps this experience is nothing technological, in the same way 

Heidegger proposed that technology was not technological.  In terms of religious experience, the 

encounter with transcendence occurs within the event happening through our letting-happen.  We 

cannot coerce it, or manipulate it through emotions, or convince the Other of its truth by reason.  

The longing for its event-ing is part of the experience of the event, even when the event does not 

occur.   

          In his love letters to Hannah Arendt, Heidegger expresses some of the most beautifully 

embodied prose that captures the essence of being-in-love; but not a love that is rational or, as 

Taylor puts it ‘in the mind’ alone.  It is a love that transcends its truth by definition, it is a priori, 

its rationality.  Heidegger writes: 

Why is love rich beyond all other possible human experiences and a sweet burden 
to those seized in its grasp? Because we become what we love and yet remain 
ourselves. Then we want to thank the beloved, but find nothing that suffices.  We 
can only thank with our selves. Love transforms gratitude into loyalty to our-
selves and unconditional faith in the other. That is how love steadily intensifies its 
innermost secret. Here, being close is a matter of being at the greatest distance 
from the other — distance that lets nothing blur — but instead puts the “thou” 
into the mere presence — transparent but incomprehensible — of a revelation. 
The other’s presence suddenly breaks into our life — no soul can come to terms 
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with that. A human fate gives itself over to another human fate, and the duty of 
pure love is to keep this giving as alive as it was on the first day.268 

 The language used by Heidegger in this correspondence with Arendt is not only beautifully 

expressive and passionate—it is deeply experiential.  This idea of longing, I find, is 

phenomenologically tied to the notion of letting (Gelassenheit).  If I am to experience a religious 

encounter, then I must first be open to the encounter of the experience in its letting-be-

experienced.  To be closed off from this encounter and the possibility of that encounter means 

that I have, in some way, attempted to rationalize or calculate my ability towards possibility.  In 

other words, I have either presupposed its illogic or irrationality (a form of humanist techne), or 

alternatively, and just as irresponsibly.  I have calculated or manipulated a form of emotional 

expression towards the possibility of the encounter (a form of religious techne).   

          Perhaps, it is in my care (Sorge) for—or even in the love of—the Other, that I am able to 

experience a religious phenomenon unlike anything that has been ‘backgrounded’ (as Taylor 

would say) in my existence historically, culturally or socially.  As Jean Val Jean stated so 

succinctly in Les Misérables, “To love (care) for another is to see the very face of God.”  In the 

following section, I will briefly detail the idea of caring for the self as a mode of experiencing 

and manifesting a care for the other—i.e. responsibility—in the works of Michel Foucault.   

 

4.3 Michel Foucault: Technologies of the Self   

One thinker who realized and articulated Heidegger’s concern regarding one’s 

inauthentic mode of being-in-the-world as a result of technological “enframing” was Michel 
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Foucault.  Foucault’s understanding of Heidegger’s critique of Cartesian metaphysics rooted in a 

technological enframing allows him to trace an archeology of a hermeneutics of being.  

Foucault’s hermeneutics develops into what he terms “technologies of the self”.  For this work’s 

purpose, we will focus on Foucault’s analysis of technologies of the self within the ancient Greek 

philosophy of the polis (the city, as we have already seen in the thought of Sophocles), and 

Christianity.   Foucault writes, “technologies of the self permit individuals to effect by their own-

means, or with the help of others, a certain number of operations on their own bodies and souls, 

thoughts, conduct, and way of being.”269  Technology, for Foucault, is situated within a 

Heideggerian understanding of techne as a mode of revealing, or truth-ing.  Like Heidegger’s 

poetic measure in Holderlin’s As on a Holiday, in terms of technology and “the gods”, the event 

of techne is not necessarily something technological, but it has the possibility to make technical 

that which is not technological –in Foucault’s case here, the self (being).  Like Heidegger, 

Foucault turns to the Greeks for an explication of how this has come to be.  That is, Foucault 

asks: how has a technologizing, i.e. making foreign (das Fremde) to one’s own being (das 

Eigene), occurred in history?    

For Foucault’s history, the problematic source is found in a misappropriation of the 

Platonic concept of “know thyself”.  It is in understanding techne’s sublimation of being’s being 

from “that event to which we belong”, towards that of “technical knowledge towards 

production/ends” where Foucault situates this idea of self.  For Foucault, the self is not rooted in 
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psychology; but rather, within a phenomenological ontology beginning with the Greek polis 

ultimately culminating in the Christian understanding of ethics as an ascetic practice.  

For the Greeks “know thyself” was a Delphic principle or rule for the consultation of the 

oracle.  As Foucault understands it, to “know yourself simply meant do not suppose yourself to 

be a god.”270  Such a view corrected the conscious state of one’s relationship to the polis (city), 

and to those expected social rules regarding one’s own personal conduct and for what Foucault 

terms “the art of life”.  While this idea in Western society has become rather obscure, the various 

Greek texts seem to imply that the “care of the self” enabled the Delphic maxim of knowing to 

be become operational (i.e. technical)–a form of technologizing the self in knowing itself.   

Foucault also finds in Plato’s Alcibiades an interesting relationship between (1) care of the self 

and care for the political life; (2) care of the self and defective education; and (3) care of the self 

and knowing one’s self.271  Foucault states that the idea of any “care of the self” was eventually 

absorbed in “knowing yourself”.272  Foucault examines the ways in which taking care of one’s 

self ontologically was exchanged for knowing one’s self epistemically within the idea of what he 

calls preparation.  The “knowing” of one’s self in this metaphysics of presence is an instance we 

can see in terms of “the self” being technologized towards an “end”, telos or “technical 

production”, much like Heidegger’s concern of manufacturing.  That is to say, in this mode of 

“knowing myself”, I am in preparation for producing specific life-stages that are “ordered in 

one’s being”: getting employment in order to prepare for adulthood, finding a partner in order to 
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prepare for marriage, or even the religious notion of gaining salvation in order to prepare for the 

next life.  All of these instances hold sway over our being-in-the-world as “letting-be” 

(Gelassenheit).  We are forced into a Heideggerian position of “standing reserve” in becoming 

something other than the authentic “becoming who you are”, and much more of a “becoming 

what has already be-come.”  This way of knowing and becoming is, on Heidegger’s reading, 

inauthentic.  Foucault explains, “It is a matter of acts and pleasures, not of desire.  It is a matter 

of the formation of the self through techniques of living, not of repression through prohibition 

and law [techne].”273  In this manifestation, knowing is technologized and focused on an 

epistemic preparedness for the rules of life, rather than caring (Sorge) for what Foucault calls the 

phenomenological ontology of life’s ultimate achievement –which is complete at the moment of 

death.  The letting-be of one’s self-being is witnessed in one’s care of the self (Sorge) towards 

one’s death.   

In Christianity, the idea of care of the self is well documented, according to Foucault, 

eight centuries after Plato in the writings of Gregory of Nyssa.  St. Gregory’s hermeneutic was 

deeply ontological towards a care of the self, not in relation to the polis, as with the Greeks; but 

in relation to personal asceticism, that is, the renouncing of worldly desires.  Foucault alludes to 

Gregory’s interpretation of Christ’s parable of the “piece of silver” (i.e. drachma) in the gospel 

of Luke chapter 15.274  Foucault explains, “Gregory’s hermeneutic exhorts man to light his lamp 
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and turn the house over and search, until gleaming in the shadow he sees the drachma within.  In 

order to recover the efficacy that God has printed on the human soul and the body has tarnished, 

man must take care of himself and search every corner of his soul.”275  It is within these two 

hermeneutics of the self, that of the Greeks (Socrates) on one hand, and Christianity (Gregory of 

Nyssa) on the other, in which taking care of the “self” constituted not only an epistemological 

principle but an ontological practice.   Accordingly, Foucault did not completely reject the idea 

that caring for the “self” required a certain amount of knowing the self as well.  He did, however, 

state that this knowledge must go beyond the self and encapsulate a knowledge of what Foucault 

calls “rules of acceptable conduct, or of principles that are both truths and prescriptions.”276 

          What Foucault is saying here is that to take care of the self is to essentially equip one’s self 

with ethical truths that are linked to the game of truth.  I take this to mean that Heideggerian 

understanding of truth, not as veritas (i.e. universal, objective, absolute), but rather, aletheia –

that is, truth that can only be be-spoken of as “truth on the way to truth” (truth-ing).  Only when 

the soul (self) gazes upon itself, to recognize itself in what it is, and in recognizing itself in what 

it is, recalls the truths that are issued from it and that it has been able to contemplate.  Foucault is 

directing his understanding of the care of the self with regards towards an ultimate ontological 

condition of a “technology of the self” grounded in freedom.  This freedom, or the “letting-be” 

(Gelasseneheit), is that “releasement” of the self from the technologizing implications of a 

metaphysical rationalization which seeks an ordering of the self towards subjectivity, rather than 

the self’s own ordering with-in Dasein (being-there).   
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          For Foucault, “Freedom is the ontological condition of ethics; but ethics is the considered 

form that freedom takes when it is informed by reflection.”277  Foucault’s understanding 

establishes that care (Sorge), like Heidegger, is a phenomenological ontology of the self, situated 

within the thereness of being-there (Dasein), and one’s “individual freedom” is reflected as an 

ethic of “releasement”.  It is from this phenomenology that further explications of the care of the 

self lead towards an ethical care of ‘the other’ as its mode of authentic existence.  While this tone 

regarding care and responsibility seem confident in Foucault’s thought, it is our unconditional 

ethical obligation to the Other which may be cause for some doubt.  If Foucault is right, then 

desire is removed from our motivation, and what we are left to contend with is simply ‘pleasure’.  

But, even Foucault would be dismissive of any sort of pleasure that insinuates the possibility of 

vulnerability and loss—which is what being-responsible to and for the Other—in care-ing for—

requires and demands of the self.  Yet, I will show that Levinas’ thought is quite able to 

underscore what Foucault is possibly missing in a very simple term he calls the ‘à-Dieu’ – that 

is, ‘unto God’ – and ultimately for God’s presence to be-come manifest.  Levinas writes, “But 

the response to the love of God, the response to the Revelation, cannot be effected in an act that 

simply goes in an opposite direction, but on the same route opened up by the love of God for 

Man; the response to the love of God for Man is the love of my neighbor (the Other).  Through 

this, the Revelation is already the Revelation of redemption.  It is directed towards the future of 

the Kingdom of God, and achieves it.”278  I interpret Levinas as contending that my love (or 

care) for the Other is made plain by my ‘being-responsible’ with-in my embodied activity, and 
                                                

277 Ibid, 284. 
278 Emmanuel Levinas, “Between Two Worlds,” in Difficult Freedom: Essays on Judaism, trans. Sean Hand 
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not merely within my epistemological abstractions and thoughts about responsibility.  Here God 

is made present through this inter-action—that is, with God and with the Other.  But if such an 

embodied faith exists, it must also be a faith that allows for the possibility of the death and 

absence of God.  For Foucault, this is where the ‘self’ is understood as an ethical self-becoming, 

with or without the experience of God.  While God may motivate the possibility of ethical 

responsibility for Foucault, God cannot be the totality of such a grounding for the ethicality of 

ethics.  For Foucault there is an inescapable hazard rooted in our social ‘backgrounding’ 

regarding the inter-relational dynamics of ‘self’, ‘Other’, and ‘god’.  Of course, we are relating 

Foucault’s notions of ‘power relations’ as being made apparent in any claim to ground some sort 

of knowledge (i.e. knowledge of the good, god, or politics, etc.).  Foucault states: “Power 

relations are formed deep in the social nexus, not reconstituted above society as a supplementary 

structure whose radical effacement one could perhaps dream of.  In any case, to live in a society 

is to live in such a way that action upon other actions is possible—and in fact ongoing.”279 

Foucault’s thought is deeply incarnate, in that his notion of living in a community with 

Others is primarily constituted by “actions upon other actions.”  But is Foucault correct in 

assuming that such inter-actions, which are embodied by the self and the Other, are all power 

relations and subtractions?  His later writings, in particular, deal with the possibility of ethical 

experience in lieu of these power functions that seem to pervade communal life and existence.  

Foucault rightly turns towards notions of resistance, technologies of the self, asceticism—what 

he terms broadly as “care.”  He writes, “[Care] does not mean simply being interested in oneself, 

                                                

279 Michel Foucault, “The Subject and Power,” afterword to Michel Foucault: Beyond Structuralism and 
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nor does it mean having certain tendency to self-attachment or self-fascination.  [Care] describes 

a sort of work, an activity; it implies attention, knowledge and technique.”280 J. Joyce Schuld has 

a convincing interpretation of what Foucault means here when she states, “The practices of care 

Foucault refers to an often overlooked possibility of resistance that Foucault finds attractive near 

the end of his life, name...individual persons (self) can be brought into relation (with the Other) 

in such a way as to be given an aesthetic form (responsibility).”281  Foucault articulates a 

beautiful sentiment about the relationship of art to objects and the possibility of being-

responsible to the Other through care.  He writes: “What strikes me is the fact that in our society, 

art has become something which is related on to objects and not to individuals, or to life.  That 

art is something which is specialized or which is done by experts who are artists.  But couldn’t 

everyone’s life become a work of art?  Why should the lamp or the house be an art object, but 

not our life?”282     

          Foucault’s ideas are important to my argument thus far, insofar as he asserts that there is a 

mode or manifestation of techne which has the capacity to re-imagine embodiment as an 

ethicality of being-responsible by caring for the Other.  Listen to his choice of words when he 

argues: “A ‘crafted’ (techne) life permits individuals to effect by their own means and with the 

help (care) of others a certain number of operations on their own bodies and souls, thoughts, 

conduct and ways of being, so as to transform themselves in order to attain a certain state of 

                                                

280 Ibid, 243.   
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happiness, purity, wisdom, perfection or immortality.”283  The beauty of Foucault’s thought lies 

outside his initial concerns of power as techne to control; but rather, the techne of power that 

offers the possibility to free oneself in order to care for oneself, so that one might have the 

opportunity to care for the Other.  This care, of course, as I have argued thus far, is a care that is 

both rooted and necessitated with-in one’s embodied experience and encounter with the Other—

as opposed to merely thinking or “believing” that such care is ethical.  
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CHAPTER 5  

CONCLUSION 

“But an important point is that, once again as with “scientific” proofs of atheism, it is not 
the cast-iron intellectual reasoning which convinces—but the relief of revolt.” 
    
     –Charles Taylor, A Secular Age 
 

5.1 Concluding Remarks and Summarizations 

 This work, as I have attempted to situate it, has tried to negotiate the phenomenological 

contours of the relationship between technology (what I have referred to as techne), religious 

experience (but not necessarily “religion”) and embodiment (what I have called incarnation) we 

immediately confront presuppositions about “god”, or “doctrines” or “social issues” for which 

religion (and its institutions) is rightly accused of being on the wrong side of.  In regards to God, 

I admire what Dan Brown has stated in his fictitious and controversial story The DaVinci Code 

when his character, Sir Leigh Teabing states emphatically, “As long as there has been one true 

God, there has been killing in his name.”284 Regarding religious doctrine and the conflict it often 

runs into with social progress is also something that does not sit well with those individuals of 

such religious convictions.  When we think of the Catholic doctrine of the assumption of Mary, 

there is very little cause for concern.285  But what about the church’s teaching which prohibits the 

                                                

284 Dan Brown, The Davinci Code (New York: Anchor Books, 2003).  
285 This doctrine teaches that Jesus’ mother, Mary, did not die a normal death.  Rather, upon the end of her life her 

body merely shot off into heaven.  The bible, nor does any other literature, speak of Mary’s death in any detail.  
This doctrine is unique to Catholicism, in that, it came as a “revelation” to Pope Pius XII in 1950 and from his 
position of ex cathedra (his Pontifical authority to proclaim dogma), to be true.  
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use of condoms in AIDS ridden areas of Africa?  There, the doctrines of the church come at an 

appalling cost of human life.   

I have not spoken, however, about the teachings, doctrines, or dogmas of the church 

which attempt to impose an ethical or moral universality upon humanity from some subjective 

revelation, or interpretation of scriptural texts.  Rather, I have attempted to show, through the 

course of this work, how technological and calculative thinking, i.e. Cartesian metaphysics 

(techne), have impeded aspects of religious belief away from its originary call of incarnate to 

excarnate experience.  Much of modern religion, particularly Christianity (which has been the 

main source of this study), situates itself around the logical, rational, or even historical notions of 

it “being right.”  What I have attempted to show is that an incarnate religious faith, as opposed to 

a merely rational one, is more concerned with “right-being,”—that is, an experience of the holy 

of which it does not need comprehension.   

In Chapters 1 and 2, I researched the relationship that tragedy played in relation to 

technology (techne) and nature (physis) in Pre-Socratic thinkers such as Sophocles and 

Thucydides.  My purpose in framing my research at that historical epoch was to evaluate techne 

prior to Plato’s work and within a Heideggerian hermeneutic.  The reason for this, as I read 

Heidegger, was to view technology in a phenomenological frame, not merely a practical one.  

Remember, it was Heidegger who stated that technology was not necessarily technological.  In 

the same way, I want to say that religious experience is not necessarily religion.  I needed to 

show how the Pre-Socratics understanding of techne fit into Heidegger’s broader 

phenomenological project—that is, an account of “Being” in philosophical terms.  For 

Heidegger, phenomenology offers a unique philosophical method that attempts to “let” 
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(Gelassenheit) things show themselves from themselves in their own way.  We might even say, 

naturally (i.e. in accordance with physis).  Due to technological dependence and proliferation 

upon our being, however, we are now able to view these things only through a “technical” or 

“theoretical” perspective.  I used those works from Pre-Socratic thinkers to show the way in 

which their own ancient-technical cleverness, and attempts to master nature by technology, were 

met with tragic consequences.  As Hegel noted (and I paraphrase): the one thing we learn from 

the past is that we do not learn from the past.  The most important argument perhaps that 

Heidegger presents to the reader in Being and Time contends that theoretical (i.e. technical) 

activities such as those of the natural sciences that immediately depend on a purview of space 

and time that inevitable narrows one’s own understanding of how we negotiate our actions and 

often our concerns within an ordinary world of our being (Dasein).  Such a view of the world A 

“scientifically” neutral, mathematical or merely rational view of the world is unable to construct 

a meaningful understanding of “being,” Heidegger claims.  Rather, it offers a detached and 

restrictive in its attempt at being “objective.”  In Chapter 2 I took this idea further regarding 

techne’s influence—as Heidegger understands techne—to the realm of religious belief.   

Beginning with Plato and culminating in Descartes, I attempted to show that Western thought 

had elevated the “rational soul” above what Plato termed the “appetitive,” or bodily experiences 

of being.  The importance of the subject, the “moi”, became paramount not only in philosophical 

discourse and literature—but in religious and theological works as well.  The problems, or 

tragedy (however one frames the issue at hand), of technological en-framing, in the Christian 

religious faith, took the shape of theologians attempting to offer various logical “proofs” for the 

existence of God.  These apologists, we saw, were adamant about the rationality of faith, or the 
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universality of belief.  From an a priori (rationalist) argument like Anselm’s so-called 

“ontological argument”, to a posteriori arguments like Aquinas’ quinque vivae, or “five ways.”  

The Platonic influence on religious faith has relegated the once visceral embodied experience 

within liturgy and communion into an intellectual disembodied exchange between competing 

views and “being right”—as opposed to “right-being.”  In this chapter I sought to establish that 

there were some theologians who also attempted to recover the nature of incarnation within one’s 

religious belief.  That is to say, for them, religious belief gets defined not by rational argument or 

analytic criteria, but by its living power—what Dietrich Bonhoeffer called a “following after,” or 

Nachfolge.  It is from this context that I posed a simple, but profound question: How am I able to 

“follow after” faith if my following is not achieved within my own bodily experience of that 

which (or whom) I am following?   

Chapter 3 sought to answer this particular question by focusing on our incarnate 

experience of the world versus those experiences which are more disembodied.  I turned to the 

French phenomenologists to gather insights from their works on the body, the flesh, and its 

relationship to Others and religious experience.  I acknowledge that there is much more work 

philosophically that can be done on the nature of the body and embodied experience than I am 

able to offer within the scope of this work’s focus.  Issues such as the nature of consciousness 

and human awareness of self define areas that are deeply important for philosophers and 

psychologist alike, and yet are still not well understood.  My purpose was to frame the body, its 

ethical nature and experience within an encounter with the Other.  For the French 

phenomenologists, this concern formed the essential character of the meaning of ethics—what I 

have termed the ethicality of ethics.  Ethics begins within the bodily (incarnate) experience of the 
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world, but it does not remain embodied—it must extend beyond one’s own body for ethics to 

manifest—it must be concerned with and for the Other.  From this place I attempted to integrate 

Heidegger’s understanding of “care” (Sorge) as a fundamental mode of existing and being-in-

the-world.  For Heidegger, we are always-already imbued with a care, or concern, for our being.  

However, as I addressed Heidegger’s disregard of the body and the Other I began to explore the 

horizon of possibilities concerning the body that at least originate in Being and Time, and 

possibly bring some important (and original) discourse to the project’s limited scope and appeal.   

From Merleau-Ponty we saw how our bodies are not merely Cartesian subjects, but rather, are 

understood in terms of the dynamic movement (or dance) between life, self and the Other.  From 

Merleau-Ponty’s understanding of the body, I drew theological and scriptural comparisons about 

the whole and the sum of its parts so-to-speak from St. Paul’s writings—both of which allow for 

a religious experience within the body as a possibility—the holy.  Extending this analysis, I 

turned to the work Levinas.  I interpreted Levinas as contending that my love (or care) for the 

Other (my neighbor), in the Christian sense, is made manifest in my being by ‘being-responsible’ 

with-in my embodied activity, and not merely within my analytic abstractions or thinking 

“correct” thoughts about responsibility.  There, I articulated a continued regression from a 

Western idea of the body as an individualized “self” and into an incarnate self which, if it is to be 

ethical, is response-able to and for the Other.  The egoism and anthropocentric nature of 

Cartesian metaphysics (techne) is not something to be viewed as “evil” in a moral sense; but 

rather, something that is to be resisted for the sake of the Other, for the sake of “the holy.”   

In Chapter 4, I explored further the possibility of religious experience and transcendence.  

Using the work of Jacques Derrida, I thought to apply the principle he rightly names “aporia,” 
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towards this strange statement of his “the possibility of an im-possibility”—that is, a religious 

experience within my embodied existence.  This approach employed by Derrida appears counter-

intuitive to particular rational structures and logical sensibilities of Western thought as they think 

the measure of one’s own being in terms of its aporia, or mystery—not its certainty.  For Derrida, 

it is the very impossibility of a religious experience that makes it possible, but not rational.  

Derrida is careful not to adopt the term “religion” in his understanding.  He insists that if 

“religion” is the source of our interest then we “are already speaking Latin.”286  What he means 

here is that our understanding of the word is already biased and laden with an amalgam of 

metaphysical baggage in terms of an embodied sequence of historical events within religion (i.e. 

the transition of the Roman Empire into the “Holy” Roman Empire, the Catholic Church, etc.)  It 

is from this dominance of our epistemic and rational certainties that I make a connection to 

Charles Taylor’s term “excarnation.”  Taylor’s term seems to fit with the major thrust of my 

work thus far, in that, it offers a way to understand the phenomenological link between 

Heidegger’s elucidation on techne, Cartesian subjectivity and its connection with our relegation 

of embodied responsibility within the French phenomenologists.  Taylor’s work appears to be the 

stitch of how these ideas work together.  Here, technological-thinking limits the body in favor of 

a more rational and calculative existence— what Taylor says is “in the head alone.”  My 

contention is that the “incarnation” of religious experience (or faith) manifests itself within those 

essential aspects of our being that are not meant to be merely reduced to the “veracity of the 

claim,” or “certainty of the evidence”; but rather, within the visceral and embodied experience of 
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how the belief is “fleshed” out in ordinary life.  That is to say, the religious experience is not 

about the “flesh becoming words we believe” (excarnate); but rather, in the essence of the Christ 

who embodied the “words that became flesh” (incarnate).   

 
5.2 Re-Enchantment: An Invitation to Something Rich and Strange 

In my writing thus far, I have placed an emphasis on the importance of incarnate 

experience over that of vicarious experience.  I think my writing is less about an academic 

intimation than it is about an authentic invitation.   For there to be the possibility of religious 

experience, I argue there must also exist an “object” of the experience.  That is, something to and 

for which our experiential sense of encounter and engagement is focused.  I have tried to tie a 

theme of Other-ness to the possibility of such encounters—with the radical and rich Otherness of 

Others—and within the encounters between self and Other, exists the very possibility of the 

“holy.”  And while my arguments have situated the Other in terms of embodiment and alterity 

within an-other person’s being, or an Other’s object being, there still exists within these realms 

the impossibility of something that Rudolf Otto has termed “wholly Other.”  When I consider the 

alterity of, let’s say, my neighbor (or a stranger even), I still encounter a type of same-ness 

within the difference.  Perhaps that sameness exists in terms of my skin color, biological 

mapping (we both have eyes in the relative same place on our face, etc.), or our preference for 

bourbon whiskey.  But the notion of wholly Other is a term that I find to be both rich and 

strange.  It is rich in its meaning, precisely because it offers no meaning that is situated in an 

anthropocentric, or Cartesian, self-ness.  This richness is, as Otto understands it, beyond our 

contemplation of it—it remains simply mysterious.  It is this kind of strangeness in Otherness.  

This Otherness confronts absolutely without any sort of sameness that we find.  This “wholly 
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Otherness” is what comes to constitute our “religious experience.”  Otto writes: “Taken in the 

religious sense, that which is mysterious is—to give it perhaps the most striking expression—the 

wholly other, that which is quite beyond the sphere of the usual, the intelligible, and the familiar, 

which therefore falls quite outside the limits of the canny, and is contrasted with it, filling the 

mind with blank wonder and astonishment.  The essential character lies in a peculiar moment of 

consciousness, to wit, the stupor before something wholly Other.”287  Otto’s thought here offered 

a critique of a religious experience.  In a way, for Otto, he saw religious experience as being 

transformed away from an experience that was once rooted in an embodied and visceral force of 

one’s own being-in-the-world.  There was a sensation of “wonder and astonishment” that once 

enchanted the human’s imagination and bled over into its ontological sense of being and 

belonging with what is unusual, unintelligible, and mysterious.  With its cold and calculating 

rationality—believing it needed scientific rationality to prove itself as authentic—theology lost 

its sense of the poetical in favor of the logical.   

Philosopher Giorgio Agamben seems vehemently opposed to Otto’s phenomenological 

“mystery” in favor of more theological “certainty.”  Agamben writes, “Otto’s concept of the 

sacred that completely coincides with the concept of the obscure and impenetrable, a theology 

that had lost all experience of the revealed work celebrated its union with a philosophy that had 

abandoned all sobriety in the face of feeling.  That the religious belongs entirely to the sphere of 

emotion.  That is, essentially has to do with goosebumps—this is the triviality that the neologism 

‘numinous’ had to dress up as science.”288  Agamben’s harsh attack does indeed capture some of 
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what I think are the least interesting things about religious experience—that being emotionalism 

(what he terms “goosebumps” and “shivers”).  It is no secret that the effectiveness of a religious 

preacher, pastor, Iman or rabbi (or a politician for that matter) is placed in the amount of 

certainty he can convey about the topic at hand.  Rarely do we see religion or politics navigate 

within the subtle areas of the “gray” of life.  When speaking about the “truth” of the bible, a 

pastor needs to be sure of his particular position, and then relay that idea with passion, conviction 

and reason for his audience to be moved both emotionally and intellectually.  If one were to visit 

a so-called pro-life website, there would only be arguments in favor of making abortions illegal.  

Images of aborted fetuses will be replete on the site, and vile sentiments about the “baby killers” 

will be articulated throughout questioning those doctor’s allegiance to the Hippocratic oath.  Not 

many, or at least none that I have visited, will show a more moderate approach calling for certain 

particularities to be taken into consideration regarding the need for some abortions.  In this way, 

Agamben’s critique is well founded—emotionalism is a problem for authentic religious 

experience.  But, I think he has overstepped a liminal boundary.  We are not concerned about the 

psychology of religious experience, nor am I interested in the sensationalism of charismatic 

religious men who are experts in manipulating one’s emotions to the point of “frenzied 

embodiment” completely absent of all rationality.  I believe Otto’s assessment to be a type of 

opening up of the self to the possibility of something rich and strange—something of a re-

enchantment of a dis-enchanted world.   What do I mean when I say “re-enchantment”?  What 

are the phenomenological implications of our dis-enchantment and its origins?   

 There are obvious contentions regarding the nature of “religion” and “religious 

experience” in the scientific community.  And yet, those of us who are educated (and not 
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delusional) are convinced of a type of religious experience that understands the stakes at hand for 

both the science and religious communities.  There is an ongoing struggle here between 

explaining and understanding religious phenomena.  For religious and theological studies, the 

scientific account of our humanity is pitted over and against the theological conclusions drawn 

from one’s sacred text.  And, once again, the questions to which god may provide an answer for 

are seen as nonsensical or unimportant.  Science and its methods are excellent at telling us “how” 

things work, but it is relatively uninterested in “why” there are things to begin with.  This is a 

fundamental question of religion.  Yet, to admit that religious questions have any relevance 

seems to automatically imply a religious bias.  The things, and Others we encounter in the world 

have been reduced to our scientific inquiry of them, or worse, if there is nothing interesting 

scientifically about these objects or Others—they become unimportant until they become 

interesting.  This is what Heidegger termed “standing reserve.”  The dis-enchantment of our 

being-in-the-world is a dis-enchantment with (our) being.  We have imposed the necessity of 

utility upon things.  A tree no longer manifests as a tree, but merely as a beautification accent to 

my housing project, or it becomes a necessary object to provide shade in my backyard.   In the 

same way, the human is too an instrument of utility.  I apply for a job and fill out all of the 

components necessary for my potential hire (i.e. my name, address, social security number, etc.).  

Then I wait (or stand reserve) until my potential employer finds use for me in her organization.  

All of this becomes part of the technologizing effects of techne upon our being.    

If we think of religion and religious experience in the same way, we are able to view the 

anthropocentric impositions as well—and stand ready to see how religion becomes a techne.  For 

instance, when we consider the so-called attributes and characteristics of God that are so often 
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taught in theology proper courses we can see the technologizing of religion manifestly.  All of 

the “omni” definitions and attributes of God, if we are evaluating their claims appropriately and 

authentically, serve as mere human projections upon the “wholly Otherness” of God, if God 

exists.  To be “all-powerful” is a human articulation and based upon a deeply human perception 

of bodily or intellectual power.  Can God do anything?  No, if God exist, s/he cannot.  God 

cannot make the interior angles of a triangle equal more or less than 180 degrees, because in 

doing so, the shape would cease to be a triangle.  If an “all-knowing” God has complete and 

exhaustive knowledge of the future with absolute certainty, then free-will is merely an illusion.  

We have come to view God through a technological lens, and in turn, have become dis-

enchanted with the possibility of God’s existence in favor of a God that as Ludwig Feuerbach 

puts it, has not created man in His own image, but man has created a God in his (Götzenbild).289  

God has become another tool in our utility belt.  God is no longer a deep penetrating mystery that 

is both possible and impossible, a holy presence only to be experienced in his divine absence, a 

being so completely and “wholly Other” that incomprehensibility is the only comprehensibility 

available to us.  This God of modernity stands as a god of utility, a dis-enchanted being who is 

only as good as his usefulness to my situation.  I no longer stand incarnately aware and in awe of 

the divine mystery; rather, I stand intellectually and excarnately stale within religious dogmatic 

certainty.  But part of my effort in this work has been to show that we need to re-awaken our 

sensibilities to a new type of re-enchantment within possibilities of the divine, that is, religious 

experience.   
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 Still, it must be stated that the problem for religious experience is not science or the 

scientific method, per se.  As I have attempted to show in the previous chapter, the work of the 

so-called “new atheists” such as Dennet, Dawkins, and Harris is not indicative of a growing 

secularity in society.  In fact, such thinkers are rather flat and reductionistic in their approach to 

religion as an authentic phenomenon in culture, and even more importantly, a source of hope and 

meaning to millions of “right-being” individuals within that culture who don’t identify with any 

brand of religion as an institution.  Rather, I want to make the argument that it is our way of 

thinking the measure of being, and in some ways, the way in which we think about science that 

only blames science for the so-called “secularization” of a society.  A recent study by the Pew 

Research Institute showed that a major factor in people’s reluctance to attend a religious service 

(of any sort) was not due to the authentication of Darwinian evolution, or the progress of 

science.290  Rather, it was more sociological than philosophical.  They simply did not see the 

“use” or “importance” of such gatherings in their lives.  In other words, there was no issue with 

any theology, or belief, or scientific argument against religion—for these people, religion has 

lost (or never gained) enchantment.  However, the scope and function of this work is not to 

evaluate science as a mode of technological thinking, but rather, to show that our experiences of 

the world are not always easily placed in neat categorical structures of consciousness or nature.  

The problem is perhaps more a theoretical or methodological issue at hand regarding the 

otherness of others—alterity.  Technological thinking thinks within a structural category of 

reification.  The encounter with the radical otherness of others is reified in terms of 
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comprehending the object of Wholly (or Holy) Otherness as “being out there” in such a way that 

we might still be able to be “in its presence.”  Here causation and interpretation serve as 

combatants of essential meaning.  Yet, if I am able to withdraw or withhold my inclinations 

towards the reification of Otherness, I might be able to understand Otherness in the way Charles 

Long has expressed it after reading Otto’s work.  Long observes: “Otto is telling us that it is 

possible to experience apart from the categorical schema, an experience of reality as a priori, as 

a datum that has not yet become a structure of the human project.”291   

 This experience of that which is “apart from our categorical schema” is a slight, but not 

absolute rejection, of the cold, calculating and rationalizing techne that seeks only to “make 

sense” of our “sense making.”  This is the sediment from which dis-enchantment takes root.  

Disenchantment, as Charles Taylor292 has defined it, is a unique phenomenon of a “secular age.”   

For Taylor, a secular age is not necessarily an age of dis-belief.  Rather, a belief is something 

that we all have; even to not believe in anything is a belief of sorts.  What Taylor asserts is that if 

a person claims to have a “religious” belief, the secular society acts as a cross-pressure.  What I 

mean by this is that one’s belief (i.e. in God, in atheism, etc.) is only one of many, since we all 

have a plurality of beliefs.  The diagnosis of a “secular” age is not simply “unbelief”, but rather, 

any belief is now contestable and questionable.  The problem, especially for dogmatic and 

fundamentalist believers of any faith, is that such a notion that their belief is contestable or 

questionable places an epistemic crisis not only upon their belief, but upon their identities as 

well.  I would maintain that there needs to be a verification of their beliefs in order for such 
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beliefs to be-believed.  Any challenge to their beliefs is viewed as a direct attack upon them, not 

necessarily just their faith, since it is they who have come to believe these beliefs.  There is an 

inoculation of “being-right”—epistemically at all cost (even in the face of contradiction)—even 

more so than the ontological imperative of “right-being.”  I would argue that the phenomenon of 

dis-enchantment occurs at this juncture of religious belief and excarnation.  I no longer care 

about questions of being-in-my-body; it is only a matter of believing-in-my-mind.  How do we 

re-enchant those who are open to the possibility of enchantment regarding the wholly otherness 

of the holy?  In what ways might the modern church, Christianity in particular (since this is the 

main source of research for this study), alter its trajectory from that of excarnation towards more 

incarnate modes of belief and becoming?  This is the invitation I will offer in the next section to 

be tied into (religare) that community of faith, so rich and so strange.   

 
5.3 Theological Poiesis: Liturgy as Incubator of Incarnation 

St. Paul writes in the Epistle to the Romans, “Do not be conformed to this world, but be 

transformed by the renewal of your mind, that by testing you may discern what is the will of 

God, what is good and acceptable and perfect.”293  Western Christianity, influenced by Cartesian 

and Platonic philosophies which elevate the rational self, will often interpret this particular verse 

to convey the importance of developing a Christian “worldview” that emphasizes the intellectual 

veracity of religious formation. Such hermeneutic interpretations of this scripture seem to 

indicate that the life of a Christian is indicative of merely thinking correctly.  However, in the 

verse prior to the Romans 12:2 passage, Paul admonishes the Romans to present their “bodies as 
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living sacrifices.”  In this way, we can see how Paul links the body being linked to a type of 

intellectual renewal that is deeply incarnate and visceral as opposed to simply mental or “in the 

head” alone.  Paul rightly establishes this connection earlier in the manuscript when he shows 

that his ability to intellectually ascend in his understanding of the law of God is not enough to 

prevent him from breaking that same law with his body.  Paul confirms a chiasm here—namely, 

that our lives are decisively shaped by our thinking and that our thinking is shaped by the life we 

live.  But there is a more arresting thought to be exegeted from this understanding.  St. Paul 

writes profoundly that: “those who live according to the flesh set their minds on the things of the 

flesh, but those who live according to the Spirit set their minds on the things of the Spirit.”294 

The significance of this deeply ontological letter (Romans) is not found in Paul’s systemization 

or revelation of an eight-fold path for living in obedience to Christ; rather, the entirety of the 

letter of The Epistle to the Romans concludes with a paean of praise and gratefulness for the love 

of Christ.  It is likely that Paul is offering here a radical hermeneutic to his readers, both present 

and future, a phenomenological aesthetic rooted in a theology of the body that suggests we live 

our lives in accordance with “what we love” as opposed to “what we believe.”   

The case I will argue is that modern Christianity is more influenced by Western ideals of 

consumeristic capitalism, rationality and doctrinal allegiances—what I have called techne or 

Cartesian metaphysics—than it is by the source of its transformative power, which is the gospel 

of Christ.  In what way has Christianity lost its ability to transform lives so as now only being 

able to establish recalcitrant types of non-conformity?  What sorts of mythoi were created in the 

West to sediment this mode of being which elevated the rational sense of believers, as in turn, it 
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defined the body as something to be resisted or denied (seen as evil)?  These are some of the 

fundamental questions that my research will attempt to answer as I want to reclaim the body in 

Christianity as the essential mode of not only being-in-the-world, but being-for the Otherness of 

others (i.e. religious experience).  Once again, we will see that “love” or “care” of the Other, in 

accordance with caring for our “self,” grounds this ontology within the incarnate experience of 

the human in his encounter with the Other.  It is, then, not our dis-embodied epistemic 

“knowledge” (excarnation) that grounds the possibility of authentic confrontation with the Other; 

rather, it is accomplished only through my embodied existence.   

As I have argued in Chapter 1, the idea of ethics resists any attempt to appropriate it in a 

universal or absolute sense.  Ethics concerns ethos, a dwelling—a habitat from which our 

habitudes are formed (and sometimes trans-formed).  Aristotle noted that we inevitably become 

that which is consistently “lived-out” within our habits. While I have disagreed with much of 

Aristotle’s metaphysics in this work, there is something very persuasive about this idea of habits 

and its possible relationship to religious experience and formation in Christianity.  In the Gospel 

of St. John, Chapter 1, Jesus is passing by two of his future disciples.  One of them notices Jesus 

and remarks, “The Lamb of God.”295  Jesus responds in a very rich and strange manner by 

asking, “What do you want?”296  What I find arresting about Jesus’ question regarding his own 

identity is that he does not question the content of their “belief” about him—he questions the 

content of their care.  What do you want? is a question about creating, caring and becoming 

something Other than what we are now.  To ask what it is that is “wanted” is to assume that 
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something exists within our embodied existence that is not fully present in presence-ing, but 

rather is only in its absence—as a longing-for.  Jesus’ response is not to say knowledge is 

unimportant, but rather that there is a type of knowledge available from within us, and beyond 

the limits of our rational ability to know through calculation and reason.  This is not a rejection 

of the significance of knowing doctrine, but rather, a call to embody ethics as a caring for (or 

loving) Others through the habitude of our habitation.   

Theologian James Smith has rightly noted that, “We learn to love, then, not primarily by 

acquiring information about what we should love but rather through embodied practices that 

form the incarnate habits of how we love.”297  For Smith, to love and care is something that is not 

only “taught” (epistemically), but it is also “caught” (ontologically) through learning.  The idea 

of having a rational definition of love, before one is actually able to love properly, is something 

of an absurdity.  Having been shown love, in its proper sense—through an embodied experience 

of love—is the greatest teacher of love that one can know.  When we think about those who 

believe and think rightly about God, or the holy, or some other aspect of religious experience, 

these thoughts and ideas do not necessarily manifest within an embodied practice of these 

beliefs.  In other words, beliefs are not sufficient on their own to account for the actual caring 

and loving Others.   

Our colloquial sense of terms like “it’s the thought that counts” seem to marginalize the 

necessity of embodiment as a form of knowledge that is predicated on the body for validity and 

not the mind alone.  It is easy for me to say that I believe or accept the “truth” of loving my 
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neighbor as an ethical theory or religious mandate; it is however, another thing entirely to 

embody these beliefs in practice.  Smith goes on to note about the creating of culture as an act of 

love and care (what I have called poiesis in Chapter Two): “You could have Bible ‘inputs’ every 

day and yet still have a household whose frantic rhythms are humming along with the 

consumerist myth of production and consumption. You might have Bible verses on the wall in 

every room of the house and yet the unspoken rituals reinforce self-centeredness rather than 

sacrifice.”298  The creating of culture is really a creating of habitudes that form and shape our 

future creations—whether that be in our families, in our vocations, in our embodied practices.  

Smith asserts: “our culture-making, our work, is generated as much by what we want as by what 

we believe. So, if you are what you love, then you make what you love.”299   

But what is this “wanting” a signification of in Smith’s “creating/making” analysis?  Is 

there something that lies at the heart of our embodied being which reinforces a sense of desiring 

to make, in reality, this or that “culture”?  What is present with and in our embodied experience 

of our very being that calls us towards this seemingly universal desire for creating and poiesis?  

Techne alone seems to be a very simplified or reductionist way in which we come to understand 

the practical nature of “making” as some skill or art; however, it is within our very embodied and 

incarnate existence within being that allows techno-thinking to become manifestly present 

through this art or skill.  Techne without embodiment is merely left for the conversations of 

“know how” or “knowing that”—it is removed from the essence of being an becoming—a shell 

of Cartesian subjectivity that is hollow on the inside.   
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Here, especially for the historic modes of ancient Christianity, it is important to note that 

a complete rejection of techno-thinking is not absolutely necessary for an authentic experience of 

the religious.  I do not want to frame techne in a “bad” light, or as something to be avoided.  

Even Heidegger realized that his thought could not fully escape the realm of metaphysics 

entirely.  In terms of the relational implications between religious experience and techne, I am 

simply attempting to recover the body as an essential component within this relationship.  That is 

to say that religious experience (as an experience) and techne (as a way of bringing about that 

experience) are well suited to manifest the authenticity of the “holy” within embodiment and not 

just in the mind alone.  It is in this light that I would want to argue that religious experience will 

require a robust, phenomenological rehabilitation in the art of liturgical practice.  Liturgy as a 

practice that engages the body as a primary means towards the open manifestation of religious 

experience.  “Liturgy,” as the Catholic theologian Frank C. Senn rightly argues, is 

embodiment—par excellence.  He states,   

The most fundamental thing we can say about ourselves is that we are creatures of the 
earth. It is an article of faith that among all the creatures of the earth it is human beings 
who bear the image of God. We are God’s representatives in the world. We are also the 
priests of the world who offer the world to God in a sacrifice of love and praise. We serve 
these functions by means of our bodily (embodied) selves. Public worship, which is what 
liturgy is, is a sensuous experience that involves speaking and hearing, touching and 
tasting, seeing and doing, motion and emotion. We cannot participate in liturgical 
practice apart from the body.300 

 
Yet, in what ways was the essentiality of the body “lost” in its re-presentation in Christian 

liturgy?  What literary, or even historical, movement created a delimited space for the body in 

religious experience? Senn’s work argues convincingly that a major of the reason the body lost 
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its essentiality within religious experience was primarily due to its metaphorical deployment in 

religious literature and in religious communities.  He writes about the demotion of the body to 

that of a metaphor,  

The “body” has been treated as a metaphor as well as a physical object. In fact, much of 
our experience of the physical world, including those experiences that impact our bodies, 
are conceptualized by use of metaphors. We will pay attention to some of these 
metaphorical uses of the term “body”, such as the eucharistic body, the ecclesial body, 
and the cultural body, but I would advise against becoming so metaphorical that we lose 
our connection to actual bodies. For example, the eucharistic body of Christ is (or should 
be) actual food that literally feeds the physical body (no matter how minimally), entering 
into the chemistry of our physical bodies to be broken down either for use or elimination. 
This meal builds up the church as an assembly (ekklesia) of many actual bodies. The 
“body of Christ” is more than a metaphor for the church; it has a physical reality in the 
physical bodies of its members who constitute the assembly. The cultural body is 
concretely expressed in how we engage bodily in public rituals, how we interact bodily 
with one another, how the body is portrayed in visual presentations, and how the body is 
used physically to make music, dance, and perform plays.301 

 
In regards to liturgy’s relationship with the body, the French philosopher Jean-Yves Lacoste 

comes to view embodied-liturgy as a “rupture...a violation and transgression against the 

Heideggerian sense of being-in-the-world.”302 This rupture in Lacoste’s thought, however, 

cannot offer the human being a complete and total disruptive move away from the world in 

which its being is grounded.  For Lacoste, he offers a vital, though not completely adequate, 

condition for such a transgression against the “worlding of the world” within the human’s own 

(proper) ontology.  The “inter-ruption” and “dis-ruption” the world’s worlding is brought about 

in an Augustinian sense of restlessness.  Lacoste characterizes this mode of being-restless as 

“that mark of the humanity of man which removes man from every satisfaction to which world 
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and earth hold the key.”303  In this way, we become attuned to our being-restless in being as a 

rebellion, an ontological refusal, of our being’s being as Dasein—that is, mortal and finite.  

Being-restless is a proper way in which we are able to define our own discontent and apathy over 

the very question of being.  Our un-rest within our being dis-closes a fundamental ontological 

desire to be “Other-than-being.”  Being restless is a unique and distinct project for Lacoste in its 

relation to liturgy and religious experience.  In one way, our restlessness is an attempt to 

overcome the potential portent of one’s future by trying to intercept or predict the future.  Thus, 

restlessness in being is awakened whenever the future does not meet the prediction of our 

expectation of it.  Lacoste states, “This [eschatological] restlessness is not related extrinsically to 

our worldliness. The world, which manifests itself at every moment and every place of our being, 

lures us into questioning and the corresponding restlessness.”304  Restlessness, as defined by 

Lacoste, is parallel to Heidegger’s notion of being-in-the-world.  It can be said then, Lacoste has 

framed being-restless as a type of desire of discontinuity with Heidegger’s “world” and “earth.”  

And yet, while being-restless in our being manifests as a type of desiring of that which it does 

not know yet what it desires; Lacoste contends that liturgy, on the other hand, manifests as “an 

explicit ontological choice for God.”305    

Theologically, the poetic nature of this assertion can be understood in this way: while 

being-restless is a condition which grounds the possibility of dissatisfaction with being-there and 

desiring something “other-than-being”; it is also the condition where one opens oneself to the 
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very possibility of religious experience outside of this “world” and “earth”—the very Word of 

God.  However, Lacoste goes further and argues that liturgy then becomes an act—brought about 

by the condition of being-restless in being—that allows one to embody, and even answer to (and 

praise), that Word from God.   That is to say, Lacoste measures the dis-placement of Heidegger’s 

“world “and “earth” in light of liturgical/religious experience; which thus, transgresses their 

placement and “opens them as a nonplace.”306  What does Lacoste mean by this “non-placement” 

of world/earth placement in our being?  I would argue that Lacoste is replacing Heideggerian 

“angst” as that which comes to determine the place of our “being in the world” and the “sacrality 

of the earth.”  This move is theologically necessary for Lacoste, in that , he views the human’s 

attunement to both hear and answer the Word of God (religious experience) as a claim staked 

upon us to leave the world as world, where we are in the presence of God’s absence, behind 

Him, where He has been before. This “non-place” is the ground for which a desire of God can 

manifest incarnately, and the presence of God is made manifest in liturgy. Liturgy, therefore, 

desires not only to “know” God—but to see God.  But, in what ways might liturgy be made an 

incarnate act, within one’s body, in order to open the possibility of “seeing” God manifestly?  

There have been numerable liturgical practices throughout Christian history.  I would say in two 

ways: worship (praise) and prayer.  Both terms relay a very similar ontological reverence, in that, 

they embody an anticipation of a future in which God’s presence returns—that is, the Kingdom 

of God (eschatology).   

First, let us examine the phenomenon of prayer as a liturgy of the body.  Lacoste is 

thoroughly convinced that all prayer comes with-in it God’s proximity.  This proximity, 
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however, is not to be conflated with God’s presence.  Lacoste states that such designations need 

clarification, in that, “liturgy initially confuses the proximity of God and the presence of God in a 

parousial moment.”307  Prayer, like our “being in the world” and the “sacrality of earth,” are dis-

placed and as such, keeps us at a distance from God’s returning in time.  According to Lacoste, 

prayer is a phenomenon that interrupts the dialectic that guides all history.  Here, in this dis-

place-ment (or non-placement), liturgy is able to fracture from the violence that constitutes (our) 

history. Lacoste states, it is “along with this non-placement, the liturgical (religious) experience 

installs a non-time.”308  

What does Lacoste’s phenomenology seem to infer here with this strange language?  It is 

this: “non-time” is that moment of the kairotic within the religious experience that prevails over 

the chronos of history.  In order to situate his argument more concretely as a phenomenological 

point, Lacoste directs us to Hegel’s notion in Phenomenology of Spirit that both master and slave 

pray together.  That is to say, even my foe (the Other), during this time of prayer, is not to be 

refused entry into the church—that is to say, the placement of my prayer is now dis-placed by 

non-time.  It is this phenomenology of “non-place” and “non-time” of the religious experience, 

in view of the Otherness of the Other, that suggest that “one sojourns in eschatological peace and 

unity.”309  Within this distancing of one’s religious experience within the body, and of one’s own 

being-in-the-world, opens a space as non-space for the Other and for the possibility of God’s 

return—what Lacoste calls the “eschatological good.”  He writes, “The proximity of God in 
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prayer gives the religious a present that knows not of any shortcomings, and wherein the desire 

of God is temporarily appeased.”310  This is the nature of a phenomenology of prayer as liturgical 

embodiment, that is, prayer is an event in which one participates as if the presence of God 

coincided with the coming of God.  In this way my Kantian cognitive bracketing of “time” and 

“space” as Heideggerian modes of “world” and “earth” are therein lost within an enthusiastic 

restlessness in hopes of the return of God’s Kingdom in a “non-time” (kairos), and in a “non-

space” (ethics).  Lacoste rightly notes that, if God exists, and religious experience is possible, 

then God does not presence or proximate himself in the same way we regard the presence of the 

pages of this or that religious text.  He writes, “From the point of view of an intentional and 

desiring conscious-ness, one must conceive of religious experience as a non-experience.”311 

The Greek word used in the New Testament for “worship” is proskuneo, which 

essentially means “to give ultimate worth to.”  In a very practical sense, modern Christianity, as I 

have argued thus far, is given over to its more dis-embodied practices of excarnation—

orthodoxy, right doctrine, apologetics, and “being-right.”  Those embodied and incarnate 

practices which offered the possibility for religious experience are still alive in very small 

communities throughout the West, but they are nonetheless small.  The growing need of financial 

backing and the influence of capitalistic tendencies within the church (while they have always 

existed) is at an all-time high.  Growing a mega-church312 is the standard of success in Western 
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Christianity.  The embracing of certain “cultural liturgies” which foster excarnate activities is 

another main culprit to the loss of such embodied liturgies and worshipful experiences.  For 

Smith, the idea of worship cannot simply be a musical or instrumental expression of the 

intellectual beliefs we hold epistemically, but rather, worship is about trans-formation and 

creating.  He argues: “When we realize that worship is also about formation, we will begin to 

appreciate why form matters. The practices we submit ourselves to in Christian worship are 

God’s way of re-habituating our loves toward the kingdom.”313  In Smith’s thought, the total 

structure of liturgical practice is, for the Christian, what he describes as a,  “gathering, listening, 

communing and sending (to care).”314  He states, “it is the story of which I’m a part—in which 

I’m a character—that determines just what counts as character, as virtue.”315  The liturgical 

forms, of the Christian faith in particular, cannot expect to invite Others into something “rich or 

strange”—through its embodiment of incarnate faith—while borrowing forms of secular liturgies 

like shopping malls, Starbucks Coffee, or celebrities.   

The integration and infusion of these cultural liturgies and practices make the 

transformative experience of the gospel—that is, its teloi, to love and care for the Other—

ineffectual.  The resistance to modern forms of techne, in all of its social and cultural 

manifestations and a community of faithful believers committed to embody care and love 

through the aesthetic of liturgical formation are, in my opinion, the only saving grace for a 
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religious faith that has as its head the incarnate embodiment of self-sacrifice to and for the Other.  

In the Christian theological tradition, to crudely state it, Jesus is a man who sacrifices himself on 

a cross to save the same individuals who nailed him to it.  Smith concludes, “What might stop 

people short—what might truly haunt them—will be encounters with religious communities who 

have punched skylights in our brass heaven. It will be ‘ancient’ Christian communities—drawing 

on the wells of historic, incarnate Christian worship with its smells and bells and all its Gothic 

peculiarity, embodying a spirituality that carries whiffs of transcendence—that will be strange 

and therefore all the more enticing. In other words, historic Christian worship is not only the 

heart of discipleship; it might also be the heart of our evangelism.”316  

As I have shown throughout the course of this dissertation is that religious experience is 

only authentically possible within an incarnate embodiment.  It is not to be grounded inside of 

specific aspects of one’s intellectual certainty, or rationality, regarding the possibility of this 

encounter with “the holy” or the “divine.”  We are always-already in communion with the radical 

Otherness of Others in their own being—in their own divinity.  Their existence gives credence to 

my own, and as such I am in some way responsible to and for them.  To this extent, when I 

embody this responsibility I am given, I am ethically incarnate and the measure of ethics 

meaning—the ethicality of ethics.  I have shown that ancient Christian liturgies and practices 

were not established to show the possibility or rationality of “being-right.”  Rather, they were 

formative practices to assist believers towards “right-being” in light of their religious experience 

of and command to embody the love of God to and for the Other—which is my ethical 

responsibility.  
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